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Abstract

The power requirements of automotive alternators are increasing significantly due to the
introduction of new vehicle electrical loads. Moreover, the possible transition to a 42 V
electrical system is introducing new concerns regarding the load dump overvoltage
transient of alternators. This thesis makes several contributions to the power density,
efficiency, and transient performance of future alternators.

A comparison and design optimization of four alternator types is conducted to identify
the least cost alternator that meets the challenging requirements of future automobiles.
Alternator designs with conventional diode rectifiers and switched-mode rectifiers are
investigated. It is found that optimized Lundell alternators are capable of meeting the
demands of future systems, and that wound field synchronous machines may also be
competitive. It is also found that incorporation of a simple switched-mode rectifier
enables substantial improvements in designs optimized for their use.

The behavior of the Lundell alternator under load dump transient conditions is studied. It
is found that rotor eddy currents limit the rate at which the machine can be de-excited to
terminate the transient overvoltage. Models for the de-excitation process are developed
based on experimental measurements, and new field control circuits are proposed that
provide fast field de-excitation.

The use of foil field windings in Lundell alternators to improve alternator power density
is also explored. Foil field windings are shown to provide higher conductor packing
factors than conventional wire wound fields (e.g. 73% as opposed to 64% for a typical
wire wound design) and offer improved thermal transfer properties. These advantages are
demonstrated to enable significant increases in field ampere turns and achievable
alternator output power. However, realizing these advantages requires new field
excitation circuits that can deliver high field currents at low voltages, without exceeding
the limited current ratings of alternator brushes.

Two new field excitation circuits capable of meeting the needs of foil field windings are
developed and experimentally demonstrated. The first field excitation circuit is based on
the use of a coreless printed circuit board transformer with a rotating secondary for
contactless transfer of power to the rotor. A stationary inverter delivers high frequency ac
to the transformer primary, and the power received by the transformer secondary is



rectified and delivered to the field. This approach eliminates the need for brushes, and
their associated wear and current limitations. This rotating transformer topology is
designed, built and tested at standstill with a foil wound bobbin. Experimental results
demonstrate that a 51% increase in ampere turns on the rotor can be delivered with this
approach, which is more than sufficienct for practical applications.

The second class of field excitation circuits developed in this thesis uses a DC/DC
converter on the rotating side to provide a step down in voltage and a step up in current
for the foil field. Control information is communicated to the rotating converter to
regulate the field. An experimental alternator implementing a foil field winding and this
excitation circuit is developed and experimentally validated. Tests at idle speed
demonstrate an improvement of 15% in alternator output power, and an approximate
increase of 30% in field ampere turns for similar temperature limits. It is anticipated that

significantly larger power improvements could be achieved if the alternator stator were
redesigned to take advantage of this improved field capability.
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Thesis Co-Supervisor: Prof. Jeffrey H. Lang

Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The electrical power requirements in automobiles are increasing significantly.

Average electrical power levels in automobiles at the time of this writing are around 1

kW with peaks above 2 kW. However, electrical demand may increase to as much as 12

kW within 5 years [1]. The shift from mechanically to electrically controlled functions is

contributing to such an increase in power demand. The electrification of functions such as

engine valves, water pumps, engine cooling fans and power steering, as well as new

functions such as heated windshield, catalytic converter pre-heat, active suspension,

communication, navigation, and entertainment accessories all contribute to the increase in

power requirements. To have more electrical power available, the automobile must

generate more power. This thesis will address this challenge by focusing on the source of

electrical power, namely the alternator.

The main goal of this thesis is to increase both the power capability and power

density so as to get more power out of automotive alternators. More power is desired

without having to increase the size of the alternator due to the limited space allowed for

the alternator. Improving the alternator's efficiency and transient performance are other

goals of the work described here. To achieve these goals, this thesis considers alternative

types of electrical generators, addresses the incorporation of switched-mode power

electronics into the alternator, and explores the use of computer-aided optimization of the

generator system. This thesis makes significant contributions to the design of alternators,

and elucidates new means to enhance power output, efficiency, and transient performance

of the alternator at minimal cost. Increased power output and efficiency are vital due to

the increased number of loads in future automobiles. In addition, a cost effective solution

to the load dump overvoltage is introduced in order to allow for a transition to the new

42 V bus.



1.1 Transient Considerations

The existing automobile uses a 14 V bus. Substantial currents at the relatively low

voltage of 14 V result in increased size, weight, and cost of the wiring harnesses. Higher

ohmic losses result in increased variation of the voltages at the loads and reduced

efficiency. Higher temperatures resulting from the higher currents increase the need for

cooling. A move towards a higher voltage (42 V) electrical system is presently being

pursued [2]. A shift from the existing 14 V bus to a 42 V bus is likely to result in a

decrease in size of the semiconductors used for control, with an associated decrease in

cost [1]. Wiring harnesses are also expected to decrease in size and some loads are more

efficient at the higher voltage. Although there are advantages to using the higher voltage

bus of 42 V, there is also a downside. Transient performance of the alternator at the

higher voltage is a concern. This thesis will address this problem to facilitate the

transition to 42 V.

The overvoltages that can occur on a 42 V bus with a conventional alternator

design would have much more harmful effects than those occurring on the present 14 V

bus and would not be acceptable in practice. One situation where an overvoltage occurs is

during a load dump. The disconnection of a load, such as the battery, from the alternator,

can cause a large voltage rise. When the battery is disconnected, the alternator current

cannot change instantaneously. The stored energy in the armature winding results in an

impulse in the output voltage, followed by the open-circuit back voltage of the alternator

being impressed upon the system until the field current is reduced [3]. The transient

voltage takes around 5 to 10 ms to rise to its peak and then takes around 40 to 400 ms to

decay. Energy that can easily exceed 100 Joules is forced onto the rest of the electrical

system [3]. The voltage surge can be close to the open circuit voltage of the alternator

which is much higher than the DC bus voltage. The transient may be limited to around

40V and last for around 100ms if there is some protection, such as with the use of

avalanche diodes [4]. Without transient suppression, the transient could last for 400 ms

and reach 120 V. For the 42 V system, the overvoltage could be much worse. This could

damage electrical components including semiconductors. A standards working group has

recommended that the maximum allowable transient overvoltage in the bus be 58V [5] to



avert the risk of electric shock. An important requirement of future alternators is to limit

the amplitude and duration of the overvoltage. One of the challenges addressed in this

thesis is developing methods for overvoltage suppression given the higher voltage bus of

42V.

Improving on transient performance is a major goal. One way to quickly reduce

the load dump is to employ fast-field de-excitation, or sudden removal of current from

the field winding. Such de-excitation is less expensive and involves smaller components

than de-excitation by clamping at the stator side. Field de-excitation can be achieved by

the application of a reverse voltage across the field winding, and can be made even more

effective with current reversal. A reverse current through the field winding would create

flux that opposes the flux created by eddy currents, which serve to limit the de-excitation

rate. Means to achieve transient improvement through fast field de-excitation are

explored as part of this thesis.

1.2 Power Improvement

This thesis aims to improve power output of the alternator at all speeds, but most

especially at idle speed, where the power capabilities are lowest. At the idle speed point,

more field ampere turns is desired, but thermal constraints limit the extent to which a

designer can meet this desire. Insufficient power generation at idle leads to discharging of

the battery [7]. Obviously, output power can be increased by increasing alternator size.

However, the space allowed for the alternator is not increasing [8]. The goal of this thesis

is to develop the least expensive alternator, within size constraints, that generates the

required amount of power. In other words, the alternator with the highest power density

must be determined. Typically, the smaller the alternator, the lower the cost. So the desire

for lowest cost is nearly equivalent to the desire for highest power density. This design

direction also maximizes the probability of meeting space constraints. In addition, the

alternator must meet certain efficiency and transient performance requirements.

Several alternator types are studied in this thesis with the goal of finding the

highest power density, highest efficiency alternator that meets automotive requirements.

We have optimized four alternator types using the conventional alternator rectifier circuit



shown in Figure 1.1: the non-salient and salient wound field alternators, the Lundell or

claw-pole alternator, and the homopolar inductor alternator.

Several years ago, Perreault and Caliskan introduced an invention based on

switched-mode power electronic controls that enables increased power output and

efficiency at high speeds [9, 30]. They replaced the diode rectifier in Figure 1.1 with a

switched-mode rectifier and introduced a load-matching control strategy that maximizes

achievable output power. The new system is shown in Figure 1.2. The three low side

diodes are replaced with controllable switches creating a switched-mode rectifier, which

allows for optimal power transmission via load matching. The improvements in power

output and efficiency were obtained using an existing over-the-counter alternator. This

thesis also presents the results of a reoptimization of alternator design, taking into

account the availability of the switched-mode rectifier. A reoptimization achieves further

improvements in power density and efficiency.

L, Rs i t a

V Li b
VsbLS Rs i~c

Figure 1.1: Alternator with a diode bridge rectifier with constant voltage load.
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Figure 1.2: Alternator with a semi-bridge switched-mode rectifier with constant voltage

load.



The thesis also explores the improvement of output power and efficiency by

replacing the existing round wire field winding with a foil winding. The foil winding can

have better packing and thermal properties, allowing for more field ampere turns. More

field ampere turns generates more power. Saturation, however, must be taken into

account. In addition, fewer turns must be used while allowing for more current since the

foil winding packing factor is higher at a fewer turns count.

In order to allow for the use of a foil winding and fast field de-excitation, a new

field excitation circuit is required. Such a circuit must be capable of providing the larger

currents needed by the foil field winding to the rotor of the machine. In addition, the

circuit must be able to apply a large negative voltage across the field winding for fast de-

excitation. Allowing for current reversal is another goal. This thesis explores two possible

circuit solutions. The first employs a DC/DC converter on the rotor to allow for larger

currents at the (rotating) field winding without having to transfer higher currents across

the brushes and slip rings of the alternator. Several variants of the circuit allow for

voltage or both voltage and current reversal. A second circuit solution that is explored

incorporates a rotating transformer to transfer power from the stationary to the rotating

side, eliminating the brushes that limit the current that can be supplied to the field

winding. This strategy also permits the use of a foil winding and fast de-excitation. These

design strategies are validated through analysis, simulation and experiments, including

the development of a prototype alternator with a foil winding and electronic controls.

1.3 Preview of Results

The alternator comparison and optimization results reveal that the Lundell

alternator is still the most cost effective alternator while meeting the challenging

requirements of future automobiles. The switched-mode rectifier results in significant

cost savings of at least 10% for the optimal machines.

The field de-excitation experiments show that eddy currents limit the rate of

decay of the overvoltage transient. Fast field de-excitation employing voltage reversal is

used to de-excite the field winding. Voltage reversal together with current reversal

further decreases the overvoltage transient duration.



Several circuit topologies are designed to enable a higher field ampere turn

excitation of the foil winding and fast-field de-excitation of the rotor. The first topology

is a rotating DC/DC converter that creates a step up in current to the field winding while

maintaining the brush currents. The second topology utilizes a rotating transformer that

enables contactless power transfer from the stationary side to the rotating field winding.

Both topologies are implemented and achieve significant increases in ampere turns

exceeding 40%. The rotating DC/DC converter is embedded into a foil wound alternator

and a 15% increase in output power is achieved at a similar field winding temperature

rise as a stock alternator.

1.4. Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of 8 chapters, including this introductory chapter. Chapter 2

covers the optimization and comparison of four types of alternators given the higher

power and efficiency requirements of future automobiles. Analytical comparisons of the

output power and efficiencies of these four alternator types are made using lumped

parameter models for each of them. Operation with both diode and switched-mode

rectifiers are considered. To verify the analytical results, a grid-search optimization of

each of the alternators is presented with and without the switched mode rectifier. The

minimum cost alternators meeting all the constraints are selected and mechanical finite

element analyses are conducted to ensure that the optimal alternators meet the stress

requirements. A recommendation is made on the alternator of choice for future

automobiles. The benefits of the switched-mode rectifier in terms of reduced cost and

size of the optimal machines are also presented.

Chapter 3 addresses the issue of load dump protection for future alternators at

higher power and/or higher voltage. The load dump overvoltage is examined and the

limitations in the decay rate of the overvoltage due to the presence of eddy currents in the

rotor poles are investigated through experiments. Fast field de-excitation via applied

voltage reversal is explored as a means of mitigating the overvoltage. A rotor model is

obtained to account for the effects of the eddy currents in the rotor poles. Simulations

using the model are performed to determine the necessary voltage reversal and/or

current reversal required to achieve an acceptable overvoltage duration.



Chapter 4 explores the use of copper foil as a replacement for the existing round

wire field winding. A foil winding is advantageous by virtue of its higher packing factor,

which allows for a higher ampere turn excitation and therefore an increase in output

power. Since the packing factor of copper foil is higher at fewer turns, a field winding

implemented with copper foil is most effectively designed for more amperes and fewer

turns.

Chapter 5 introduces circuit topologies that allow for an increased current supply

to the field winding given the limitations of the existing brushes. A rotating transformer

with a stationary primary and a rotating secondary is proposed that enables power

transfer to the rotor field winding without the use of brushes. The use of a DC/DC

converter on the rotor that will create a step up in current to the field winding and a step

down in voltage is also proposed. Modifications of these two topologies will be presented

that will enable the fast de-excitation of the field winding via voltage reversal across the

field winding, or both voltage and current reversal.

Chapter 6 presents the results of an implementation of the rotating transformer

topology. A circuit design based on an air-core printed circuit board (PCB) transformer is

presented along with the experimental results that show an increase in ampere turns.

Chapter 7 presents the design implementation, and results of the rotating DC/DC

converter approach. The design of the DC/DC converter is covered as well as the

communications technique used to communicate the control information from the

stationary side to the rotating side. An increase in ampere turns is again demonstrated

and results from a prototype alternator incorporating the design are presented. Chapter 8

provides conclusions and recommendations for future work in the area.
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Chapter 2

Alternator Cost Optimization
2.1 Introduction

It is commonly asserted that the Lundell (or claw pole) alternator construction

that is universally used on modern automobiles must be replaced to meet the increased

power demands of future vehicles. Nevertheless, a design strategy has been introduced

that uses switched-mode rectification to substantially enhance the Lundell

alternator/rectifier system [9, 30]. This approach allows the effective voltage seen by the

bridge rectifier to be varied in what is effectively a load-impedance matching technique

to enable optimum transmission of power. The use of this technique with an over-the-

counter automotive alternator has shown substantial increases in power output and

efficiency. One goal of the study described here is to determine how much more

performance can be obtained if the Lundell alternator is optimized for use with the

switched mode rectifier. In other words, how much more cost effective will the alternator

be having been reoptimized for the new duty. Conclusions are also offered concerning

the feasibility of building belt-driven automotive alternators for future high-electric-

demand automobiles.

In addition to the Lundell alternator, alternative alternator designs are investigated

and compared, including the wound-field synchronous alternator and homopolar inductor

alternator [31,32,33,34,35,36]. All candidate alternators are required to produce a

minimum specified power at each of two speeds, and to operate at and achieve a

minimum efficiency at a third combination of speed and load. The machines are

constrained to obey heat flux limitations based on heat flux levels obtained in today's

automotive alternators. Magnetic parts are sized to avoid magnetic saturation. The

resulting rotor inertias and rotational stresses are evaluated and compared.

2. 2 Alternator Types

Figures 2.1 through 2.4 present the alternative alternator constructions under

consideration. These diagrams are somewhat stylized representations which can be



useful for comparing specific machines. These figures are generated by a drawing

program (included in appendix F) from a few specific parameters. The diagrams to the

left reasonably portray a section view in the axial direction, assuming that the section is

taken at the boundary between the motor stack and the end turns. Many of the

dimensions of the drawing represent values determined during the course of the cost

optimization. (Figures 2.1 through 2.4 merely introduce the machine types; the

dimensions in these figures do not represent optimized machines.) In later drawings of

optimized machines, produced by the same drawing program, the rotor outside diameter,

stator inside and outside diameter are to scale. So are the stator and (if applicable) the

rotor slot depth and slot fraction. The inner circle does not represent an optimized value.

The diagrams to the right of each motor axial section represent another rotor section, this

time a vertical section taken through the diameter. In the representation of an optimized

machine, all the axial dimensions represent values selected by the optimization process.

The small blocks extending from the blocks representing the stator (and possibly rotor)

stack(s) are approximations of the volume occupied by winding end turns.

The first class of alternators is the wound-field synchronous alternator, of which

we have the non-salient [10] and salient-pole types [10, 36] shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2,

respectively. The non-salient-pole wound-field alternator has the field winding wound in

slots such that the resulting flux density is approximately sinusoidal. The salient-pole

wound-field alternator has the field winding wound around poles. Consecutive poles are

wound to have opposite polarities.

The third machine is the Lundell or claw-pole alternator which is currently used

in automobiles (Figure 2.3). The Lundell alternator has cantilevered poles. All north

poles are attached to a disk on one side, and all south poles are attached to a disk on the

opposite side. The poles alternate polarities as one traverses the air gap in the

circumferential direction. The field winding is a single coil wound concentric with the

axis of rotation.

The fourth type of machine is the homopolar inductor alternator shown in Figure

2.4. This machine has a field winding wound on the stator concentric with the axis of

rotation. It is wound right next to the armature winding in the stator. The machine has

two axially distinct stator stacks, and excitation flux flows in a path that crosses one air



gap in a radially outward direction, continues axially through a tubular ferromagnetic

path (the outermost member in Figure 2.4) to the other stator stack, crosses the air gap at

the second stack in the radially inward direction, and returns axially through the rotor

body. The north poles are all formed from the rotor body at the axial location of one of

the stacks. The south poles are formed on the same rotor body at a different axial

location. All four alternators have conventional three-phase armature windings wound

along slots in the stator.

Figure 2.1: Non-salient pole wound-field synchronous alternator.

[
]

Figure 2.2: Salient-pole wound-field synchronous alternator.



Figure 2.3: Lundell alternator.

Figure 2.4: Homopolar inductor alternator.

Research has previously been done on all four alternators. The rotor construction of

the wound field non-salient pole synchronous alternator is more robust than the salient

pole version because its field windings are located in the rotor slots. It can therefore be

run at higher speeds than the salient-pole rotor . The salient pole synchronous generator

has the highest electrical output per pound per rpm among all generators according to a

NASA study published in 1965 [10]. It also has the lowest reactances and therefore its

regulation and transient performance are the best. Its speed limitations are due to the high

L

Ml-



stresses that result from centrifugal loading of the field coils. For extreme environments,

the Lundell and homopolar inductor alternator are more likely to be used than the wound-

field alternators. The Lundell is typically smaller and lighter than the homopolar inductor

alternator [11]. The Lundell, however, is more stress limited because of its cantilevered

poles [12]. On the other hand, due to its robust rotor structure, the homopolar inductor

alternator can be run at the highest speeds among all four alternators [11]. The flux per

pole is higher for the homopolar inductor alternator than that of a salient pole alternator

because of the DC flux that it has to carry. This DC flux makes it larger than the

equivalently rated salient pole alternator [12]. Also, the field excitation coil location

increases the length of the machine. It increases the length of the stator conductor where

no voltage is being generated thus resulting in higher copper losses [12]. The homopolar

inductor alternator is the heaviest of all the alternators at the same rpm [11]. The many

interlocked tradeoffs among these machine types necessitates careful evaluation and

comparison to identify suitable designs for future alternators.

The work presented here involves optimizing these alternators given the

requirements of future automobiles and evaluating their performances and limitations.

The first set of optimizations will be done assuming these alternators are utilized with a

diode bridge. The second set of optimizations will assume that these alternators are

connected to a switched-mode rectifier. We will then assess how much smaller and less

expensive these alternators could be made given the availability of the switched-mode

rectifier. This has not been done previously.

2.3 Equivalent Circuit Model

In order to determine alternator output power, an equivalent electrical circuit

model is derived, taking saliency into account. This circuit as seen from the terminals of

each phase will be a voltage source in series with an inductor and resistor. This circuit

successfully models all four alternators.

The flux linkage equations for each alternator can be expressed as



Aa Lso + Ls 2 cos(2p0) - LSS + Ls 2 cos(2p0 - 2T/3) - Lss + Ls 2 cos(2p9 + 21l3) M cos(pO) ia
Ab - LSS + Ls 2 cos(2p 0 - 2r/3) Lso + Ls 2 cos(2p6 + 27r13) - Lss + Ls 2 cos(2p0) M cos(p0 - 2r/3) ib

AC - LSS + Ls 2 cos(2p6 + 21rl 3) - Lss + Ls2 cos(2p9) Lso + Ls2 cos(2p9 - 21rl3) M cos(p6 + 2713) i

Af M cos(pO) M cos(p0 - 27r/3) M cos(p0 + 2T / 3) Lr if

(2.1)

where p0= ax + o is in electrical degrees, Lr is the field winding self inductance, M is

the magnitude of the field and armature mutual inductance, Lso corresponds to the

armature winding self inductance if the machine were non-salient, and the Ls2 term

reflects saliency. The flux linked by phase a of the armature winding due to the field

excitation is

Aaf = M cos(pO)if (2.2)

The generated back voltage is

dAaf
af = -wM sin(pO)if (2.3)

dt

The three-phase armature currents (motor convention) may be expressed as

ia = is sin(p 0 -#0) (2.4)

lb = Is sin(pO -#-21/3) (2.5)

ir = Is sin(pO -#+21/3) (2.6)

where # is the internal power factor angle or the angle between the back-emf and the

armature phase current. The flux linked by phase a due to all three armature phases (with

if equal to zero) is

Aas = (Lso + Ls 2 cos(2 p0))1 s sin(p0 -#)

+(-Lss + Ls 2 cos(2p6 -27 / 3))Is sin(pO -#0 - 2) / 3)

+ (-Lss + Ls 2 cos(2p0 + 2 / 3))Is sin(p0-#5+2) / 3)

3
= (Lso + Lss )Is sin(p0 -#0) -- Ls2Is sin((pO-)+2#)

2

= (LsO + Lss -3 Ls2 cos(2#))Is sin(p6-#)
2

3 Ls2 sin(2#) Is cos(p 0 -#0)
2

(2.7)

The non-ohmic voltage drop across phase a due to balanced currents in the three phases

is



d Aas~ 3L di 3as_ (LsO + Ls -- Ls2 cos(2#)) a +-3mLs2 sin(2#)ia
dt 2 dt 2

from which expressions for the equivalent inductance and resistance are

(2.8)

(2.9)LS = Lso + Lss -- Ls2 cos(2#)
2

3
Rs = ra + -oLs 2 sin(2#)

2 (2.10)

where ra is the ohmic resistance of the armature winding.

The equivalent circuit representing equations 2.3 and 2.8 to 2.10 is shown in

Figure 2.5. Here Vsa, Vsb, and Vsc are the back-emf excitation voltages, dAar/dt, dAbf/dt,

and d Aef/dt.

Figure 2.5: Alternator, rectifier and constant voltage load circuit.

In [9], it is shown that the use of a boost rectifier circuit can be understood as

affecting the operation of the machine in essentially the same manner as the diode

rectifier affects the machine in Figure 2.5, with the additional feature that varying the

duty ratio on the boost switch gives the flexibility to vary the effective dc voltage seen at

the rectifier output over a range from zero to the physical limit of the dc source. This

boost rectifier (switched-mode rectifier) circuit is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Alternator, switched-mode rectifier, and constant voltage load circuit.



The work above shows how we can conveniently include the effect of rotor

saliency in our analysis, but the rectifier in Figure 2.5 (or 2.6) still presents a non-linear

element which precludes a fast, analytic solution. Reference [13] provides a convenient

approximation which permits a simple solution. Based on [13], the circuit in Figure 2.5

(or 2.6) can be approximated by the circuit shown in Figure 2.7 with balanced resistive

loads.

V LS if'a R

FV, LS i R

V, LS it R

Figure 2.7: Equivalent circuit with balanced resistive loads.

Following [13], each resistive load has the value

2 OL )2(, 2 V2
VR= Rs +V01 (>L 2 (<V2 -V 1 )+ RV

2 V((OLS 2 2 21S yo2 (2.11)

Vs2Rs +Vol LsV02 -V 01 )+R V
V2 _2

where Vs is the back-emf voltage and where

Vol =i4 (P-+V dJ (2.12)
7r 2

where Vd is a diode drop. The power angle can be obtained using

tan (#) _ wLs (2.13)
R

The output power is then

P =3I\VO = 3 VS VO (2.14)
)T /7 V>Ls ) 2 + R 2



2.4 Lumped Parameter Model Derivations

Having completed the circuit model, the appropriate inductances and resistances

must then be determined. The procedure is to first determine the flux density in the air

gap due to the field winding and the armature windings and then to determine the flux

linked by the stator windings from the various sources. The flux linked by each armature

winding due to the field excitation will give the back electromotive force while the flux

linked by each armature winding due to all three armature phase currents yields the

synchronous reactance and equivalent resistance due to armature reaction. The flux

density in the air gap is found by multiplying the magnetomotive force (MMF) across the

air gap by the permeance per unit area. The MMF drop across the air gap is obtained

assuming that the permeability of steel is infinite which implies that flux lines are

assumed to terminate perpendicularly to the steel. The details of the process are

instructive and straightforward, but also tedious. They are presented in Appendix A.

2.5 Simplified Analytical Evaluation and Calculation

The comparative evaluation is conducted in several ways and at several different

levels of analytical and computational sophistication. The most extensive comparison is

the result of a cost optimization study. This study, which is presented in Section 2.6,

compares machines of different constructions, each of which is capable of operating over

a specified area in power-speed space and meeting certain other constraints. The lowest

cost machine of each type meeting all the constraints is selected. The results of that

comparison will be presented later in Section 2.7. In this section we present simplified

analytical results which provide some level of insight about how fundamental differences

among the machine types give rise to substantial differences in performance, as observed

in Section 2.7.

Consider the approximate equivalent circuit of Figure 2.7. It is readily

shown that for fixed values of machine parameters, maximum power is delivered to the

load at the load-matched condition (when the synchronous reactance equals the effective

resistance). The main goal is to obtain the lowest cost machine meeting all the

requirements. A comparison of machines loaded to maximum power may nevertheless be



relevant, because least cost machines may be expected to be loaded to maximum power

at one or more design points. As an aside, there is one more consideration to make

before accepting that impedance-matched (maximum power) operation is relevant to the

pursuit of least-cost machines. If the power rating of the machine is a continuous, as

opposed to a momentary, rating, impedance-matched operation is relevant only if the

machine is well enough cooled to operate at this loading. As a rule, the inductive

contribution to machine reactance is dominant over the resistive component, so armature

resistive losses tend to be small compared to load power. In practice, it often is possible

to design machines which are adequately cooled when operated at the impedance-

matched load.

The power delivered to an impedance-matched load can be written approximately

as

Pmax = Isx (2.15)

where Is is the armature phase current and V, is the effective voltage seen at the

armature terminals which varies depending on the duty ratio of the switched mode

rectifier. Based on [13], the armature phase current is obtained as

V 2 V
I s (2.16)

W)Ls

Substituting Is from equation 2.16 into equation 2.15 and taking the derivative with

respect to Vx, the output power is maximum at

vXOPt = vs (2.17)

Substituting Vop, back into equation 2.15 will give the maximum power equal to

P 3 VS (2.18)
max 4 wLS

Since the magnitude of the back emf is

V = afmL I f (2.19)

the gross output power at the load-matched condition can be found to be



Pmax :::: O a7N 2(Nflif)2 (.0
4 L 2

where Nf is the number of field turns and I, is the field current. This is obtained having

ignored the armature resistance, diode drop, the larger air gap in the case of the

homopolar inductor alternator, saliency, and the leakage inductances. Following (2.20)

and Appendix A.6, the maximum power capability (at the impedance-matched load) for

each of the the four machines is

P 8k 2 ( a)uRL( Nf If (2.21)

for the non-salient wound-field alternator,

Pmax =_ 8 "RL N5 If 52 (2.22)
( R 2 p

for the salient wound-field alternator,

Pmax 8 O)P1RL{N )2  (2.23)
rig 2

for the Lundell alternator, and

Pmax 4( go RL 2 N I (2.24)
Mrg 2

for the homopolar inductor alternator.

The symbols R, L, and g in (2.21)-(2.24) correspond to the air gap radius, axial

length, and air gap radial dimension respectively. The ratios of output powers among the

machines can be found in Table 2.1.



Table 2.1: Approximate ratios of output power (column over row)

Non-salient Salient Lundell Homopolar

WFSM WFSM

Non-salient 1 1/kwf2  p2/kwf 2  p2/(2kWf 2 )

WFSM

Salient WFSM 1 p2 p 2/2

Lundell 1

Homopolar 1

It is evident that the Lundell alternator produces the most power in this

comparison, followed by the homopolar inductor alternator, the salient-pole wound field

alternator, and lastly, the non-salient pole wound field alternator. The factor of p2 results

from the Lundell and inductor alternators having their field windings exciting all the

poles. For these two machines, the required number of field ampere turns is independent

of the pole count.

Output power comparisons given the same number of field ampere turns are

shown below in Figure 2.8. The ordinate is terminal voltage operating with a resistive

load, normalized to the no-load voltage. This shows that at the same number of field

ampere turns, the Lundell outperforms the rest by a large margin. Figure 2.8 is prepared

for the case of four pole pairs. The machines being compared in Figure 2.8 all operate at

the same speed and all correspond to R = 0.1 m, L = 0.1 m, and g = 0.005 m.

The comparison which gives rise to Figure 2.8 required many choices to be able

to reduce the mathematical expressions for the capabilities of each machine type to

simple expressions with many common terms. Many of these choices were of necessity

arbitrary, but we tried in every case to be reasonable. The single most important feature

giving rise to the striking comparison in Figure 2.8 is the fact that in the Lundell and

homopolar machines, each ampere turn of field excitation excites field flux in every pole,

while in the wound-field machines, each ampere turn excites flux in only one pole. This

difference is made evident by requiring all machine types to have the same number of

poles. The output power at each of the peaks corresponds directly to equations 2.21-2.24.



It can further be argued that comparison at a constant number of field ampere

turns is also unreasonable. It is quite credible that the cost of a field ampere turn for a

Lundell alternator as measured by most reasonable means is higher than the cost of a

field ampere turn for a wound field machine. However, the fundamental message of

Figure 2.8 does not depend on the comparison being accurate to 5% or even to 50%.

Rather, the principal conclusion from Figure 2.8 is that the favorable field excitation path

of the Lundell alternator (and to a strong extent, the homopolar inductor alternator) is a

powerful advantage over other machine types, in terms of power deliverable from a

machine of a given size. For other machine types to prevail in an overall comparison, it

will be necessary that these other types exhibit strong advantages in other elements of

design not considered here.

Figure 2.9 shows a different comparison. Here the machine types are compared at

constant field ampere turns per pole. On this basis, the salient pole machine is the equal

of the Lundell alternator. In practice, it may not be possible to put so many field ampere

turns on a salient-pole structure.
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Figure 2.8: Output power curves vs. voltage at same number of field ampere turns.
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Figure 2.9: Output power curves vs. voltage at the same number of field ampere turns

per pole

The electrical efficiency can also be solved for at the load-matched condition.

Electrical efficiency is defined as

_ Pout

out + Pfield + Parm

)max - field (2.25)
max ~ field + Pfield + Parm

Pmax field

max + Parm

where Pmax is the gross power output, Pout is the net power output, Pfield is the field loss,

and Parm is the armature loss.

The field loss is

Pfield = I Rf = (Nf If )2 R (2.26)
w tf

where Rf is the field winding resistance. The armature loss is approximated by

8000



arm = a R (2.27)2

where Rs is the armature resistance. Substituting the optimal Vop, in Equation 2.17 into

Equation 2.16 gives the armature phase current Is at the load matched condition

I vsop = s (2.28)

Substituting Equation 2.28 into Equation 2.27 and using equation 2.19 for V, gives

3 Laf )
arm =- (NfI )2 Ra (2.29)

4 S

At the load matched condition, the alternator electrical efficiency is therefore

4R L2

(OL -

3L2
r= +R (2.30)

o0)Ls + Ra

with a minimum value of zero which occurs when all the power generated is used to

power the field winding, resulting in no net output power. Only the field and armature

conduction losses were taken into account for this efficiency calculation. The efficiency

is independent of field ampere turns and therefore independent of the net power

requirement. This is because at the load matched condition, the field copper losses and

armature losses are proportional to the square of the number of field ampere turns as

shown in Equations 2.26 and 2.29 which is the same dependence that the gross output

power has on field ampere turns as shown in Equation 2.20. The efficiency is also

independent of the operating voltage at every load matched point. The efficiency,

however, varies with speed. The efficiency increases with larger field armature mutual

inductance. Using the same approximations and simplified conditions for the comparison

of output power (at idle speed) along with the additional assumption that Rf is

independent of machine type, the efficiencies of the non-salient wound field, salient

wound field, Lundell, and homopolar inductor alternators are 0.4727, 0.5508, 0.8405, and

0.6231, respectively. These estimates indicate that the Lundell alternator has the highest

efficiency. This is primarily due to its large field armature mutual inductance.



Based on these simple calculations, and considering load-matched operation for

maximum power, the Lundell alternator is the most promising of the candidates

considered here. In addition to its many simplifications, this analysis ignores several

other considerations which may substantially influence the choice of machine type. For

example, for a given diameter and speed, the rotor stresses in a Lundell alternator can be

expected to be much higher than in other machine types. If the range of diameters and

speeds under consideration are such that rotor stresses are comfortably below stress limits

for all machine types, then this difference is unimportant. But if rotor stresses in a

Lundell rotor are excessive, the application may require use of a different machine type.

But in general, in circumstances where maximum power per unit volume is required and,

by implication, assuming comparable average mass densities, also in cases where

maximum power per unit weight is the objective, the Lundell machine warrants high

consideration. Likewise, assuming comparable mass densities among machines, the

Lundell machine is expected to be highly effective on a power per mass basis.

2.6 Optimization

2.6.1 Search for Optimal Machines

This section provides a more detailed comparison of the four alternators. Here, the

four alternators are cost optimized via numerical methods given several requirements and

constraints. First among these are the output power and efficiency requirements, arrived

at by a consensus of a group of interested researchers and engineers [14,15], and based

on anticipated load and performance requirements. Each machine must provide at least 4

kW at 1200 rpm, and at least 6 kW at 12000 rpm; 12000 rpm is the maximum operating

speed. Each must be at least 75% efficient while generating 3250 W and running at 3000

rpm. The power outputs stated here are net; gross power must include net power plus

field winding loss, but no allowance is made for field winding power conversion

inefficiencies. Maximum limits are set for the heat fluxes as discussed later in Section

2.6.2.1. Saturation of the teeth and pole necks are avoided by requiring the flux densities

to be less than 1.8 Tesla. The back iron radial thickness dimension is not a search

variable, but is determined based on this same flux density limit.



Given these requirements, the machines are optimized for cost by using a grid

search over the entire design space. The objective function is a very simple one. The cost

of the copper windings is added to the cost of the active magnetic materials to determine

a total cost. The volume of the windings is estimated from the geometry, with simple

approximations for end turn volumes, and assuming a turns packing density which is

assumed constant for all machines. The mass of copper and then the dollar cost of copper

is computed. The active magnetic materials included the stator stack and the

magnetically active rotor (a stack or a solid object). The volume and mass of these

components are computed, using a stacking factor of unity in the case of laminated

structures. A constant price per unit mass is applied to the entire (rotor plus stator) iron

mass. The specific costs assumed are $5/kg for copper and $1/kg for iron.

The most cost effective machines are further compared based on size, rotor

inertia, and mechanical stresses. We want the best alternator to be the most cost effective

alternator which should have other desirable properties such as small volume, low rotor

inertia, and allowable mechanical stresses.

Unlike previous optimizations done on alternators [14]-[15], the apparent load

voltage seen at the output of the rectifier can be varied. This is the fundamental

contribution of the switched-mode rectifier. For each of the operating points, the

optimizer determines the minimum required number of field ampere turns are determined

to generate enough power across effective output voltages less than or equal to 42 V.

Thus, the machines are not necessarily operating at the load matched condition or peak of

the power vs. voltage curves.

For each geometry and a given set of output voltages, the highest number

of armature turns that meets the efficiency and heat flux limits is selected. This is done

because the flux densities in the air gap tend to decrease with a higher number of

armature turns and so the back iron thicknesses are allowed to decrease as well.



2.6.2 Details on Properties Subject to Constraints

2.6.2.1 Heat Transfer Limits

Candidate windings are evaluated on the basis of heat flux density, or heat flow

per unit of cooling area. Machines with heat fluxes below the established limit are

considered as candidates for the lowest cost machine; machines with heat flux densities

above the limit are removed from further consideration.

The total heat flow from a winding is considered to be the ohmic loss within that

winding, and all the heat flux is presumed to flow over a specified heat transfer area. In

most cases, the area used is an approximation to the area exposed to air in the end turn

structure of the machine. In Figures 2.1 through 2.4, for example, the end turns are

represented schematically by rectangular figures in the transverse section views. Each of

these rectangular figures can be considered to represent the cross section of a ring of

rectangular section, coaxial with the machine. One axial face of each ring is considered

to abut the stator or rotor, as the case may be. Heat is presumed to enter the ring through

this face. The remaining surface area of the ring is presumed to be available for heat

transfer.

The radial dimension of the rings representing the end turns are the same as the

radial slot dimension for the winding in question, and the axial dimension is determined

by a simple approximation. For example, the exposed area of the armature winding for

each of the four machines is

Aa = 2(g(R tatslotbot -Rtatin )+ 21 statslotbot + Rstatin ) Wendturn) (2.31)

where Rstatslotbot and Rstatin are the stator slot bottom radius and stator inner radius

respectively, and Wendturn is the distance that an end turn extends from the edge of the

stator. The method for determining the end turn width Wendturn can be found in [15].

The field windings of the homopolar and Lundell alternators do not have end

turns in the same sense as the other windings considered here. In these cases, the

complete winding is approximated as a ring (toroid) of rectangular cross section, and heat

transfer is presumed to occur on only one surface with a radial normal, in particular the

outer surface in the case of the Lundell alternator and the inner surface for the homopolar

alternator.



It is acknowledged that the real heat transfer performance of an alternator is far

more complicated than the situation depicted by this simple model, but the

simplifications offered here are reasonable for the purpose of this study. The dominant

cooling path for windings in automotive generators is convection through the end turns,

and the temperature drop at the winding-to-air interface is generally dominant over other

temperature drops in the cooling path. Other heat sources (iron loss, bearings, windage,

etc.) and other heat paths (radial through the core, axial along the shaft, etc.) both exist,

but the heat sources and coolant paths considered here are dominant over the others,

especially in the performance-limiting conditions.

The thermal model presented here has the benefit that the limiting values for heat

flux can be determined by observation of present-day design practice. In an automotive

alternator, for example, the dimensions of the armature end-turn ring and of the field

winding heat transfer surface can be measured, and the value of winding losses can be

calculated from the rated current and the measured winding resistance. These inferred

values have been applied directly to the machines in this study. This implies that for a

machine in this study to be adequately cooled, it is necessary only that the ratio of actual

effective end-winding heat transfer area to the area of its approximating ring be similar

between the machine from this study and the alternator from which the measurements

were taken, and further that the air flow and heat transfer coefficient be comparable in the

two machines. Since both the required area and the required air flow and heat transfer

coefficient have already been achieved in one case (the measured machine), it should not

be impossible to achieve them in the relatively similar proposed new machines. The heat

flux density limits used here are 7.28 x 104 W/m2 for the armature windings of all

machines and field winding of the wound-field alternators and 6200 W/m 2 for the field

windings of the Lundell and homopolar inductor alternators based on actual

measurements.

The heat flux density for the field winding can be expressed as

RYN.)(Nf If) 2

f



where Rf is the field resistance and Af is the exposed area of the field winding. The

partitioning of terms in Equation 2.32 is not as capricious as it may first seem. The

importance of the grouping NfIf is well understood from Section 2.5, and the grouping

R/N2 makes sense when one recognizes this as the resistance of a one-turn field winding

occupying the available winding volume.

The heat flux density equation for the stator winding is

I R
qa 2 (2.33)

Aa

where Is is the peak armature phase current, Ra is the armature resistance and Aa is the

area of the exposed armature winding.

2.6.2.2 Efficiency

In calculating the efficiencies, only the field and armature winding losses and

diode losses are included. The Lundell and homopolar inductor alternators are expected

to have higher efficiencies since the number of field ampere turns do not have to increase

with an increase in pole count. As indicated in the discussion above, we acknowledge that

other losses exist and are important in some cases, but for this study, only the winding

losses and diode losses are included.

2.6.2.3 Saturation

In order to compare the alternators in terms of saturation, expressions for the flux

densities in the air gap, obtained in Appendix A.7, are used. Only the average and

fundamental components are used. The flux density in the air gap is related to the flux

density in the stator, and, if relevant, the rotor teeth and also to the flux density in the

stator return iron by geometric constants.



2.6.1.4 Inertia

The rotor inertia for each of the four machines is determined using simplified

approximations of rotor geometry. All the tooth and pole boundaries with a large radial

component are modeled as purely radial. The main factors that contribute to inertia will

be the air gap radius and machine length. Optimization of machines will result in

machines with different air gap radii and machine length. The machines that create air

gap fluxes most effectively are expected to have the smallest radii and lowest inertia. The

ordering from best to worst in terms of output from a fixed geometry with a fixed number

of field ampere turns is likely to apply as well to rotor inertia.

2.6.3 Results

2.6.3.1 Optimization Results Using Switched-Mode Rectifier

The optimization is performed to obtain the least expensive machines (flowchart is

shown in Appendix B and code in Appendix F) that meet the requirements. A

satisfactory machine will have a combination of radii, active length, air gap width, and

slot depth that allows it to generate enough power while meeting the efficiency, heat flux,

and saturation limits.

The four optimal machines are shown in Figures 2.10-2.13. For ease of

comparison, the machines are drawn to the same scale. The inductor alternator optimized

to the largest dimensions. This is due to saturation limitations since the flux in the air gap

in addition to the alternating flux is an average flux. In a machine with no average flux,

field ampere turns can be increased without increasing saturation, provided that direct

axis armature ampere turns increases a corresponding amount. In the homopolar inductor

alternator, direct axis armature ampere turns can cancel the alternating flux, but not the

circumferential average flux. Thus, in order to increase the number of field ampere turns

to generate the required power, the dimensions of the machine must be increased. The

large dimensions cause this machine to be the most expensive.

The non-salient wound-field alternator is the next most expensive machine,
followed by the salient-pole wound-field alternator and finally, the Lundell, which is the



least expensive alternator. The salient version of the wound-field alternator performs

better than the non-salient type because of the field winding factor which is less than one

for the non-salient alternator. This diminishes the output power of the non-salient type

machine.

In agreement with the simplified analysis of Section 2.5 is the result that the

Lundell alternator is the most effective in generating power. Looking back at the

simplified analysis, given the same output power, the Lundell alternator has the largest

field-armature mutual inductance which contributes to efficiency. In fact, looking at

Table 2.2, the efficiency of the optimal Lundell alternator is around 83%, which is far

above the limit of 75%.

The limitations for the Lundell alternator are saturation of the rotor structure and

the field heat flux limit. The Lundell alternator rotor structure is limited by saturation

since the flux entering all the south poles for example, has to enter the supporting disk

(also known here as the flux plate) through the end of the poles and return axially in the

steel radially inside the field winding. This requires minimum thicknesses for both pieces

of steel. Thus the rotor radius can not be reduced further.

As reported in Section 2.6, the field winding heat flux limit for the Lundell

alternator was lower than that used for the wound-field machines, consistent with our

observations of an automotive alternator. Table 2.2 shows that the heat flux limit was

reached before the efficiency limit. It is plausible that our observation is generally

correct, in that it is credible that it will be harder to extract heat from a cylindrical

surface, shielded from high velocity air flow by the claw pole structures, than from a

finely subdivided end turn structure in the direct path of the flow from a radial fan. Since

the field currents are lower for the Lundell and homopolar inductor alternator, the lower

heat flux limit does not severely limit their capabilities compared to the wound-field

alternator.

The last three rows in Table 2.2 show the effective voltage for each machine at

each operating point. The action of the switched-mode rectifier makes it possible for a

machine to run at an effective voltage anywhere at or below the nominal bus voltage of

42 volts. It is evident that the optimizer found it beneficial to use switched-mode

operation of the controlled rectifier only at the high-torque low-speed design point. The



entries of 42 volts imply no switched-mode action. These operating points could be

achieved with a simple diode rectifier. Since active switches are indicated for low-speed

operation, it seems probable that they would be used in synchronous rectifier mode,

whenever boost mode is not indicated.
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Figure 2.10: Homopolar inductor alternator.

Figure 2.11: Wound-field non-salient pole alternator.



Figure 2.12: Wound-field salient pole alternator.

Figure 2.13: Lundell alternator.

Perhaps the most remarkable finding is not that the Lundell alternator was found

to be least expensive, but that, given the huge difference seen in Section 2.5, the

difference between the Lundell and its closest competitor is as small as it is. Given the

many approximations and inaccuracies remaining in the process to produce Table 2.2 the

fairest conclusion is probably that the competition for lowest cost is a dead heat between

the Lundell alternator and the wound-field salient alternator.



Table 2.2: Comparison of optimal machines.

Feature WFNS WFS Lundell HIA

Cost ($ steel+$ copper) 16.2 12.0 11.8 40.3

Outer radius (m) 0.0949 0.0832 0.0771 0.1393

Outer length (m) 0.055 0.05 0.0784 0.099

Max Stress (108N/m2) 0.8 0.4 3.45 1.2

Inertia (kg.m 2) 0.0245 0.0072 0.0077 0.0686

Efficiency (3000 rpm) 0.7598 0.7582 0.8267 0.8064

Field heat flux density at 1200 53261 41005 6184 6024

rpm (W/m2)

Field heat flux density at 3000 9512 9698 1721 2090

rpm (W/m2)

Field heat flux density at 12000 31806 57680 5472 5937

rpm (W/m 2)

Armature heat flux density at 61455 60643 53820 17023

1200 rpm (W/m2 )

Armature heat flux density at 10779 14567 15307 7432

3000 rpm (W/m2)

Armature heat flux density at 43502 71968 52789 25835

12000 rpm (W/m2)

Flux density at 1200 rpm (T) 1.758 1.753 1.788 1.783

Flux density at 3000 rpm (T) 0.777 0.758 0.881 0.776

Flux density at 12000 rpm (T) 0.333 0.293 0.566 0.489

Output voltage at 1200 rpm (V) 30 31 28 35

Output voltage at 3000 rpm (V) 42 42 42 42

Output voltage at 12000 rpm (V) 42 42 42 42



2.6.3.2 Stress Analysis of Optimum Machines

Meeting mechanical stress limits is an important consideration in machine design.

Based on finite element analyses, the salient wound-field alternator is the most robust

stresswise among all four machines, followed by the non-salient wound-field alternator,

the homopolar inductor alternator and the Lundell alternator. This rank order arises at

least in part because we have considered stress only in the rotor iron. We are aware that

it is common in wound-field machines for the maximum structural stress to occur not in

the main rotor steel but rather in wedges or other structures which retain windings in their

places. It is also possible that the most limiting effect of rotation and temperature does

not occur in any part of the rotor structural material, but rather in the compressive load in

the conductor itself. While the conductor is not in the load path, the yield stress of

copper, especially at elevated temperature, is so low that this consideration may be more

restrictive than the capability of the rotor structure. Although we acknowledge these

effects, we do not expect them to render any of the machines analyzed here mechanically

unsuitable for their intended duties, so we do not explore these matters further.

The Lundell alternator as expected has the highest stress due to the cantilevered

pole structure protruding from the supporting disks. The stresses, though, are within the

allowable limits set for steel.

The finite element models for each of the candidate machines are shown in

Figures 2.14 through 2.17. The arrow in each figure points to the maximum stress

location. In each case, symmetry is exploited to the maximum possible extent. In general

we see one half of one pole, but in the case of the non-salient wound-field machine we

see one half of one tooth. The models in these figures are not in any case the first model

considered, but reflect adjustments made to reduce peak stress where needed.

It is frequently the case that the largest stress in the entire solution domain occurs

at a geometric discontinuity. This occurs for two reasons. First, geometric discontinuities

do introduce stress concentrations in true (physical) stress fields. Second, finite element

methods give rise to mathematical, non-physical, large numbers due to approximation

errors at geometric discontinuities. Fillets and larger radii tend to improve the calculated



stress by acting favorably on both effects, and finer grid geometries can be used to

control approximation errors.

We have used both techniques, with special emphasis on fillets, to reduce the

calculated stresses. We believe the geometries we have chosen represent reasonable

approximations to practical solutions, and are not unduly compromised by insensitivity to

good mechanical design. This last statement is probably least robust in the case of the

Lundell alternator.

The only constraint which we placed on the mechanical stress was a requirement

that the peak von Mises stress be less than 4 x 108 N/m 2 (a bit less than 60,000 psi). This

may be conservative, relative to the strength obtainable in the parts under consideration.

We found that with reasonable fillets we could get all the cost-optimum designs below

this limit, so we were not motivated to investigate the credibility of some higher limit.

Note that this study has left many possible investigations unexplored. In

particular, in the optimization, we considered only one number of pole pairs and have

constrained all machines to operate at the same speeds. This latter condition corresponds

to considering only one possible drive ratio between engine and generator. Both

limitations seem at least somewhat arbitrary.
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Figure 2.14: Mechanical FEA of homopolar inductor alternator.
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Figure 2.15: Mechanical FEA of non-salient wound-field alternator.
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Figure 2.16: Mechanical FEA of salient-pole wound-field alternator.
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Figure 2.17: Mechanical FEA of Lundell alternator.

There is a fairly strong justification for our choice not to vary pole count. In

previous studies [14]-[15] involving similar modeling and the same load requirements

and cost function, we included pole count as an optimization variable. There, we almost

always observed a cost function which decreases monotonically but asymptotically as

pole count increases. We find these results uninteresting. Common sense tells us that the

true optimum is not at infinite pole count. Increased time in winding the machine,

increased cost per unit for finer wire, the increased lamination expense and other system

penalties of higher frequency operation, are real effects which put an upper bound on the

practical pole count of a machine. We have chosen not to model these effects. Instead,
we observe that at 6 pole pairs, we are still low enough so that the adverse effects of these

neglected considerations are not large. But at the same time, the pole count is high

enough so that the main effects of economy due to thinner back iron and shorter end turns

have been realized.



As for the effect of generator speed on cost, there remains substantial room for

further work. The principal reason for considering the homopolar inductor alternator is

that its simple rotor structure should make it possible to use high rotor speeds.

The homopolar alternator results are a bit of a surprise, first that it comes out so

expensive in this study, and second, that it is already even at this modest rating a

relatively high speed machine, as measured by surface speed and by rotor stress. Because

it starts out so expensive, we need to anticipate great cost savings if higher speeds are

considered. But there is only about a factor of 1.7 or so of allowable increase in surface

speed, before the stress becomes comparable to that of the cost-leading Lundell

alternator. This change in surface speed is unlikely to bring about a cost reduction of

more than the factor of 3.4 needed to match the Lundell. Additionally, an increase in

surface speed of this magnitude would put the air in the generator firmly in the realm of

transonic, or compressible, flow. This means that temperature changes associated with

fluid velocity changes are no longer negligible. The design challenges associated with

producing a well cooled design in such a flow regime will be substantial. Additionally,

flow noise will assume an increased importance, and the simple crude structure indicated

by Figure 2.14 is unlikely to be acceptable without fairing and/or other treatments. In

summary, given how far the homopolar inductor alternator has to go, it is not clear that

this is a fruitful direction.

The very low stress levels computed for the wound field machines suggest that

consideration of these machines at higher speeds may be productive. There are two

general concerns about this direction. First, as discussed above, the real rotational speed

limit in these machines may not be in the rotor steel, but in parts that have yet to be

considered. A detailed mechanical design can give guidance about the possible existence

and detailed nature of these limits, but the result will be harder still to include in a cost-

optimizing grid search. Second, the compressible flow and flow noise concerns

discussed in connection with the inductor alternator remain considerations for wound

field machines.

While there may be benefits to considering different machines operating at

different speeds, the results are definitely beyond the scope of this study.



In terms of inertia, the salient-pole wound field machine has the least inertia

followed by the Lundell machine, the non-salient pole wound-field machine and the

homopolar inductor alternator. In general, the smaller the rotor structure, the lower the

inertia. Since the salient-pole wound-field and Lundell alternators optimized to the

smallest rotor sizes due their effectiveness in generating flux and being relatively less

limited by the performance constraints, their inertias are the lowest.

2.6.3.3 Optimization Results Using Diode Rectifier

In order to assess the effect of the switched-mode rectifier on the cost of the

optimized alternators, a separate set of runs were performed on all four machines while

run with simply a diode rectifier where the effective voltage seen at the output from

Section 2.3 can only be 42 V. The set of cheapest machines for the optimization with

(previous results) and without the switched- mode rectifier are compared in Table 2.3

below.

The results show that the switched-mode rectifier results in a decrease in cost of the

least expensive machines by more than 10% from those obtained without using a

switched-mode rectifier. At least part of the cost of implementing the switched-mode

rectifier is offset by the savings that it enables.

From Table 2.3, notice that the switched-mode rectifier is used only at the idle point.

It is at the idle point where the field-ampere turns required are highest. It is also at the

idle point where the air gap flux densities are highest. Therefore, it is at the idle point

where back-iron thicknesses are determined which in turn affect cost. If the output

voltage is lowered, the result is that the equivalent switched-mode rectifier resistance

decreases and the internal power angle increases, the net result of which is a decrease in

the flux density in the airgap. In order to meet the output power, the armature current

increases and so does the back-emf through the field ampere turns. Despite these

increases in currents, the net effect on the flux density is still a decrease. Given the

decrease in flux density, there is now more room for cost optimization. The air gap radius

can then be decreased which results in an increase in the flux density but a decrease in



cost. Thus, the optimal machine used with the switched-mode rectifier is likely to have a

smaller radius.

Table 2.3: Comparison of least expensive machines obtained with and without the

switched-mode rectifier

Diode rectification Switched-mode Percent decrease in

recitification cost

Non-salient $18.46 $16.19 12.3%

WFSM

Salient WFSM $14.20 $11.98 15.6%

Lundell $13.53 $11.45 15.4%

Homopolar $44.86 $40.30 10.2%

2.7 Conclusion

To summarize, the lumped parameter models for the four alternators are tied

together with the circuit model for the switched-mode rectifier in order to derive

analytical expressions for machine performance at the load matched condition. To

validate the performance of the four machines and make more accurate comparisons, an

exhaustive grid search optimization was done to determine which machine is most cost

effective while meeting the more demanding requirements of next generation

automobiles.

Looking at the optimization results while taking note of the predictions made

using the analytical expressions, it is understandable that the Lundell alternator is the

most cost effective alternator. What is surprising is that it has mechanical stresses below

allowable limits while meeting these challenging power and efficiency requirements. The

salient-pole wound-field alternator does perform well and comes in as a close second. To

the accuracy of this study, the two machines are virtual equivalents from a cost

viewpoint.



We expect that for this application, the industry will continue to select the

Lundell alternator because of the vastly larger experience base with such machines. But

the results here suggest that for another specification, even one only slightly more

challenging to the Lundell machine, a different machine might be preferred.

The optimization runs done on the Lundell alternator using only a diode rectifier

show that the switched mode rectifier results in a 15% decrease in the cost of the optimal

machine. A switched-mode rectifier is also useful for transient voltage suppression and

jump starting thus sparing us the cost of additional components used for these functions.
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Chapter 3

Load Dump Protection
3.1 Introduction

A "load dump" in an automotive electrical system is a severe voltage transient

associated with the alternator that has a major impact on the design requirements of

automotive electronic components [3,5,25,26]. A load dump occurs when there is a

sudden disconnection of a high current load (especially the battery) that forces the

alternator output current to drop quickly. The reactive drops across the machine

inductances are thus reduced, and the large alternator back-emf is imposed on the

electrical system until the field control circuit is able to sufficiently reduce it.

The load dump is an important consideration in 14 V electrical systems, since the

peak voltage ratings on electrical components may be as high as 60 V [27]. Some form of

passive clamp is often used to limit the transient voltage [26], but substantial overvoltage

requirements are the norm. It is generally thought that the much tighter overvoltage

requirements of proposed 42 V systems will require some form of active clamp in

addition to passive clamping [27].

An energy absorbing clamp at the output of the alternator must absorb the

alternator output power during a load dump (excepting any power delivered to remaining

loads), representing a substantial dissipation requirement. The size of the passive clamp is

related to the energy that it has to absorb. Examples of passive clamps are metal oxide

varistors (MOV) and zener diodes; the alternator rectifier diodes are designed to

avalanche for this purpose. An absorbing active clamp performs similarly, but attains

lower voltage overhead through intelligent control circuitry. There are several approaches

to active suppression that can reduce the dissipation requirements of absorbing clamps.

An example of such is shorting the machine output. For example, if an alternator already

has a switched-mode rectifier for load matching (e.g. as shown previously in Figure 1.2),
the machine output can be shorted out by simply turning on all the three low side

switches [9, 30].

Another method that has been used to reduce clamping requirements for load

dump protection is improved field current control. This allows us to limit the overvoltage



transient with components rated at lower power levels, compared with stator side

clamping. At present, following a load dump, the voltage supply to the field winding is

turned off by the voltage regulator [5]. The field current will then decay exponentially.

While present, the field current creates the high voltage at the output. One way of

reducing the overvoltage that results from the load dump would be fast field de-

excitation, or quickly bringing the field current to zero following a load dump. When

used in conjunction with voltage clamping at the output, rapid field de-excitation lowers

the duration of the clamping current, so clamp elements are called to absorb or dissipate

less energy. Therefore the components are expected to be smaller and less expensive

[25]. This chapter explores the use of rapid control of the field current to reduce the

clamping requirement. Models and experiments are developed that show the

requirements and limits of this general approach, and circuits suitable for achieving

maximum performance are introduced.

3.2 Fast Field De-excitation

3.2.1 Eddy Current Limitations

Fast field de-excitation is the quick reduction of current in the field winding. The

back-emf is a function of alternator speed and excitation current. Following a load dump,

the output voltage could approach the back-emf or open circuit voltage. With no field

current, there should be no back-emf. However, in a Lundell alternator, the sudden

removal of the field current will induce eddy currents to flow in the solid rotor poles. The

output voltage will not immediately disappear due to the presence of these eddy currents.

As these eddy currents decay, so will the output voltage. The rate of decay of the output

voltage is limited by the rate of decay of the eddy currents.

In order to assess the limitations due to eddy currents, the field winding of a

Motorcraft 14V, 140 A automotive alternator was connected to the circuit shown below

in Figure 3.1. A more detailed circuit schematic can be found in Figure C.2 of Appendix

C. The experiment was conducted with an initial field current of 1 A and an alternator

speed of 1840 rpm. After the switch is opened, de-excitation occurs as the field energy is

transferred from the field winding (inductor) to a capacitor over a quarter of a cycle of the

circuit's natural frequency. The field current and capacitor voltage waveforms are shown



in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The field current vanishes after a few tenths of a millisecond (0.24

ms). The average reverse voltage is approximately 35 times the initial voltage. Since the

de-excitation through the capacitor can be made very fast compared to the duration of the

overvoltage, the field current can be assumed to vanish instantaneously, and only the

effects of the eddy currents through the solid rotor poles will be reflected in the output

voltage waveform. Using this circuit will result in the fastest decay of the output voltage

that can be achieved without having a bi-directional field current (which can create flux

that opposes the effects of the eddy currents). This open circuit (phase to neutral) stator

output voltage exhibits an envelope of the decaying oscillation containing at least two

time constants: a faster time constant of around 15 ms and a slower one of around 100

ms. The envelope can be expressed using the following function:

V = A1e TI+A2 e + A3  t > tL
r1 =15ms

= OOMs (3.1)
A1 = 4.33 V

A2 =1.44V

A3 =0.52V

The positive half of the line-to-neutral output voltage during the transient is

shown in Figure 3.4.

VLf C lyF

Figure 3.1: Circuit for de-excitation through capacitor.
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Figure 3.2: Field current during fast de-excitation.
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Figure 3.3: Field voltage during fast de-excitation.
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Figure 3.: Positive half of stator phase open circuit voltage.

We can use information from Figure 3.4 to extrapolate what a load dump transient

might look like in a modem 42-Volt automobile. We can extrapolate the pre-event

portion of the experimental event to allow us to estimate the voltage which would appear

at the machine terminals immediately following an instantaneous loss of full load. The

pre-event voltage level can be assumed to be made up of two parts - A voltage which

exists as a result of current in the field winding, and a second voltage which exists as a

result of residual magnetization of the rotor. From the late post-event portion of the trace,

we see a small voltage that does not appear to be declining. This is the voltage due to

residual magnetization. Superposition can be assumed to apply in this case, so we expect

the voltage due to residual magnetization to be the same at all points in the trace. This

means that the voltage due to field current is the difference between the total pre-event

voltage and the voltage due to remanent flux. This statement is true independent of the

relative phase of the two voltages, but if the two are in phase, then the statement can be

applied to the difference of the amplitudes.

To calculate the effect of operating at a different field current, the voltage due to

field current may be scaled by the ratio of the new field current to that of the test current



(1 ampere). This is rigorously valid if magnetic saturation is unimportant. To calculate

the effect of operating at a different speed, the total voltage (both the field-dependent and

remanent flux components) may be scaled by the ratio of speeds.

And finally, if we want to postulate a 42 volt machine, we may scale both

components of the voltage by a factor of 3 to account for the expected increase in mutual

flux linkage due to a change in the number of stator turns. If we make all these

corrections, the result is the step amplitude shown in Figure 3.5. The curve for the

remainder of Figure 3.5 is derived by scaling the fraction of the voltage attributable to

remanent magnetism by a factor derived from the envelope from Figure 3.4.

Following the load dump, it takes around 50 ms for the voltage to reach an

acceptable level (below 58 V) of around 1/5 the peak reached. Any clamp will have to be

effective for at least 50 ms. To decrease the overvoltage duration further, as desired,

negative field currents would have to be imposed through the field winding to counter the

effects of the eddy currents.

350

300-
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Figure 3.5: Load dump voltage envelope for 42 V

rpm and having an initial field current of 3A.

3.2.2 Method for Fast Field De-excitation

system with alternator running at 6000



Fast field de-excitation is achieved by applying a negative voltage across the field

winding. A simplified diagram illustrating de-excitation of the field winding in this

manner is shown in Figure 3.6. The field winding is represented as a series combination

of an inductor and resistor; rotor eddy currents are ignored. The field is de-excited by

switching the field voltage from its initial positive value to some negative value, as

shown in Figure 3.7. Such field de-excitation results in a field current decay time to zero

of approximately

t= )In k , k 0 (3.2)

where k is the ratio of the magnitude of the applied reverse voltage (Vf after load dump)

to the voltage originally applied (Vf before load dump). See Appendix C.1 for a

derivation. Having a k of zero corresponds to shorting out the field winding. In this case,

since the field current decay is exponential, it will take around three time constants for

the field current to approach zero, but will take infinitely long to actually reach zero.

Even three time constants is much longer than the time we want to achieve in order to

minimize clamp losses in future high power-alternators. Having a larger k will result in a

shorter period of time for removal of the current. A fast response from a field de-exciter

will allow for a smaller and less expensive clamp. The faster the de-excitation current, the

more costly it becomes. The objective then is to achieve a fast field de-exciter at lower

cost. As mentioned earlier, the model of the field winding in Figure 3.6 is a simplified

version of the actual field circuit dynamics. Equation (3.2) formally holds only when the

armature is open circuited and when the field decay process is slow enough so that rotor

eddy currents are not important. If the armature is loaded, the field current decay can be

faster than indicated by (3.2). If rotor eddy currents are important, field current decay will

be faster, but the speed voltage in the armature will no longer be proportional to the field

current, as the rotor eddy currents induce voltage in the armature.
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Figure 3.6: De-excitation of the field winding by voltage reversal.

3.2.3 De-excitation Experiment

We have conducted an experiment to evaluate de-excitation by reversing the

voltage across the field winding (theoretical k=1). To evaluate the effects of applying a

reverse voltage across the field winding, a bridge was constructed using four transistors

as shown in Figure 3.7. A more detailed schematic is shown in Figure C.4 of Appendix

C. This experiment was conducted with an initial field current of 1 A at idle speed (1800

rpm). The open circuit voltage and the field current were observed following a reversal of

the applied field voltage. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.8. Theoretically,

the reversal should be by a factor of k = 1. However, the additional reverse voltage is due

to the drops across the MOSFET body-diodes and line resistances. The drops across the

resistances decrease as the field current decreases to zero. As the field current goes

negative, the MOSFET RDSon drops further decrease the magnitude of the reverse voltage.

The field current decreased to zero after around 48 ms while the open circuit voltage

decreased to 1/5 of its original value after 75 ms. In order to have the field current vanish

more quickly, a larger negative voltage must be applied across the field winding.
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3.2.4 Rotor Equivalent Circuit

In order to assess approximately what multiple of the original voltage is required

to obtain a decay rate comparable to that obtained using a capacitor (very fast), a rotor

equivalent circuit model is developed in this section.

Lmd dkdt yd

r, L,,m

V, dA/Idt L,,,,

Lmkdl

Lmkdl

Lmkdl

Figure 3.9: Rotor d-axis circuit.



The rotor circuit could be modeled as shown in Figure 3.9, where only the d-axis

is considered. It is assumed that the eddy current effects occur in circuits along the d-axis.

The model of the rotor has the field winding, three eddy current circuits which are shown

to be short circuited. These are coupled to each other and to the d-axis stator winding.

The flux linkage equations (taken from [16]) with the addition of two more

damper windings are

3 (
Af 3Lid + kLmf + Lif jif + Lfkdl ikdl + Lfkd2ikd2 + Lfkd3ikd3 (3.3)

3
Akd l Lskd1id +Lfkd1if +m(Lmkdl + Lkdl )ikdl + Lkdlkd2ikd2 + Lkdlkd3ikd3 (3.4)2

3
Akd 2 3 Lskd2id + Lfkd2i f + Lkdlkd2ikdl + (Lmkd2 + Llkd2 )ikd2 + +Lkd2kd3ikd3 (3.5)

2

3
Akd 3 Lskd3id + Ljkd3if + Lkdlkd3ikdl + Lkd2kd 3-ikd2 +m(Lmkd3 + Lkd3 )ikd3 (3.6)2

d m(Ld + Ls )id + L5if + Lskdlikdl + Lskd2ikd2 + Lskd3ikd3 (3.7)

where the following notation holds:

= flux linked by field winding

Ad = flux linked by armature d-axis winding

Akdi = flux linked by ith eddy current circuit for i=1,2,3

if = current through field winding

id = current through armature d-axis winding

ikdi = current through ith eddy current circuit for i=1,2,3

Lmf = field magnetizing inductance

L= field leakage inductance

Lsf = field armature mutual inductance

Lki = mutual inductance between field winding and ith eddy current circuit for i=1,2,3

Lskdi = mutual inductance between stator winding and ith eddy current circuit for i=1,2,3

Lmkdi = magnetizing inductance of ith eddy current circuit for i=1,2,3

Liki = leakage inductance of ith eddy current circuit for i=1,2,3

Lkdikdj = mutual inductance between ith andjth eddy current circuit for ij=1,2,3



The stator is open circuited so the d-axis stator winding current is zero (id=O) and

therefore has no effect on the rotor circuit. To simplify the derivations, it is assumed that

there is a common permeance (or reluctance) seen by all the windings. Assuming a

common permeance, the various inductances can be found to be

Lmf = N Pd (3.8)

Lmkdi = N kd (3.9)

where Nkdi, Nf are the number of turns corresponding to the damper windings and field

winding respectively, and Pd is the permeance function common to all windings. The

constant Nkdi does not correspond to real turns but instead can be seen as a factor that

relates the permeance to the inductance.

Given this common permeance, each of the other rotor windings can be seen as

coupled to the field winding through transformers with turns ratios of Nkdi/Nf. Therefore,

transforming all the eddy current circuits to the side of the field winding involves

multiplication of the inductances and resistances by (N/Nkdi) 2. The transformed circuit is

shown in Figure 3.10 where

Liri = 12 Llkdi (3.10)
N kdi

Rri N -- rkdi (3.11)
Nkdi

As shown in the final equivalent circuit model of Figure 3.10, there are 3

additional RL sub-circuits representing the effects of the eddy currents. Although the

eddy current waveform in Figure 3.4 was approximated earlier with two time constants,

three rotor eddy current subcircuits are included in this model for an additional degree of

freedom and improved matching. Without the eddy currents, we have the simple field

winding circuit. The objective of the above derivations is to show that the circuit in

Figure 3.9 can be transformed to the circuit in Figure 3.10 with some approximations.

The field circuit in Figure 3.10 simplifies analysis or simulation.

The best-fit values for the circuit elements in Figure 3.10 were then determined

iteratively using simulations in Pspice with the goal of replicating the experimental



results shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.9 (see Appendix C.4). The resulting circuit

parameters are enumerated in Table 3.1. The model captures the main characteristics of

the actual rotor. The next step then is to predict what the actual performance of the

alternator would be under different situations, by running simulations on the model under

those conditions. This circuit model assumes that the stator is open circuited. Following a

load dump, the output voltage can approach the open circuit voltage. The phase a open

circuit voltage will be

Va = wAd COS Or + dAd sin Or
dt

N N dlMf
=w 0), Lmf Irf COSOr + s Lmf -sin Or (3.12)

N N 5 dt

N
Nf & mf Imf cos Or

where Ns and Nf are the armature turns per phase and field turns respectively, (9 is the

electrical frequency, and Imf is the current through the field magnetizing inductance. The

envelope of the open circuit voltage is approximately a scaled version of the current

through Lmf as shown in (3.12). During steady state, there is no current through the three

additional rotor circuits representing the eddy current effects. During transient conditions,

such as a load dump, currents will flow through these rotor circuits and represent the

eddy currents that will flow and oppose the change of flux in the air gap.

3.2.5 Required Voltage Reversal

A simulation of a voltage reversal with k=1 applied to the equivalent rotor circuit

(with reverse currents allowed) in Figure 3.11 shows that it takes approximately 135 ms

for the open circuit voltage to reach 1/5 of its original value. The result appears in Figure

3.11 where the phase voltage is derived using (3.12). This is considerably longer than the

75 ms achieved by de-excitation via a capacitor. Therefore a higher reverse voltage is

required. The results shown in Figure 3.11 are different when compared with those in

Figure 3.8 since the actual voltage reversal shown in Figure 3.8 is greater than k=1 and

actually closer to k=2.



Figure 3.10: Equivalent rotor circuit simulated in PSpice.

Table 3.1: Parameter values for rotor circuit of existing Lundell alternator (Motorcraft 14

V, 140 A alternator).

Parameter Value

R 2.5492

Lif 20mH

Lmf 550mH

Lir 1mH

Rr1 302

Lir2  200mH

R, 2  2592

Lir3  900mH

Rr3 902
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Figure 3.11: Simulation of de-excitation by voltage and current reversal with k=1

(showing normalized field current and phase voltage).

We then determined what field voltage with current reversal could accomplish

the same effect on the open circuit voltage as that obtained through de-excitation via a

capacitor (with approximately a factor of k=35, allowing for only positive field currents).

The circuit in Figure 3.10 is simulated while varying the reversal factor k. The resulting

simulated field current and normalized output voltage waveforms (scaled version of

current through Lmf ) are shown in Figure 3.12. The voltage takes approximately 70 ms to

reach 1/5 of its value preceding the transient. The simulations show that a voltage

reversal by a factor of 2.5 (while allowing for a bi-directional current) has the same effect

as a reverse voltage by a factor of 35 (with unidirectional current). It shows that allowing

for a reverse current makes a significant contribution to de-excitation. Such performance

is approximately as good as that achieved using ultra-fast field de-excitation with the

capacitor. Based on the experimental results, we need a field de-excitation circuit with a k

of at least 2.5 to match the effect of instant current cut off. However, based on our

predictions of the actual open circuit voltage with the alternator running close to full field



(with an overvoltage transient lasting around 50 ms), we need a k of 4 while allowing for

a reverse current.

Time(s)

Figure 3.12: Simulation of de-excitation by voltage and current reversal with k=2.5

(showing normalized field current and phase voltage).

3.3 Summary

Fast field de-excitation can be used to reduce the load dump overvoltage transient

duration and amplitude with components operating at lower power levels (compared with

clamps at the output). If the field winding current is shut off immediately, the load dump

overvoltage does not immediately vanish because of the eddy currents that flow in the

rotor poles immediately following such de-excitation. One method of de-exciting the

field winding is by voltage reversal. It has been demonstrated, however, that current

reversal in addition to voltage reversal is necessary such that a reasonable voltage

reversal ratio is possible. A voltage reversal of k=4 together with current reversal is

sufficient to reduce the duration of the overvoltage at the same rate as reducing the field

current to zero instantaneously. A higher voltage reversal results in even better

performance.



Chapter 4

Foil Field Winding

From Equation 2.20, the maximum power output for an alternator at the load-

matched condition can be expressed as

Pa =-a) (NIf ) (4.1)
4 L,

where w is the electrical frequency, Lafn is the field-armature mutual inductance, L, is the

synchronous inductance, Nf is the number of field turns and If is the field current. This

shows that the higher the number of field ampere turns (at least at the load matched

condition while not saturating the alternator), the higher the output power achieved. Even

when a machine is not designed to operate at the load matched condition, higher field

ampere-turns can be used by the machine designer to improve performance. To cite just

one example, higher field mmf will allow the specification of a larger air gap without loss

of rotation induced voltage in the armature. The larger airgap will reduce armature

inductance, allowing a higher current for a fixed induced voltage and load voltage,

thereby increasing power output.

Our aim is to increase the number of field ampere turns by modifying the

alternator field winding. Currently, the field winding of an automotive Lundell alternator

consists of round copper wire with a packing factor near 0.6. For the same number of

turns and winding area, the higher the packing factor, the larger each wire can be and

therefore the lower the resistance of the field winding and the lower the copper losses

will be. One way of increasing the packing factor would involve replacing the round wire

field winding with a foil coil. There are several advantages to doing this. Foil packs more

tightly so the geometric packing factor will be higher, and in addition has better thermal

heat transfer (lower thermal resistance than round wire). A plot comparing the round wire

and foil packing factor can be found in Figure 4.1 assuming constant insulation thickness.

The insulation thickness for the foil winding of 1 mil is currently the minimum available



thickness. The comparisons were made assuming a fixed winding bobbin. The equation

used to determine the packing factor of round wire is

k Pf= k -t (4.2)
A Nfv )r

where Nf is the number of field turns, A, is the area of the slot, t is the insulation

thickness, and kf is a factor representing how tightly the wires (including insulation)

pack. For square packing, as assumed below, kf equals n/4 (0.785). The packing factor for

foil with single sided insulation is

kf=Wcu Hs -Nt)
kg = As

(4.3)

where Wcu is the width of the copper foil, Hs is the height of the slot, Nf is the number of

field turns, As is the area of the slot, and t is the insulation thickness.
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Figure 4.1: Packing factor for foil and round wire versus number of field turns (constant

insulation thickness).
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This calculation in Figure 4.1 is done for a slot width of W,=26 mm, a slot height

of Hs = 18 mm, square packing of round wire (kf= n/4) and typical insulation thicknesses

t as indicated in the plot.

Below a certain number of turns (depending on bobbin size), the foil packing

factor is larger. Decreasing the number of turns further increases the packing factor, as

shown by Equation 4.3 and assuming constant insulation thickness. The field resistance is

equal to

N 2(Ri+R )
Rf = (4.4)

where Ri is the inner radius of the bobbin, R, is the outer radius, oris the conductivity of

copper, and As is the area of the slot. The field copper loss is equal to

V2 NT(Ri + Ro ) (iPcu =2 R5 =2 5 1 0 =(NfIf)2 s,5(R+R =(N 1 R5f 1  (4.5)
ff f us kpf iAS k (Ar

where If is the field current, Rf is the field resistance, and Rf5 is the resistance of one turn

of the field winding. Winding the field with copper foil will allow us to put in more field

ampere turns while maintaining the same field copper losses. This is because, using

Equation 4.5, the field resistance per turn Rf decreases with an increase in packing

factor achieved by using foil. That implies that the number of field ampere turns NfI5 can

be increased while keeping the copper losses Pcu constant. It is unlikely that winding

costs will be higher with foil since there are many other copper foil applications. In

addition, the field winding will be easier to cool because of improved heat transfer. This

permits a still greater increase in achievable ampere turns for comparable allowed

winding temperature (at higher field copper loss).

Plots comparing the number of ampere turns allowed in a foil-wound alternator

with that in an existing Lundell alternator for different design conditions can be found in

Figure 4.2. These plots were generated assuming the same current density is maintained

or the same copper losses are maintained. The fewer the foil field turns, the larger the

number of field ampere turns allowed because packing factor increases with fewer turns,

given constant insulation thickness.
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Figure 4.2: Number of field ampere turns allowed for foil winding compared with that in

an existing Lundell alternator, for the cases of maintaining the same copper losses, and

maintaining the same current density in the copper.

Another great advantage of winding with foil is that it can facilitate faster field

de-excitation. Using copper foil for the field winding will require a lower number of turns

and a higher field current. Having higher field winding currents by, for example, a factor

of 10 (36 A) will allow us to regulate, by using a chopper, the field voltage to 1.4 V (for

the 14 V bus voltage). Following a load dump, we can then apply the reverse of the bus

voltage (-14 V) across the field winding using simple electronics. This will result in a

reversal factor k of 10.

The equivalent field circuit when copper foil is used instead of the round wire

winding will have the same form as that shown previously in Figure 3.10, but, with the

parameters shown in Table 4.1. To first order, the new inductances will be the old

inductances multiplied by the ratio of the new number of field turns to old, squared, since



the magnetic path remains approximately the same. The resistance will also vary by the

same turns factor and by the change in packing factor. If the rotor eddy currents are

ignored, and if the armature windings are open circuited, the field current decay time to

zero will depend on the field winding time constant as shown previously in (4.1). The

time constant will be larger for the foil wound field due to the smaller resistance relative

to inductance (packing factor increase). This must be compensated for by a slightly

higher voltage reversal.

Table 4.1: Parameter values for a rotor circuit with copper foil field winding. The bobbin

has a slot width of W, = 24 mm, a height of Hs= 12.9 mm, copper thickness of 6.2 mil,

insulation thickness of 1 mil, and 65 turns of foil. The bobbin used is that corresponding

to the alternator in which the transient experiments were performed in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 7, the development of a foil wound alternator with a rotating DC/DC

converter is discussed. The bobbin used in that alternator has a slot width of W, = 26 mm,
and a slot height of Hs = 18 mm (used to generate plot of Figure 4.1). It is wound with 90

turns of copper foil and has an approximate packing factor of 0.73. That is compared with

the round wire bobbin with a packing factor of 0.64. This results in 14.8 % increase in

packing factor. The foil wound field winding is shown below in Figure 4.3.

Parameters Values

Rf 0.0833 Q

Lif 0.84155mH

Lmf 23.1mH

Liri 42.08gH

RH 1.2623Q

Lir2  8.4mH

Rr2 1.05199

Lir3  37.9mH

Rr3 3.787Q



Figure 4.3: Foil wound field winding (outer white tape is insulation to prevent a short

circuit with the Lundell alternator claws)



Chapter 5

Field Circuitry

5.1 Objectives

One of the main goals of our research is to develop field circuitry that allows us to

use a foil field winding and rapidly de-excite the field winding through the application of

a reverse voltage, and possibly, to allow for a reverse current.

The foil winding has a higher packing factor when fewer turns of thicker foil are

used. This will require a higher current through the winding to at least maintain the

number of field ampere turns. The higher packing factor relative to round wire allows us

to increase the number of ampere turns relative to round wire. This will require an even

higher current. A higher field current can be achieved in several ways. Since the brushes

limit the allowed field current, one way would be to use larger brushes to allow for more

current. A second way would be to keep the brushes while having some dc/dc conversion

on the rotor to provide larger currents to the field winding. The third way is to eliminate

the brushes which limit the field current and replace the existing voltage regulator with a

new circuit that functions without the need for brushes. The rotating transformer topology

and rotating DC/DC converter circuit will be explored and developed in more detail in

Chapters 6 and 7, respectively.

5.2 Circuit Types

5.2.1 DC/DC Converter on Rotor

One method for generating a larger current through the field winding than passes

through the brushes is to use a DC/DC converter on the rotor. The converter's function is

to create a step down in voltage and an increase in current. Although it is possible to keep

the voltage regulator on the primary side and have the converter on the rotating side

maintain a constant conversion ratio, it is more efficient (and more elegant) to eliminate

the voltage regulator on the stator and have a controllable DC/DC converter on the

rotating side that performs both the regulation and conversion functions. One

implementation of such a field excitation circuit is shown in Figure 5.1. It is then



necessary to control the active switch on the rotating side based on the alternator output

voltage. Controlling the switch on the rotating side will involve some additional

circuitry. This could be achieved, for example, by using line carrier transmission to send

the control signal encoded in a frequency modulated carrier sinusoid from the stationary

side, through the existing brushes, to the rotating side. This method is used in an actual

circuit implementation to be covered in more detail in Chapter 7. Another method would

be to use a rotating transformer for transmission of the encoded control signal from the

stationary side to the rotor. This would involve a stationary primary winding and a

rotating secondary winding. A third method would be to use short-range wireless

transmission (e.g. with Blue Tooth, 802.11, or some other communications standard to

communicate control information to the rotating side). The rotating transformer topology

is studied and developed in Chapter 6.

stationary rotating

brush

L
VDC

Rf

v brush

Figure 5.1: Circuit with DC/DC conversion on rotor that both regulates the field current

and provides the conversion to reduce brush current. Replacing the diode with a

synchronous rectifier can improve the efficiency of this circuit. The circuit is not used for

fast field de-excitation.

5.2.2 DC/DC Converter on Rotor with De-excitation by Voltage Reversal

A simple modification of the circuit in Figure 5.1 allows for field de-excitation by

the application of a negative voltage across the field winding. This new circuit is shown

in Figure 5.2. Following a load dump overvoltage, the switch S and the MOSFET M on



the rotating side are both turned off. The current will then flow through Doyp. The bus

voltage is applied in reverse across the field winding. The voltage reversal ratio is the

ratio of the magnitude of the negative applied voltage across the field winding after the

load dump to the voltage across it during steady state prior to the load dump. The

obtainable voltage reversal ratio is approximately equal to ID where D is the steady state

duty ratio. Since the foil field winding will have fewer turns compared with the round

wire field winding, its resistance will be lower than that of the conventional round wire

field winding and therefore the duty ratio will be low in steady state. This implies that a

high reversal ratio is achievable for a foil wound field winding. The PSpice simulation of

the circuit in Figure 5.2 is shown in Figure 5.3. The field circuit model including the

effects of the eddy currents are included in the simulation (c.f., chapter 3). The results of

the simulation are shown in Figure 5.4. The voltage reversal obtained in this circuit is a

factor k equal to 10. The results show the field current decaying to zero after less than 4

ms. Since, as shown in Equation 3.12, the output voltage envelope is proportional to the

current through the field magnetizing inductance, it is the current ILrnf which will have

approximately the same form as the envelope of the overvoltage. The output voltage

reaches about 1/5 of its peak value after 80 ms.

Adding a zener diode in series with the diode D, as shown in Figure 5.5 will

create a larger reverse voltage across the field winding. The new voltage reversal ratio

therefore will be larger than 1/D. Several zener diodes can be put in series to further

increase the voltage reversal. The larger the voltage reversal, the faster the removal of

field current and the closer we get to the performance achieved through instantly

eliminating field current.



stationary rotating

brush:

VDCI D0 VP

Figure 5.2: Circuit with DC/DC conversion on the rotor that regulates a larger field

current, provides a voltage transformation to reduce brush currents, and allows for de-

excitation by voltage reversal across the field winding.
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Figure 5.3: PSpice simulation of field de-excitation by voltage reversal.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation of the circuit in Figure 5.3, showing the field current (lower

curve) and a scaled version of open circuit output voltage envelope (the solid curve is

ILfnf which is proportional to the envelope of the overvoltage) where k-10.

stationary rotating

brush! S

D
L

Voc C

M Dz

brush

Figure 5.5: De-excitation circuit with the addition of a zener diode to increase voltage

reversal.



5.2.3 DC/DC Converter on Rotor with De-excitation by Voltage Reversal while
Allowing for Reverse Current

As explained in Chapter 3, the larger the voltage reversal, the faster the de-

excitation. Increasing the voltage reversal, however, will create higher stresses on the

components. It will also be more costly. A procedure that would facilitate faster de-

excitation and reduced stress is to allow the field current to flow in the opposite direction.

This would allow for a lower voltage reversal while maintaining the same de-excitation

rate. The flux created by the reverse current will oppose the flux created by eddy

currents, thus speeding up the de-excitation process. This, however, involves additional

switches. The circuit in Figure 5.2 can be further modified to allow for a reverse current

through the field winding as shown in Figure 5.6. A PSpice implementation of the circuit

is shown in Figure 5.7.

stationary rotating

brush S,

s,

S3~

VDC C .

R,

brush:

Figure 5.6: Circuit with DC/DC conversion on rotor enables for de-excitation by voltage

and current reversal of the field winding.
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Figure 5.7: PSpice simulation of circuit used for de-excitation by voltage and current

reversal.

To de-excite the field winding following the load dump, switches S2 and S3 are

closed while S, and the MOSFET M are turned off. As a result, the reverse bus voltage is

applied across the field winding. The field current will decrease. As a consequence, the

output voltage will decrease. The field current is allowed to flow in the reverse direction

after it reaches zero. The simulation results with k equal to 10 are shown in Figure 5.8.

The results show that the output voltage reaches 1/5 of its peak value after only 28 ms.

The simulation again shows that a reverse in field current can make a significant

contribution to the de-excitation rate.
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Figure 5.8: Simulation

scaled version of open

control circuit of Figure

of circuit in Figure 5.7 showing field current (lower curve) and

circuit voltage envelope (upper curve) where k=10. The field

5.6 is used as illustrated in Figure 5.7.

The above results show that fast de-excitation is achievable using these circuit

topologies. Following de-excitation, after the overvoltage transient has reached an

acceptable value, these circuits must be controlled such that the rectifier output voltage

can be maintained at its steady state voltage and not further decrease. This would involve

resuming the application of a positive voltage across the field winding.

5.2.4 Rotating Transformer Topology

Another circuit topology that will allow for the larger currents associated with a

higher packing factor foil field winding uses a transformer with a stationary primary and

a rotating secondary, thereby eliminating the brushes. Removal of the brushes will result

in some additional benefits. Brush wear can limit the life of the alternator. Power losses

associated with the brushes are averted by their removal.



One way to eliminate brushes is shown in Figure 5.9. This circuit used is a

forward (isolated buck-derived) converter. Connected to the input 14 V bus voltage is an

inverter, the output of which is connected to the stationary primary winding of the

rotating transformer. The secondary winding of the rotating transformer rotates with the

shaft. The secondary winding is connected to a rectifier such that DC currents can flow

through the field winding. Such a topology has been used by others for contactless power

transfer [18,19]. This circuit can function as the voltage regulator. The dc voltage output

of the armature circuit may be monitored and feedback may be used to adjust the duty

ratio (or phase shift, or frequency) of the switches in the inverter of the field circuit to

regulate the voltage.

stat. rot.

VDc3 L Rf

Figure 5.9: Voltage regulator with rotating transformer which eliminates the need for

brushes. More efficient operation can be achieved using synchronous rectification in

place of diodes.

5.2.5 Rotating Transformer Topology with De-excitation by Voltage Reversal

The circuit in Figure 5.9 can be modified to allow for fast field de-excitation. De-

excitation can be achieved by applying a negative voltage across the field winding. One

possible circuit is shown in Figure 5.10. The corresponding PSpice circuit is shown in

Figure 5.11. The additional circuitry in the simulation is used for control of the switches.

The additional switches in Figure 5.10 allow for the application of a negative voltage



across the field winding or 2 quadrant operation. The circuit includes two additional

switches together with their control circuitry. During steady state operation, the circuit is

connected as the typical forward isolated buck converter with the two additional switches

held on. When a load dump occurs, the two additional switches are modulated on and off

alternately, to impose a negative DC voltage across the field winding. The switching

sequence used causes the rotating-side circuit to act as a current-source inverter and the

stationary-side circuit to act as a rectifier, such that the energy is removed from the field

and delivered back to the DC bus, minus any losses in transfer.

stat. rot.

S5  D5

VCva L, R,

SD

Figure 5.10: Voltage regulator with rotating transformer which allows for removal of the

brushes and fast de-excitation of the field winding through two quadrant operation.
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Figure 5.11: Pspice simulation of circuit used for de-excitation by voltage reversal.

The switching procedure for de-excitation is now explained in more detail. The

waveforms in Figures 5.12-5.15 are the steady state waveforms of the converter when

both S5 and S6 are closed [20]. The primary voltage is a stepped waveform as shown in

Figure 5.12. The voltage across the field winding vs is shown in Figure 5.13. Figures

5.14 and 5.15 show the currents through diodes D5 and D6 respectively, during steady

state operation. The voltage va has the same waveform as VT but is scaled by n, the

transformer turns ratio. The voltage Vb is the negative of va. When va is positive, diode D5

is forward biased and the load current flows through it. When VT is zero, each diode

carries half the load current. When vb is positive, the load current flows through D6 .
During a load dump, the field winding is de-excited by applying a negative

average voltage across it. The addition of two switches allows for the application of a

negative voltage as shown in Figure 5.10. To de-excite the field winding, va is caused to

be negative while D5 is conducting and Vb is caused to be negative while D6 is

conducting. Assume that the load dump occurs at time 0' in Figure 5.16 with the current



flowing through Ds. At time ty, S6 is opened. Therefore, previously, when VT becomes

zero the current would split between both diodes. However, since S6 is open, the current

will continue to flow through D5. During this time while VT is zero, it does not matter

where the current flows. The objective, though, is that when va goes negative, the current

will still continue to flow through D5 since S6 is open. At some point, the current must be

transferred to the lower branch anticipating vb going negative. This can be done before

Ts+DTs (va still negative or Vb still positive) at tx2 = T, + t, by closing S6 SO that the

current will transfer naturally to D6 since vb is still positive. Shortly after this, while Vb is

still positive, Ss is opened at ty2 = T, + ty so that the current does not split between both

branches at Ts+DTs. Current will now flow through D6 and will continue during the time

period when Vb goes negative. The switch timing procedure then repeats until the

necessary de-excitation is achieved. The current through diode D6 is shown in Figure

5.17. The voltage reversal magnitude can be increased by increasing the duty ratio of the

inverter switches on the stationary side following a load dump. The time during which Vr

is zero will then be reduced and the time during which the voltage is negative will

increase. The voltage reversal ratio will be maximum when the duty ratio equals 1.0, in

which case VT never goes to zero. The voltage reversal ratio also increases when the

current transfer from one branch to the other is delayed as much as possible while

maintaining an unforced or natural current transfer. Referring back to the situation where

the current is still flowing through D5 , the reversal ratio can be increased by making the

transfer of current to the other branch as close as possible to Ts+DTs while allocating

some time to turn off S5 before Ts+DTs.

The figures show the current to be constant over a few periods. In reality,

however, the current is decreasing slowly due to the average negative voltage across the

field winding. Also, notice that the switches are turned off while no current is flowing

through them (zero current switching). The current transfers to the other branch naturally.
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Figure 5.12: Transformer primary voltage, v, (stationary side) during normal operation

for the circuit of Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.13: Rectified voltage applied across the field winding during normal operation

for the circuit of Figure 5.10.

ID:
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1/2

Ts 2Ts 3T5 4Ts

Figure 5.14: Current through D5 during normal operation in steady state for the circuit of

Figure 5.10, where I is the field current.
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Figure 5.15: Current through D6 during normal operation in steady state for the circuit in

Figure 5.10, where I is the field current.
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Figure 5.16: Current through D5 during de-excitation for the circuit in Figure 5.10.

iD6
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0 tx ty Ts ty2  2T ty3  3ITs 4Ts t

tx2 tx3

Figure 5.17: Current through D6 during de-excitation for the circuit in Figure 5.10.

The higher the average reverse

time it takes for the current to decrease

actually desirable when considering

voltage applied across the field winding, the less

to zero. Having fewer turns with more current is

de-excitation assuming the use of the DC/DC
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converter. A simplified example would be to decrease the number of turns by a factor of

10 and increase the current by a factor of 10. The field resistance will decrease by a

factor of 100 assuming the packing factor stays the same. The steady state duty ratio will

then be a tenth of the original duty ratio. This allows for a significant voltage reversal by

increasing the duty ratio following a load dump.

The circuit in Figure 5.10 allows for a uni-directional field current and thus when

the field current reaches zero, it stays at zero. A simulation of the de-excitation of the

circuit in Figure 5.11 can be found in Figure 5.18 using the field magnetic circuit

parameters shown in Table 4.1. This simulation was done for a voltage reversal ratio of

4/3. The duty ratio following the load dump was 4/3 the pre-load dump duty ratio. The

output voltage reaches 1/5 of its original voltage after 96 ms. It is desired that the

overvoltage duration is as short as possible. A higher voltage reversal (and faster decay)

can be achieved by increasing the duty ratio of the inverter switches following the load

dump.
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Figure 5.18: Simulation of the field control circuit in Figure 5.11, including field current

(lower curve) and scaled version of output voltage envelope (upper curve) where the

voltage reversal ratio k=4/3.
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5.2.6 Rotating Transformer Topology with De-excitation by Voltage Reversal while
Allowing for Reverse Current

Adding still more switches will allow for the current through the field winding to

flow in the opposite direction. Such a circuit is shown in Figure 5.19. The corresponding

PSpice circuit is shown in Figure 5.20. The additional circuitry is used to control the

switching for full four quadrant (bi-directional voltage and current) operation. The

stationary side is a voltage source inverter/rectifier, while the rotating side is a current-

source inverter/rectifier. The results of the simulation are shown in Figure 5.21. During

de-excitation, S5 and S6 are switched with the same timing as the simpler de-excitation

circuit in Figure 5.10. However, when the field current reaches zero, it can be made to

flow in the opposite direction if S7 and S8 are both turned on while SS and S6 are turned

off. The switches S7 and S8 are then kept on continuously to further de-excite the field

winding.

The simulation was done for a voltage reversal of 4/3 while allowing for

negative currents. The output voltage reaches 1/5 its maximum value after 92 ms, only

several milliseconds better than voltage reversal alone. This is partly due to that period of

time after the field current has reached zero and before it can go negative. This occurs

because of the effects of eddy currents. The field current can only start flowing in the

opposite direction when the magnitude of the voltage across the eddy current circuits has

decreased sufficiently that the reverse direction diodes get forward biased. A larger

reversal voltage will shorten the overvoltage duration.
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Figure 5.19: Modified full-bridge transformer isolated buck converter (bi-directional

voltage, bi-directional current) for four quadrant operation.
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Figure 5.20: PSpice simulation of the circuit used in Figure 5.19 for de-excitation by

voltage and current reversal.
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As with the brushed bi-directional conversion topologies, additional control must

be implemented to return the alternator back to steady state once the overvoltage transient

reaches an acceptable value. In the case of four quadrant operation where the field current

can reverse its direction, the field current must be increased when the output voltage has

reached an acceptable value. It must go positive again afterwards.
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Figure 5.21: Simulation of circuit in Figure 5.20 which includes field current (lower

curve) and scaled version of output voltage envelope (upper curve) where k=4/3.

5.3 Summary

This chapter illustrates the design of circuits that allow for higher-current

excitation of the field winding, which is necessary if the foil winding is to be used. The

first circuit involves the use of a DC/DC converter on the rotating side to increase the

current delivered to the foil winding as compared to the current drawn from the bus. It

has to be on the rotating side since there is a limit to the allowable current through the

brushes. The second circuit involves the use of a rotating transformer that enables the
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transfer of power from the stationary primary winding to the rotating secondary winding

without the use of brushes. A rectifier is necessary on the rotating side. Further

modifications of each of the circuits allow for voltage reversal across the field winding

(two-quadrant operation) or voltage and current reversal through the field winding (four-

quadrant operation). Simulations in PSpice demonstrate the feasibility of these circuit

topologies, and show their use for fast-field de-excitation. In actual circuits, the goal is to

have the shortest overvoltage duration possible. Shutting off the field current results in a

75 ms overvoltage due to the eddy currents. When implementing these de-excitation

circuits by voltage reversal, this duration can be achieved and shorter durations can be

obtained by increasing the voltage reversal or allowing for both voltage and current

reversal (reversal ratio of at least 4).
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Chapter 6

A Contactless Field Exciter Using a

Printed Circuit Board Transformer
6.1 Motivation

Chapter 5 identified topologies that will enable the use of a foil winding and its

larger field currents, and that allow for fast field de-excitation. Different means for

transferring power to the rotating field circuit were also proposed, including the use of a

rotating transformer-based contactless power transfer system. This chapter explores the

design, implementation and experimental evaluation of the rotating transformer topology.

For simplicity, fast field de-excitation is not implemented.

The transformer is implemented as a coreless structure with Printed Circuit Board

(PCB) windings. This PCB transformer consists of two PCBs with spiral windings on

each of the boards facing each other. Both boards are circular to provide rotational

symmetry. One board is stationary and has the primary spiral winding and the other board

is rotating with the field winding and has the secondary spiral winding. The gap between

the windings is 0.635 mm. Both windings will be simply made out of copper traces. Such

a transformer is small, easily repeatable and has the potential to be cost effective. This

transformer has no magnetic core and is also known as an air-core printed circuit board

transformer. As covered earlier in Chapter 5, an inverter is used to convert the DC bus

voltage to AC, which is required for power transfer through the transformer. The voltage

at the secondary winding is then rectified to provide a DC voltage across the field

winding. A filter is used at the output of the rectifier (either inductive or capacitive) to

achieve the desired power transfer characteristics. Since the field winding is highly

inductive, the current ripple through the load is small.

A simplified schematic of the prototype system is shown in Figure 6.1 (details

may be found in Appendix D). Alternative implementations of the inverter and rectifier

are clearly possible, and more sophisticated versions (e.g. implementing synchronous

rectification [38,39,40,41,42] and or current doubling [43,44]) could be used to realize

improved efficiency. Nevertheless, the implementation in Figure 6.1 is sufficient to

demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
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Figure 6.1: Circuit using rotating transformer to transfer power from stationary to

rotating side. The copper traces are implemented in 4 ounce/ft3 copper, and the conductor

faces are spaced with approximately a 0.635 mm between the stationary and rotating

winding.

6.2 PCB Transformer Design

A circuit with a PCB transformer was built to determine the feasibility of the

proposed power transfer system. The PCB transformer designed and used is shown in

Figure 6.2. Its dimensions are specified in Table 6.1. The windings are made of copper

traces. The primary winding has four turns while the secondary winding has two turns.

The design of the PCB transformer will be covered in the succeeding sections. Clearly,

the transformer occupies a minimal amount of space and is very easy to produce. The

design of the transformer is the more involved part. Fortunately, fairly accurate models of

PCB transformers (for stationary applications) have already been formulated [21].
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Figure 6.2: PCB transformer (stationary primary and rotating secondary).

Table 6.1: PCB transformer dimensions.

Parameter Primary winding Secondary winding

Inner radius 16mm 16mm

Outer radius 27.3mm 27.3mm

Copper track width 2.5mm 5.5mm

Separation between tracks 0.381mm 0.381mm

Track height 0.137mm 0.137mm

Gap 0.635mm

6.2.1 PCB Transformer Modeling

The analysis of PCB transformers (for stationary applications) has been done in

previous research [21]. The following derivations are taken from [21]. For a PCB

transformer with N, primary turns and Ns secondary turns, the primary and secondary self

inductances are
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NP NP
LP =-ZMYi (6.1)

j=1 i=1

N, N,
LS =1ZM 0i (6.2)

j=1 i=1

and the mutual inductance between the two windings is

NP N,
Mps =ZXMiJ (6.3)

j=1 i=1

with

Mij = 0 S(kr2 ,kr1 )S(ka2 ,kaI )Q(khi,kh2 e kzjdk (6.4)

hi 1n h2 n

where

S(kxky)= J0(kx)-J0(ky) (6.5)
k

and

Q(kx, ky)= cosh k x -coshk XY (6.6)

and where the following notation holds:

J, = order zero Bessel function of the first kind

a, = inner radius of the ith circular track

a2= outer radius of the ith circular track

r, = innOer radius of the jth circular track

r2= outer radius of the jth circular track

h, = height or thickness of the ith circular track

h2= height or thickness of the jth circular track

z = axial separation between the two tracks

k = wave number.

The magnetizing inductance referred to the primary is

LM PS (6.7)

where n is the number of primary turns divided by the number of secondary turns. The

primary leakage inductance is
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Lip =L, - LM

Lls = Ls -- P

and the secondary leakage inductance is

CPS

Figure 6.3: PCB transformer equivalent circuit.

Following [23], the equivalent

circuit shown in Figure 6.4 where

circuit of Figure 6.3 can be transformed into the

n - L'

NS

R 2RS=n R

* C
PS
n

C:, =(n-1) ~s

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

C =2 Cps
n

The circuit in Figure 6.4 can be analyzed more easily if the components between

nodes are combined into a single impedance. To do so, the circuit model

converted into that shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Equivalent transformer circuit.

ps'

V jV2 V3

Figure 6.5: Transformer circuit using impedances.

The transformer is connected to a rectifier to provide a direct current to the field

winding. The goal is to obtain an overall equivalent circuit model as shown in Figure 6.6,

where the DC input voltage source, inverter, and transformer are transformed into an AC

source in series with an inductance and a resistance. The Thevenin equivalent of the PCB

transformer circuit can thus be obtained. The output impedance of the PCB transformer is

obtained by shorting out v, and calculating the impedance looking into the output

terminals. This impedance is derived to be

= ((z, I/ ZM + Z;, )/H z,, Hz) (6.16)Zout -(ZP2PS(.6
n

This impedance is equal to the sum of a real and imaginary part. The output inductance at

a particular frequency and output resistance can be found:
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L, = Im(Z0 ,) (6.17)
a)

R, = Re(Z,,) (6.18)

where L, is the inductance and Rs is the resistance.

To calculate the equivalent source voltage, let the Y' s be the admittances which

are the reciprocals of each of the Z's or impedances. Using KCL at nodes 2 and 3 of the

circuit in Figure 6.5, the following matrix equation can be obtained, for the case where

there is no current in the transformer,

YIP +YIs +Yu

- yis

-Yis 1FV2 YipVI

ps +YIs YS _3 YpsVI
(6.19)

where the voltage v1 is the fundamental component of the output square wave of the

inverter. Having solved for v3, the equivalent Thevenin voltage can be found to be

vs V 3 (6.20)

The resulting equivalent circuit is then obtained as shown in Figure 6.6.

D. D1 'F

Figure 6.6: Equivalent circuit.
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6.2.2 Equivalent Circuit Including Rectifier and Filter Modeling

Using the preceding model, the overall performance of the circuit when using an

inductor or capacitor filter can be derived. Here we use the model to evaluate expected

performance with inductive and capacitive filtering on the dc-side of the rectifier. Several

models are presented with increasing accuracy.

6.2.2.1: Inductor Filter with No Diode Drop and No Series Resistor

The circuit with an inductor filter is first investigated and is shown in Figure 6.7.

The simplest analysis when using the inductor filter ignores the diode drop and disregards

the resistance in series with the commutating inductance Ls. Referring to Figure 6.7, the

diode drops of D, to D4 are ignored as well as the series resistance Rs.

Figure 6.7: Equivalent circuit using inductor for a constant current load.

The output voltage vo and source current is are shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9,

respectively. The filter inductor Lo is assumed to be large enough such that the output

current can be assumed to be constant and denoted by 10. While vs is positive, diodes D,

and D2 conduct and Io flows through them. When vs reaches zero at time r/AO,

commutation begins, in which diodes D2 and D3 start to conduct current while D, and D4

continue to conduct. The current through D, and D4 decreases, while that through D2 and
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D3 increases. Commutation ends when all of the current Io is transferred to D2 and D3 . At

this point, D, and D4 stop conducting. The time it takes for current transfer called the

commutation interval and is denoted by u in Figure 6.8. The commutating interval is

determined as in [24] using

U 2n

Figure 6.8: Output voltage of constant current load circuit.

Figure 6.9: Current through inductor Ls.

~Z+u
I0 JO+-' fV, sin OdO

'1.

(6.21)

where the change in current across an inductor is proportional to the time integral of the

voltage across it. The relation for the commutation interval can then be found to be

The average output voltage is
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(vo) - VS (Cos U +1 (6.23)

and using Equation 6.22 can be expressed as

(vo) = 2Vs I oa)L' (6.24)
/7 Vs

Since the average voltage across the inductor filter is zero, the average rectifier voltage is

equal to the average voltage across the field winding

(vO) = (VF) = IoRf (6.25)

Using Equations 6.24 and 6.25, the average output current is

2V/

2='" (6.26)
Rf + 2>L5

6.2.2.2: Inductor Filter with Diode Drop and No Series Resistor

For improved accuracy, the diode drops may be included in the calculation. The

output voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, respectively,

where the diode drops are exaggerated to show the effect on the wave shape. The input

voltage to the rectifier VT follows vs while it is greater than twice the diode drop, or 2Vd.

Diodes D, and D2 conduct and Io will flow through them. Note that the drop across the

inductor Ls is zero since the current through it is constant. When VT decreases to 2Vd,

commutation begins. Diodes D2 and D3 will start to conduct current while D, and D4 will

continue to conduct. The voltage VT jumps to zero while vo jumps to -2Vd. The current

through D, and D4 will decrease to zero, while that through D2 and D3 will increase.

Commutation ends when all of the current Io is transferred to D2 and D3 . At this point, D,

and D4 will stop conducting. A similar transition occurs when current is transferred back

to diodes D, and D4 .
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2n
0

u -x

Fig. 6.10: Output voltage for constant current load circuit while including diode drop.

is

21 

2n 
1

Fig. 6.11: Current through inductor Ls while including diode drop.

During commutation all 4 diodes are on and the output voltage is -2Vd. To solve

for y,

2 Vd = Vs sin y

y = sin ~1 V (6.27)
2Vd

The currents before and after commutation are

is j=i o (6.28)

is<-y = -Io (6.29)

Since the change in current over time through the inductor is proportional to the integral

of the voltage across it, the following relation holds
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1x)-y+u
- IO = fO +- / V, sin aio (6.30)

and therefore

10 - L VS (cos y -cos(u -y)) (6.31)

The average output voltage is

(vO)= fVs sin lOdO -2Vd (6.32)

u-y

(vo } =L (cos(u - y +cos y)-2Vd (6.33)

Using Equations 6.25, 6.31, and 6.33, the following equation can be obtained which

could be solved for the commutation interval u

(Rf i~ Rf i~
-- IVs y- - +- Vs cos(u-y)+2Vd =0

2wLs xr 2moLs )r

R_ KV cosy+2Vd
u =cos-1 2 +y (6.34)

Rf I
(2wLs 7C

Given u,) the output current can be obtained using Equations 6.25 and 6.33.

-s (cos(u - y) +cos y) -2Vd
Io =-IT R, (6.35)

6.2.2.3. Inductor Filter with Diode Drop and Series Resistor

For improved accuracy, the diode drops and series resistor are included in the

analysis. The output voltage and source current waveforms are shown in Figures 6.12 and

6.13, respectively. The diode and resistive drops are also exaggerated to show their effect

on the shape of the waveform.
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It

Li

Fig. 6.12: Output

resistance R.

is \

voltage for constant current load circuit while including diode drop and

4 2n

Fig. 6.13: Current through inductor Ls while including diode drop and resistance R.

The input voltage to the rectifier VT equals vs-IoR, or the source voltage minus the

resistive drop when it is greater than twice the diode drop. Diodes D, and D2 will be

conducting and Io will be flowing through them. Note that the drop across the inductor Ls

is zero since the current through it is constant. When VT decreases to 2Vd, commutation

begins. Diodes D2 and D3 will start to conduct current while DI and D4 will continue to

conduct. The voltage VT jumps to zero while vo jumps to -2V. The current through DI

and D4 will decrease to zero, while that through D2 and D3 will increase. Commutation

ends when all of the current Io is transferred to D2 and D3. At this point, D, and D4 will

stop conducting.
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During commutation all 4 diodes are on and the output voltage is -2Vd. To solve

for y,

Vs sin y= 2 Vd + IoRS

y = sin-1 2Vd IORS

V,
(6.36)

The currents before and after commutation are

Durring commutation,

Define

such that

is U " -lo
U =

Then using Kirchoff's Voltage Law (KVL),

Ldis ^ s sin(oy +)r - y)-is Rs
dr

and therefore

dis + Rs s sin(rr +ir -y)
dr L L

The current will be composed of a homogeneous and particular solution.

is =iSh + isp

(6.44)

(6.45)

The homogeneous solution can be found by setting the voltage source to zero such that

(6.46)iSh R
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is 10(W)=
is r- y u =-0

(6.37)

(6.38)

Ls dis ~ s sin(ot)-is Rs
dt

(6.39)

r = t -jU (6.40)

(6.41)

(6.42)

(6.43)



The particular solution will have the form

is, = B sin wr + C cos or

Substituting Equation 6.47 into Equation 6.44 and solving for B and C will yield

Vsw sin y V Cos y
B RS L.
B2L RR

R5 LS

C Vs sin y-BoL,

is = Ae + B sin oar + C cos or

Substituting in the temporal boundary conditions

10 =A+C

- 1 o =Ae 69L +Bsinu+Ccosu

and therefore

u(R _
-Io = -(C+Io )e 0 +Bsin u+ Ccos u (6.53)

The average output voltage is

(vo) = fV sin0- IORs )da-2Vd
u-y

(vo)= (cos(u-y)+cosy)-2Vd ~ IoRs(z-u)

and using Equations 6.25 and 6.55, the average output current is

v (cos(u - y) + cos y) - 2 Vd

Rf + Rs (I - U
'7.

(6.54)

(6.55)

(6.56)
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Then using Equations 6.48, 6.49, 6.53 and 6.56, an equation in terms of u and y can be

obtained. Then combining Equation 6.36 with Equation 6.56, another equation relating u

and y can be obtained. The two equations in two unknowns can then be solved

numerically. Equation 6.56 will then yield the average output current Io.

6.2.2.4. Capacitor Filter with No Diode Drop and No Series Resistor

Figure 6.14: Equivalent circuit using capacitor for a constant voltage load.

When a capacitor filter is used, the capacitance is assumed to be large enough

such that the voltage at the output is approximately constant at value Vo [13]. The source

current is with amplitude I, lags the source voltage vs by some angle and has frequency 0)

as shown in Figure 6.15 where the source voltage is a sine with zero phase. The voltage

VT is then a square wave with amplitude Vo that is in phase with is as shown in Figure

6.16. The output current is the rectified version of is shown in Figure 6.17, the average

of which is

to =-I s)r
(6.57)

Since there is no average current through the capacitor, the average current at the output

of the rectifier is equal to the average current through the field winding. Therefore,

(iO)=(iF)= Rf
R5f

(6.58)

Therefore, combining Equations 6.55 and 6.56, the amplitude of the phase current is
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is- ZV

2Rf

The voltage VT is approximated by its fundamental with amplitude

v=-Vo

is

0 n 21a

Figure 6.15: Current through inductance Ls for constant voltage load circuit.

VT

Vo _

0 7 2n oir

Figure 6.16: Terminal voltage for constant voltage load circuit.
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Figure 6.17: Output current for constant voltage load circuit.

A phasor diagram showing the relative phases of the various voltage drops can be drawn

as shown in Figure 6.18.

Vs

Is Vt

Fig. 6.18: Phasor diagram for constant voltage load circuit.

Based on the Pythagorean theorem,

s2 = TO2
Vr

+(WLsIs )2 (6.61)

Using Equations 6.58, 6.59 and 6.61, the average output current can be obtained as

(to)= 
VS"

57r2
4 R +rs
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6.2.2.5: Capacitor Filter with Diode Drop and No Series Resistor

More accurate results are obtained when the diode drop is included in the

calculation for output current. When the diode drop is included, the fundamental

component of VT is

V, = (vo + 2vd) (6.63)

Based on the Pythagorean theorem

vs2 =4 (vo +2vd ))2 +LIs )12 (6.64)

Using Equations 6.59 and 6.64, a quadratic equation for Vo can be obtained from which

the output current can be determined using Equation 6.58.

6.2.2.6: Capacitor Filter with Diode Drop and Series Resistor

The most accurate analysis uses the phasor diagram when both the diode drops

and source resistor are included is shown in Figure 6.19.

Vs
jo()L sis

s Vt IsRs

Fig. 6.19: Phasor diagram where resistance is included.

Using the Pythagorean theorem, the following relation holds

vs2 = (vo +2vd )+Is Rs +(coLsIs 2  (6.65)

Using equations 6.59 and 6.65, a quadratic equation can be solved for Vo from which the

output current can be using 6.58.

6.3 Transformer Design and Implementation

Models for the entire circuit involving the DC voltage source, inverter, PCB

transformer, rectifier, and load have been derived. The DC source and inverter can be

combined with the model of the transformer, all of which can be represented as a series
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combination of an AC voltage source, an inductance, and a resistance. The series

combination is then connected to the rectifier with either of two filters, a capacitive filter

or an inductive filter, and the calculations for output current are determined. This output

current is the average field current since the load of the circuit is the field winding. This

modeling of the entire system allows one to determine all the currents and voltages at all

nodes given an arbitrary PCB transformer. We now address the design of a PCB

transformer that enables sufficient power transfer and current excitation of the field

winding on the rotating side.

For a PCB transformer mounted to a conventional Lundell alternator, the

minimum inner radius is the radius of the shaft and the maximum outer radius has to be

less than the inner radius of the fan blades. As expected, there is a limited area allowed

for the PCB transformer. The primary and secondary windings will then have those inner

and outer dimensions. Because of the fixed area, the winding can be selected as one turn

of wide copper, two turns of copper tracks with approximately half the width, and so on.

The narrower the width of the copper track, the less current allowed through it. Because

of the set volume for the field winding in the bobbin, one can use more turns of thinner

foil or fewer turns of thicker foil. As shown in Chapter 4, it is desirable to use fewer turns

of thicker foil for improved packing factor. Note, however, because of the maximum

current density limit of the copper tracks, there is a minimum number of turns of field

winding that should be used since the PCB transformer will not allow an arbitrarily large

amount of current through it given the limited area for the tracks or spiral windings. Note

also that the secondary of the PCB transformer could be located near the metallic and

magnetizable rotor claw, thus affecting the accuracy of the parameters obtained for an air

core transformer. This must be a further consideration.

The number of turns selected is four for the primary winding and two for the

secondary winding. A large number of turns is selected for the primary side to reduce the

primary side current and associated losses. The larger the number of turns, the larger the

magnetizing inductance, and therefore the smaller the peak to peak swing of the

magnetizing current. The current through the primary winding will be smaller due to the

step up in current to the secondary as well as having more turns on the stationary side that

would result in relatively lower magnetizing current and therefore lower conduction
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losses on the stationary side. Two turns is selected for the secondary side, in order to have

wider traces to accommodate large current (close to 30 A) and at the same time have a

step down in voltage. A step down in voltage by two creates a step up in the current

available to the field winding while maintaining a sufficient voltage input to the rectifier

and allows us to achieve the desired current. Schottky diodes are used due to their low

voltage drops.

The PCB transformer was modeled [21,22,23], and the various inductances were

calculated and compared with measurements as shown in Table 6.2. The resistance values

used in the subsequent modeling were measured experimentally rather than computed

theoretically since they increase with frequency in a complicated way due to skin and

proximity effects (the gap between the primary and secondary winding is 0.635 mm). The

capacitance Cps is approximated using the generic capacitance formula where the area is

that which covers the windings and the gap is the gap between the two windings (0.635

mm). The equivalent circuit of the PCB transformer was obtained and was shown

previously in Figure 6.2 with parameter values measured at 160 kHz, shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Rotating transformer parameter values for the transformer of Figure 6.2 with a

gap between the printed windings of 0.635 mm.

Parameter Calculated Value Measured Value

LM 0.895 pH 0.767gH

L, 0.9722pfH 0.969pH

Ls 0.241 pH 0.307 gH

Lip 0.0771 jH 0.202 gH

Lis 0.0176gH 0.1l15pH

Np,Ns 4,2 4,2

CPS 32.63pF

The model for the rotating transformer was used together with the most accurate

models (including series resistance and diode drop) for rectifiers with inductor [24] or

capacitor filters [13] to determine how many ampere turns will be provided to the field

winding versus frequency for each design. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 6.20
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where the number of field turns used was 65 with a resistance of 0.9 Q. Clearly,

switching frequency control (frequency modulation) can be used to adjust field current.

Alternatively, control of the dc voltage applied to the inverter can be used to regulate

field current. From the analysis, the capacitor filter can be utilized at low frequencies

where more field ampere turns are produced compared to the inductor filter. As the

number of turns was varied, the same trend occurred where the capacitor output current

was higher at lower frequencies, and so only the results for a turns count of 65 are shown,

which corresponds to the actual number of turns used in the experiment.

2500-
SCaacitor fiter

Idctor fitter

2000

(n 1500

Ct

E 10

500

0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Frequency (hz) x 10

Figure 6.20: Rectifier output current with inductor (dashed) or capacitor (solid) filter.

The objective is to maximize the ampere turns and efficiency. There are several

factors such as the field winding thickness and number of turns, and the frequency of

operation that will affect the attainable ampere turns and efficiency. There is only a finite

amount of space for the winding. The insulation thickness of the copper foil is constant.

More turns of thinner copper or less turns of thicker copper can be used. Thinner copper

can take less amperes. The number of turns affects the resistance of the field winding.

The higher the number of turns, the higher the resistance. The output current and ampere

turns were then plotted against frequency and resistance value as shown in Figures 6.21

and 6.22 while using a capacitor filter at the output. More ampere turns are achievable for

fewer field turns and higher current. There are, however, thermal limits to increasing the

current density of the field winding. The efficiency of the converter decreases with a

decrease in resistance as shown in Figure 6.23. There is a trade-off then between the
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number of field ampere turns and the efficiency obtained. For calculating the efficiency,

the losses considered are the conduction losses in the MOSFETS, transformer windings,

and diodes, and the switching losses in the MOSFETS. More details on the efficiency

calculations can be found in Appendix D. The input power was also determined and is

shown in Figure 6.24. At lower frequencies, the power required increases, partly because

of the magnetizing current, which increases as drive frequency increases.
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Figure 6.21: Field current vs. resistance and frequency.

Frequency (Hz) Resistor (ohns)

Figure 6.22: Field ampere turns vs. resistance and frequency.
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Figure 6.23: Efficiency vs. resistance and frequency.
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Figure 6.24: Input power vs. resistance and frequency.
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6.4. Experimental Results

The converter was built and tested in a laboratory test fixture with both windings

stationary (not in an alternator). This circuit was built separate from the alternator. Both

windings were stationary for this experiment. The load was a foil field winding with 65

turns of 6.2 mil copper with 1.5 mil insulation yielding a resitance of 0.9 Q. A simplified

diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 6.25. The actual circuit schematic is shown in

Figures D. 1 and D.2 of Appendix D. The output field ampere turns obtained at six

different frequencies are compared with the theoretical curve in Figure 6.26. The flat line

in the plot corresponds to the 1195 ampere turns that is achieved in the existing Lundell

alternator. At frequencies below 200 kHz, the measured and experimental number of

field ampere turns actually exceeds 1195 ampere turns. The maximum number of field

ampere turns obtained was 1807 at 90 kHz. This was an increase of 51% over the 1195 in

an existing Lundell.

The efficiencies and required input power at those same operating points are

shown in Figures 6.27 and 6.28, respectively. The required power for the field circuit

increases as the frequency of operation is lowered. Note, however, that more field ampere

turns will result in higher output power, while having to consider other factors, such as

saturation. At the load matched condition, the output power of the alternator rises as the

number of field ampere turns squared, as shown in equation 2.20. The resulting output

power could therefore more than compensate for the additional power required by the

field circuit. Moreover, substantial efficiency improvements could be achieved using

improved rectifier designs (e. g. incorporating synchronous rectification to reduce

rectifier loss).

The corresponding measured current waveform at maximum output (90 kHz) has

an average of 27.8 A as shown in Figure 6.29. The measured efficiency is 30% with an

input power of 232 W and output power of 70 W. The corresponding output voltage at

the operating point of 90 kHz is shown in Figure 6.30. The corresponding voltage across

the primary winding of the PCB transformer is shown in Figure 6.31. The current through

the primary winding of the PCB transformer is shown in Figure 6.32. It is equal to the

sum of the magnetizing current and the reflected current from the secondary side.
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The results show that the required field ampere turns can be improved

significantly. However, challenges such as cooling and improvements in efficiency

(lower than in existing voltage regulator) have to be dealt with especially when the circuit

is integrated into an actual alternator. Means for achieving this include the use of lower-

loss rectifier topologies (e.g. current doubler rectifiers [43,44] and/or the use of

synchronous rectification [38,39,40,41,42]).

VDCO

Cz

Figure 6.25: Diagram of PCB transformer circuit.
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Figure 6.26: Comparison of experimental field ampere turns obtained with theoretical

curve.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison of measured efficiency with calculated efficiency.
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Figure 6.28: Comparison of measured input power to field circuit with theoretical curve.
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Figure 6.29: Field winding current at inverter switching frequency of 90 kHz.
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Figure 6.30: Field winding voltage at inverter switching frequency of 90 kHz.
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Figure 6.31: Inverter output voltage at inverter switching frequency of 90 kHz.
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Figure 6.32: Primary winding current at inverter switching frequency of 90 kHz.
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6.5 Summary

This chapter covered the modeling, design, construction and testing of a

contactless field excitation circuit based on a printed circuit board transformer. This

design would allow for an increase in field ampere turns with a foil field winding. With

the use of a stationary primary and a rotating secondary PCB transformer, the field

winding can be powered without the need for brushes and slip rings. Having modeled the

PCB transformer and the associated circuitry, the entire circuit was designed and built

together with a foil wound field winding. Significant increases in ampere turns of 51%

were achieved at a switching frequency of 90 kHz.
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Chapter 7

A Field Controller Based on a Rotating DC/DC Converter

7.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 5, the use of a foil field winding in a Lundell alternator can

provide more field ampere turns than a conventional wire-wound design, enabling

substantial performance benefits. This increase in ampere turns is achieved with fewer

turns operating at higher currents, and thus requires some means of delivering the

necessary power to the rotor that will not exceed the limited current carrying capability of

the brushes. One approach that allows for large field currents while maintaining low

brush currents is to use a DC/DC converter on the rotor. The DC/DC converter creates a

step down in voltage and a step up in field current, enabling high field current while

sourcing low current through the brushes.

Multiple design strategies are possible. The rotating converter can be operated at a

fixed conversion ratio, with control of field current provided by an additional stationary

DC/DC converter. Alternatively, control can be provided directly by the rotating

converter if control information is communicated to the rotating frame. It is the latter

strategy that is implemented in the experimental prototype.

7.2 Foil Field Winding

In order to achieve an improvement in power output by increasing the field

excitation, an existing alternator (OE Plus 7776-10-8-N 130 ampere) is modified by

replacing the alternator's round wire field winding (440 turns of approximately 40 mil

diameter copper wire with a packing factor of 0.64) with copper foil (Alphacore 5 mil foil

with 1 mil insulation). The room temperature resistance of the field winding was

measured to be 2.73 Q. The field winding was then unwound and 440 turns were

counted. When obtaining more ampere turns with a modified field, a fair comparison

must be made to the original design. While maintaining equal copper loss is a reasonable

metric for comparison, comparison of designs at equivalent winding temperature rise is

the most preferable metric.
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Based on equation 4.4, which gives the resistance of the field winding, the ratio

of the resistances of the foil and round wire windings can be found to be

2
Rgoi; Nfoi 2 kpfround (7.1)

R frun Nfround if kpgoil

where Rffoi; and Rfround are the foil and round wire resistances, respectively, Nffoi and

Nfround are the foil and round wire turns count, respectively, and kpffgoi and kpfround are the

foil and round wire packing factors, respectively. The ratio of the winding packing

factors is

kpffoil Nafoil Rftound (7.2)
kpfround fround Rifoil

The bobbin was then wound with 5 mil copper foil with 1 mil insulation

(Alphacore, [Bridgeport, Connecticut]) and 90 turns of copper foil were obtained. The

resistance of the foil winding was measured and found to be 0.10 Q. To obtain good

measured resistance ratios, the two windings were connected in series and driven from a

dc supply and the voltages across each winding were measured. Repeated measurements

showed that the ratio of winding resistances is

Rffld - 27.43 (7.3)Rff~

Therefore, the ratio of packing factors is

Skff0 =1.15 (7.4)
kpfroufld

demonstrating a 15% improvement in packing factor by using copper foil.

To achieve the same copper losses in both windings, we would want

ifoil R o; = If round fround (7.5)

where Ifoil and Ifround are the foil and round wire field currents, respectively. Using

Equation 4.4 for field winding resistance and substituting in Equation 7.5,

N 2 N 2

I" ffoil C = J2 found C (7.6).foil kpffoil -tound kpfround

where
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C + (7.7)

cancels out from both sides. Therefore, the achievable number of field ampere turns for

the foil winding with equal copper loss is

k
Nff0 aIgou~ = P'f""iNound Ifound (7.8 )

kfr nd

when the same bobbin is used and copper is used for both windings. Therefore, given the

same copper losses, the allowable number of ampere turns increases as the square root of

the ratio of packing factors. Given the increase in packing factor by 15%, the number of

ampere turns are allowed to increase by 7% if field copper losses are to be kept constant.

Based on the formula for output power at the load matched condition shown in equation

4.1, the achievable output power increases as the ratio of ampere turns, squared.

Therefore, based on Equations 4.1 and 7.8, the output power increases by the ratio of

packing factors or 15% when going from round wire to copper foil.

Further measurements need to be made to determine the field excitations at which

the winding temperatures are the same at steady state. Since copper foil has somewhat

better thermal properties than round wire (because of easy heat transfer across a winding

layer) the effective thermal resistance to ambient may be lower, and therefore allowing

higher field excitation for a given maximum temperature.

This planned modification is expected to result in an increase in armature currents

and alternator output, not to increase the cooling of the armature. As a result, our

modified generator will not be able to sustain its increase in output under all conditions.

However, demonstrating such an improvement is sufficient to show the efficiency of the

approach. Other modifications to the stator design can be realized to lower armature

heating to sustain (and even enhance) increased output. Moreover, as shown in [45,46],

idle speed is not the worst case operating point of the alternator from a temperature

standpoint, so improvement at idle should be sustainable even without further design

changes.

The maximum number of ampere turns for the original round wire field winding

(at full field under steady-state thermal operation) is approximately

Nf If =440x3.6A=1584A (7.9)
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This assumes 3.6 A of field current at thermal steady state, which was measured under

laboratory conditions. The new field winding has 90 turns, so in order to increase the

number of ampere turns in the new field winding by 7%, the thermal steady state current

in the foil field winding must be at least

if = 1.07x1584A = 18.83A (7.10)
90turns

(At ambient temperature, the maximum "full-field" current through the wire wound field

winding is 4.7 A). In this case, 24.6 A of foil winding field current are required in

ambient temperature in order for the foil winding to achieve a 7% increase in ampere

turns). The DC/DC converter circuit should then be able to provide 24.6 A of current to

the field winding at ambient temperature.

7.3 Rotating DC/DC Converter

The rotating converter system is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The rotating converter is

functionally similar to the buck chopper circuit used in conventional field regulators, but

employs a schottky diode to reduce conduction loss at low output voltage. Still lower

losses could readily be achieved with synchronous rectification, at the expense of an

additional active switch and floating gate driver (synchronous rectification was not

implemented in the prototype for simplicity).

The main challenge in the design and implementation of the DC/DC converter is

communicating field control information to the rotor. The method selected for the

prototype is line carrier communication. This involves communicating the control signal

through the power bus (across the brushes). The control signal is encoded by modulating

the frequency of a high-frequency sinusoid, which is injected onto the voltage bus on the

stationary side (from v,). The signal is then transmitted through the brushes and on to the

rotating side where a receiver picks up the signal (v,,v), and demodulates it. The field

winding in the circuit of Figure 7.1 is represented by the inductance Lf and resistance Rf.

The inductance LI and capacitance C1 are used as a lowpass filter to isolate the modulated

signal from the switching current, and inductance L2 is used to isolate the control signal

from the power input bus.
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Figure 7.1: Circuit topology with DC/DC converter on rotor.

Two schemes were considered and tested for transmitting the required signals to

control the MOSFET on the rotating side. Both involve using a control signal to modulate

the frequency of a sinusoidal carrier on the stationary side, injecting the modulated signal

into the voltage bus and receiving the signal on the rotating side.

In the first approach, the duty ratio signal is communicated to the rotating side

through carrier frequency modulation. The demodulated signal is then fed to a pulse-

width modulation circuit to generate MOSFET gating pulses. In a second approach,

described in Appendix E, pulse-width modulation signals are generated on the stationary

side and transmitted by frequency shift keying (FSK). This strategy eliminates the need

of pulse width modulation on the rotating side (saving space) but requires very fast

tracking of the FSK system. The first approach was found to be much more effective, and

was adopted for the final system.
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7.4 DC/DC Converter with FM Communications

The communications selected involves frequency Modulation (FM) of the error

signal on the stationary side, transmission through the brushes to the secondary side and

frequency demodulation on the secondary side. The circuit used for the FM modem is

shown in Figure 7.2 (more details on the circuit design can be found in Appendix E).

Amplifier A, produces a PID compensated error signal. The signal is converted directly to

a frequency-modulated (FM) AC signal. This AC signal is buffered by A2 and fed through

the brushes to the rotating converter. On the rotor, an FM demodulator recreates the

compensated error signal. The received signal is then used to create a pulse-width

modulated gate signal used to drive the MOSFET.

The frequency of the transmitted signal is set to be a linear function of the desired

duty ratio. A frequency range of 152 kHz to 167 kHz is transmitted to represent duty

ratios from 0 to 1. Since duty ratio varies only slowly, the PLL demodulator can easily

track the desired signal.

A simplified communications circuit is shown in Figure 7.3. The transmitted

signal is a sinusoid that can be expressed as

Vrx(t)= Vtx cos(wctt) (7.11)

with amplitude v,x, and frequency o x. Its Fourier transform is composed of two impulses

at plus or minus the sinusoid frequency and can be expressed as

Vtx (j)= Vt"xr(9( - cox)+3(o + otx)) (7.12)

It is shown in Figure 7.4. Because the transmitted signal is real and modeled as even

(cosine), the Fourier transform is also real and even, and therefore only positive

frequencies need be considered. The received FM signal is the output when the signal is

passed through the system function Hs(w). The transfer function from the signal voltage

source to the receiver input is:

Hs(jCO) ZL1 //(ZL1 +ZC1 ) 713)
ZLI /(ZL1 +ZC1)+ZC2 +R0

where the various impedances are defined as

ZL1 jCOLI (7.14)

ZL2 =jwL 2
(7.15)
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Zc=1 /(jcoC) (7.16)

zc2 =1/(jOC2) (7-17)

The transfer function when using the actual components is shown in Figure 7.5. It

increases with frequency. The higher the frequency, the smaller the attenuation.

Therefore, it is preferable to operate the FM modem at high frequencies from the

standpoint of maximizing the desired output or received signal to be demodulated. In the

frequency domain, the Fourier transform of the output or received signal is the Fourier

transform of the input multiplied by the transfer function. The received voltage due to the

FM signal in the frequency domain is

V,s (j c) = Vtx (j o)H, (jco) (7.18)

V,, (jc) j vtxm 7(Hs (jcotx )(w -x j+ Hs (-Icotx j(w ctx)) (7.19)

which for positive frequencies is

V,, (jco) = vt.,.rHs ( jot )49((o - otx (7.20)

Note that Hsao) is approximately an even function when Ro is small. Since the

input or transmitted signal is an impulse, the output is simply a scaled version of that

impulse with the scale factor being the transfer function evaluated at the frequency of the

sinusoid. The signal received is slightly attenuated by the transfer function Hs(a).
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Figure 7.2: Detailed FM modulation circuit.

stationary rotating

Figure 7.3: Simplified communications circuit.
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Figure 7.4: Spectrum of FM modulated signal.
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Figure 7.5: Spectrum of FM signal to receiver transfer function.
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Figure 7.6: Spectrum of FM signal at receiver.

Just like almost every communication system, there is noise that can interfere

with the transmitted signal. In this case, the main source of noise is the switching current

from the MOSFET (and brush noise to a lesser extent). This can be modeled as a current

sink iN (shown in Figure 7.3), which equals the field current when the MOSFET is on

and zero when the MOSFET is off. Being a periodic rectangular wave, the noise signal

can be expressed using a Fourier series representation as

iN(t)=If amelOt =if a0+ 2am cos(mc00t) (7.21)

where

ao = D (7.22)

am = - sin(mrrD) (7.23)
m;r

and therefore its Fourier transform can be expressed as

IN(jiwYf Z27mrm(comw0) (7.24)

M=-00

which consists of impulses or delta functions spaced apart by wO and whose areas decay

as a sinc function. Since iNft) is real and modeled as even, its Fourier transform IN(cq) is

real and even. Thus, only the Fourier transform for positive frequencies need to be
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plotted. The areas of the impulses in the Fourier transform decrease as frequency is

increased. The Fourier transform of the noise current for positive frequencies is shown in

Figure 7.7.

The transfer function from the noise current source to the receiver input voltage is

H, (O) - Zc, (ZL2 //(Zc2 + RO)) (7.25)
Zc1 + ZL + ZL2 //(Zc2 + RO)

The transfer function is shown in Figure 7.8. It decreases dramatically with frequency. It

is therefore preferable to operate at higher frequencies from the standpoint of minimizing

noise, although as can be seen, the noise transfer function is insignificant at the

frequencies we are concerned with for signal transmission. The received voltage (Fourier

transform) due to the noise current is

V, G(jO)= IN (jo)Hn (jO) (7.26)

It is shown (frequency domain) in Figure 7.9. Since the system composed of passive

elements is linear and time invariant, the output due to the noise current is

vrn(t)=If aOHn(j0)+Z2am Hn(jmcoo cos(mcoot+ZHn(jmc))
V r n W I f o ~ n~ o) + m = 1

(7.27)

where the output signal is the input signal sinusoids at different frequencies scaled by the

magnitude of the transfer functions and phase shifted by the phase of the transfer

functions at those frequencies.

I i | ,|i. I i 1.11 
0.5 1 15
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2 2.5 3
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Figure 7.7: Spectrum of switching current at switching frequency of 19 kHz.
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Figure 7.8: Spectrum of transfer function from switching current to receiver.
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Figure 7.9: Spectrum of voltage at receiver due to switching current (switching

frequency= 19 kHz).
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Figure 7.10: Spectrum of voltage at receiver due to FM signal and switching current.

The plots in the frequency domain due to the transmitted FM signal and the noise

signal are shown in Figure 7.6 and 7.9, respectively. The combined signals are shown in

Figure 7.10. The objective is to maximize Vrs and minimize V, in the frequency range

used by the FM receiver. This can be seen as maximizing the signal to noise ratio. Note

that due to the attenuation by the filter and the fact that the noise decays as a sinc

function, the PWM switching noise content is negligible around the frequency of

transmission (the noise decays as a sinc function).

For the selection of the switching frequency (19 kHz) and filter components,

several factors had to be considered. It is desirable for the switching frequency to be high

enough to minimize the size of the passive components such as L, and C but not too

large that the switching losses become considerable. As can be seen in Figure 7.7, the

switching noise consists of samples of a sinc function that decay at higher frequencies.

This decay is desirable since the modulated signal frequency can be made sufficiently

large that the noise spectra are insignificant at those frequencies. The switching

frequency of 19 kHz was selected and the frequency range of the modulated signals was

from 152 kHz and 167 kHz so that this range would fall between two harmonics (8th and

9 th) of the noise from the switching currents, which would isolate the frequency range of

the modulated signal from the noise harmonics. Since the noise harmonics decrease with
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frequency (noise spectrum decays as a sinc) and in addition, the filter attenuates these

harmonics, the noise is not a concern in the vicinity of the frequency range used. The

filter composed of L, and C1 serves to further attenuate the noise spectra. Since Hco)

is high pass, the frequency range of the modulated signal has to be high enough to be

transmitted with minimal degradation. The attenuation of the noise by the filter is also

reflected in the rapid decline of the frequency response HN(f) as the frequency

increases. Since the modulated signal frequency has to be significantly higher than the

switching frequency, a limit on the switching frequency also has to be set. In designing

the input filter, L; is used to block AC ripple from the noise source, and C, is used to

absorb it. The bigger these two are, the more effective the filter becomes in isolating the

received modulated signal from the switching current. The larger L, is, the smaller the

noise transfer function Hn(j) and the larger the signal transfer function HsCw).

Therefore, L, is preferred to be large. A larger C2 is desirable since the signal transfer

function will be larger. There is a trade-off involving L2 since, the larger it is, the larger

the signal transfer function, but the larger the noise transfer function as well. A balance

then has to be struck when selecting values of L2. The larger C1, the smaller the noise

transfer function, but the smaller the signal transfer function as well which involves a

trade-off. This trade-off regarding the selection of C1, however, is not critical when L, is

large (which is the case) since the two impedances are in series.

7.4.1. Experimental Results: Converter External to Alternator

Preliminary experiments involved testing the DC/DC converter circuit in series

with the brushes of another alternator to include the effects of brush voltage drops and

brush noise. The way the effects of brushes were included was by shorting out the field

winding of another alternator and connecting the external terminals of the brushes in

series with the stationary and rotating parts of the DC/DC converter circuit as shown in

Figure 7.11. The duty ratio of the rotating active switch was varied, and the output

current was measured as well as the input current, and brush terminal voltages. It was

observed that there was a significant drop (Vprebrush-Vpostbrush) across the brushes, as shown

by the plot of brush terminal voltages versus output current in Figure 7.12. The
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maximum brush drop measured was 4.72 V at the maximum output current measurement.

The circuit was also tested without the brushes and it was evident that the brush drops

were limiting the achievable output current and increasing the power losses. Due to the

large brush drops, the voltage across the rotating circuit (Vpostbrush) is much lower than that

at the stationary side (by 4.72 V at maximum field current). This increased brush drop is

due to loss in the DC/DC converter, especially due to diode conduction loss.

alternator

Field

winding

Vprebrush 
brushes

Figure 7.11: Converter tested in series with shorted brushes of existing Lundell

alternator.
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Figure 7.12: Brush terminal voltages versus output current (existing brushes)

In order to solve the problem of excessive brush drops at high output current and

consequently, brush current, the brushes of the existing alternator were replaced by

modified brushes as shown in Figure 7.13. The modified brushes involved fitting two

pairs of brushes in parallel within the same amount of space allowed for the voltage

regulator. Having the modified brushes results in each pair of brushes carrying

approximately half the current that regular brushes have to carry. The voltage drops

across the brushes are expected to decrease with the use of these combined brushes (can

be seen looking at Figure 7.12 assuming half the current is used). A series of experiments

were performed, where again, the duty ratio was varied, and the input current, output

current, and brush terminal voltages were measured. The brush terminal voltages versus

output current are shown below in Figure 7.14. The brush drops were reduced

significantly. In addition, higher field currents were achieved. At the highest output

current of 33.1 A, the brush drop is 1.77 V. This is less than half the original brush drop.
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A plot showing the relation between duty ratio and output current is shown in Figure

7.15. The various input and corresponding output currents are shown in Figure 7.16. It

should be noted that the need for increased brush area can be mitigated through improved

DC/DC converter efficiency, and especially through the use of synchronous rectification.

Figure 7.13: Modified brushes composed of two pairs of brushes in parallel.

The maximum field current achieved with the modified brushes was 33.1 A. The

relevant waveforms associated with this particular peak output measurement are shown in

Figures 7.17 to 7.21. Figure 7.17 shows the gate voltage of the active switch of the

DC/DC converter. Figure 7.18 shows the output field current. Figure 7.19 shows the

transmitted voltage prior to the brushes. The "pre-brush" voltage has the sinusoid on top

of the power bus voltage. The frequency of the sinusoid is linearly related to the desired

duty ratio. The received "post-brush" signal is shown in Figure 7.20. The voltage is lower

than the pre-brush voltage by an amount equal to the drop across the two pairs of brushes

in series. Note that the brushes being used are the modified brushes. Each brush drop is

approximately half the drop across both brushes, or 0.89 V. The input current has an

average value of approximately 13.7 A and is shown in Figure 7.21.
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Figure 7.14: Brush terminal voltages versus output current (modified brushes)
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Figure 7.15: Output currents obtained at various duty ratios.
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Figure 7.16: Output currents obtained versus input currents to converter.

The measured output current of 33.1 A shows the achievable level of field

excitation. Given that the full field current at 13 V output voltage in the existing

alternator is 4.7 A (measured at ambient temperature), the output current achieved results

in an increase of 44% in ampere turns. For similar copper losses to the wire-wound field.

The foil wound field current has to be around 24.6 A. This is clearly achievable by the

circuit.

Recall that an increase in ampere turns of 7% is allowed if the copper losses are to

be kept the same. If the foil field windings is operated to the same temperature as the

wire-wound field, one might expect an increase in ampere turns of somewhat more than

7% due to the better heat transfer from the foil winding. It is highly unlikely, however,

that a 44% increase in ampere turns can be used if temperature were to be kept constant.

The increase in ampere turns should result in a corresponding increase in output power

from the alternator so long as the stator saturation and thermal limits are not exceeded.
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Figure 7.17: Field voltage (measured)
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Figure 7.18: Measured field current (average of 33.1 A).
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Figure 7.19: Pre-brush voltage (measured).
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Figure 7.20: Post-brush voltage (measured).
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Figure 7.21: Measured input current (average of 13.7 A).

7.4.2. Experimental Results: Converter Embedded in Alternator

The power electronics were integrated into a 7776-10-8-N 130 A OE Plus

alternator having the modified field winding described earlier.. The shaft was first

pressed into the claws , which were then tightened on both sides of the field winding. The

circuit board was then attached to the outer side of the claw, after which the slip rings

were pressed just onto the top of the board. The circuit board was held in place by screws

and electrically isolated from the claw by electrical tape. A picture of the completed rotor

is shown in Figure 7.22.
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Figure 7.22: Pressed rotor claws with foil field winding and rotating converter.

The rotor with the converter was then placed inside the stator and the rest of the

alternator case was assembled. The external circuit containing the FM modulator was

connected to wires leading to the modified brushes. The alternator was then bolted onto

the stand and connected to a drive motor that is used as the prime mover via a toothed

belt. A picture of the setup is shown below in Figure 7.23.

To determine the maximum achievable output power under "manufacturer

nominal" conditions, the tests were made at idle speed (alternator speed of 1500 rpm).

The maximum output current was approximately 78.6 A at approximately 32 A of field

current as shown in Figure 7.24. The average output power obtained is 1048 W (output

voltage of 13.34 V shown in Figure 7.35). The quoted nominal output power of the

alternator is 70 A at idle speed and 13 V output (such that the regulator generates full

field current). The quoted output power is then 910 W. From experiments on a stock

alternator, the maximum output power at idle speed obtained was 964 W at ambient

temperature (73 A at 13.2 V). Therefore, the maximum output power increased by 8.7%

under nominal conditions when the enhanced foil wound alternator was used. The input
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power to the field winding was also measured for the conventional and modified system.

The electrical input power to the enhanced foil field winding circuit was 168.6 W (13.34

V at 12.64 A). The electrical input power to the round wire field winding circuit was 61.4

W (4.7 A at 13 V).

Figure 7.23: Experimental alternator with external communication circuit connected to

modified brushes.
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Figure 7.24: Comparison of maximum average output current obtained (average of

78.6 A for enhanced, 73 A for regular) at approximately 32 A of field current
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The achievable output power of the conventional and modified alternators were

also compared at thermal steady state. The round-wire field was tested at full-field

conditions, while the foil field was tested with an ampere turn excitation yielding the

same increase in rotor winding temperature over ambient as the round wire field winding

(in thermal steady state). The improved thermal properties of the foil winding over the

round wire winding are exploited in this test. Equivalent temperature rise performance

was established by measuring the relative resistance increases of the rotor windings.

The existing Lundell alternator was run at full field current (13 V output and idle

speed of 1500 rpm) until thermal steady state and the percentage increase in resistance

was found to be 26.2% (2.36 Q increasing to 3.19 Q in steady state). Therefore,

comparisons for output power are to be made at a field current where the foil winding

resistance increases by the same percentage. The initial resistance of the foil field

winding was measured to be 0.13 Q under ambient conditions. The modified alternator

was run at the same operating conditions (approximately 13 V output voltage and idle

speed) and the field current was increased (by increasing the duty ratio) until the

percentage increase in field resistance measured during brief operational stops (measured

through a hole in the alternator case) was approximately 27%. The foil resistance was

measured to be approximately 0.165 Q. The field current was approximately 30 A based

on previous duty ratio and input current versus field current experiments. The output

current was measured and was found to be 71.3 A as shown in Figure 7.26. The

corresponding output power was 940 W, with an output voltage of 13.17 V as shown in

Figure 7.27. In thermal steady state, the output power of the conventional alternator was

measured to be 819 W (63 A at 13 V). Therefore, the percentage increase in thermal

steady state output power while maintaining the same winding temperature in both round

wire and foil wound windings is 15 %.

The field current at which the steady state winding temperature would be the

same can also be approximated. The dependence of copper wire resistance on

temperature is

R = R, (1+k,.AT) (7.28)
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where Ro is the initial resistance at ambient temperature, AT is the temperature rise, and

ke is the temperature coefficient of resistance of copper. The change in temperature based

on equation 7.28 is

R-R 1
AT= " (7.29)

which is directly related to the percentage increase in resistance. The increase or change

in temperature is linearly related to power dissipation:

AT = k P (7.30)

where P is the power dissipation and k, is the thermal resistance in "C/W. The

temperature change of the field winding is

AT=k,1 2 R (7.31)

To determine the thermal resistance k, of the foil winding, it is excited with an arbitrary

amount of current (e.g. 20 A) and the resistance is measured at thermal steady state.

Using Equations. 7.29 and 7.31, the thermal resistance coefficient can be calculated as

R-R 0

k, = " (7.32)
kteI1 R

Given kp, the current at which a 26.2% increase in the foil field winding resistance occurs

can be determined by again using equations 7.29 and 7.31:

R - R 1
If = (7.33)

R0  kickR

where R now is the desired resistance of the foil winding at steady state.

The initial resistance of the foil field winding was measured to be 0.13 Q under

ambient conditions. At a field current of 20 A, the resistance in thermal steady state was

measured to be 0.145 Q, representing an increase of 11.5%. The thermal resistance was

calculated to be 0.46 0C/W. Therefore, based on equation 7.33, the alternator can be

excited at approximately 30 A of field current and the expected percent increase in

resistance should be the same (26.2%), implying the same temperature rise, and therefore,

the same steady state winding temperature. As approximated earlier, the field current of

30 A is the amount of current through the foil winding at which the percentage increase
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in resistance of the foil winding measured earlier was around 27%. At this current of 30

A, approximately 30% more ampere turns is used when compared to the stock alternator

while maintaining identical field winding temperatures.

Given this increase in ampere turns, more output power should be expected since

output power scales approximately as the square of the number of ampere turns at the

load matched condition. Therefore, the output power should increase by 70% given an

increase of 30% in ampere turns. The measured increase is roughly 15%. The reason for

the smaller increase is saturation of the stator steel brought about by the increase in field

ampere turns with a corresponding increase in flux density. In order to decrease

saturation, and therefore, increase output power, the back iron thicknesses can be

increased. In addition, the air gap thickness can be increased such that the flux density

increases by a smaller amount or can be maintained despite an increase in ampere turns,

and the power output would still increase given the larger air gap, due to a lower

armature inductance. The stator can also be redesigned to improve on the thermal

conditions and decrease the heat flux from the armature windings. The slots depths could

be increased and the armature wire size could also be increased.
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Figure 7.26: Comparison of output current at thermal steady state, same winding

temperature ( average of 71.3 A for modified alternator; 63.0 A for stock alternator)
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of output voltages (Average of 13.17 V for modified alternator;

12.97 V for stock alternator)

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, a foil found alternator is implemented using the rotating DC/DC

converter and its associated electronics on the stationary side. The field winding is wound

with 5 mil copper foil (plus 1 mil insulation), obtaining a 15% increase in packing factor.

FM modulation is deemed the method of choice for implementing line-carrier

transmission due to the ease with which the desired control signal can be tracked. The

circuit is designed, built, and tested. A maximum increase of 44% in ampere turns is

achievable neglecting thermal limits. At the same field winding temperature rise, a 15%

increase in output power is obtained from the modified alternator as compared to the

stock alternator under thermal steady state conditions and idle speed. The estimated

increase of 30% in field ampere turns (for a similar temperature rise) could be exploited

for further performance gains were the stator to be appropriately redesigned.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1. Summary and Conclusions

This thesis focuses on advancing the design of automotive alternators to meet

emerging requirements for higher output power, efficiency, and improved transient

performance. This work encompasses both radical redesign of alternators to achieve the

high power levels and efficiencies expected to be necessary for future electrical systems,

and the development of methods to significantly extend the capabilities of contemporary

Lundell alternator designs.

As outlined in Chapter 2, it is anticipated that future automobiles will require

alternators operating at very high power levels (e.g., 4 - 6 kW across the speed range)

and high efficiencies (e.g., > 75% for some operating points), and may utilize 42 V

electrical systems. One focus of this thesis is the exploration of alternator designs

capable of meeting these greatly increased requirements. As described in Chapter 2, four

types of alternator machines were investigated and evaluated: the non-salient and salient-

pole wound field alternators, the Lundell or claw-pole alternator, and the homopolar

inductor alternator. The use of conventional diode rectifiers and switched-mode rectifiers

were both considered as part of this study. Simplified lumped parameter models for each

of the alternators were derived, and the approximate output power and efficiency at the

load-matched condition were obtained. The analysis showed that the Lundell alternator

was the most promising in terms of power generation and efficiency. The principal

advantage of the Lundell was found to be the fact that its field winding excites all the

poles simultaneously (the inductor alternator also does so, but less effectively).

Numerically optimized designs for each of the four alternators types were

developed using a grid-search algorithm across design variables such as air gap radius,

slot depths, active length, switched-mode rectifier duty ratio, etc. Designs were optimized

numerically for minimum material cost (iron plus copper) while meeting constraints such

as output power across speed (4kW at 600 engine rpm increasing linearly to 6 kW at

6000 engine rpm), efficiency (75% at 3250 W and 1500 engine rpm), heat flux,
saturation, size, and mechanical stress limits. The comparison of the optimized designs
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reveal that the Lundell alternator is the most effective on the basis of material cost, with

the salient wound field alternator a close second. Moreover, the results confirm that the

Lundell alternator is capable of meeting the greatly increased requirements anticipated

for the future; this conclusion opposes the conventional wisdom that Lundell designs will

be unsuitable at high power levels. A further conclusion of this work is that optimization

of the design for use with a switched-mode rectifier provides significant advantages in

machine size and cost. When optimized for a switched-mode rectifier instead of a diode

rectifier, the material costs of the optimal machines were each reduced by at least 10%,

and the optimal Lundell alternator material cost was reduced by 15%.

A well known limitation of Lundell alternators is the long "load dump" transient

that occurs when the machine is quickly unloaded. This limitation is of particular

concern for high-power 42 V alternators, due to the large energy levels that must be

clamped to suppress the transient. A further contribution of this thesis, described in

Chapter 3, is an investigation of the use and limitations of fast field de-excitation (rapid

removal of current from the field winding) to reduce the duration and energy associated

with the load dump transient. An experimental study of a Motorcraft 130 A, 14 V

Lundell alternator revealed that eddy currents in the rotor poles limited the rate of decay

of the transient overvoltage even with instantaneous removal of field current.

Experimental measurements and subsequent modeling revealed approximate eddy current

decay time constants of 15 ms and 100 ms, leading to transient durations of

approximately 75 milliseconds for the alternator investigated. The effects of eddy

currents appear not to be widely appreciated at present, and recognition of this effect may

be useful for achieving the improved transient performance demanded in future designs.

As seen in the study of alternator machine design in Chapter 2, achievable

alternator output power is related to the square of field ampere turns (at the load matched

condition). Improvements in the design and excitation of the field can thus have a large

impact on achievable alternator power. A further contribution of this thesis is the

investigation of new field winding designs and excitation methods that enable significant

improvements in the power density of Lundell alternators. Chapter 4 explores the

replacement of the conventional wire-wound alternator field (having a copper packing

factor of approximately 0.6) with a foil-wound field winding (which can achieve a
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packing factor of 0.7 or higher). The higher packing factor of a foil field winding allows

higher ampere turns at constant copper loss, and the improved thermal transfer

characteristics of a foil winding allow higher copper losses for a constant field

temperature rise.

As revealed in Chapter 5, use of a foil field winding with conventional insulation

leads to higher field currents with fewer turns, and creates the need for circuitry to enable

a higher field current excitation without exceeding the current limitations of the brushes.

Chapter 5 explores multiple circuit approaches that would enable the use of a foil wound

field winding with a higher ampere turn excitation. The first approach involves the use of

a DC/DC converter on the rotor to provide the necessary step up in current to the field

winding while limiting the currents through the brushes. Converter topologies that allow

for fast de-excitation of the field winding are also explored.

A second approach explored in Chapter 5 for realizing higher current excitation of

the foil-wound field winding involves the use of contactless power transfer to the rotating

side by utilizing a rotating transformer with a stationary primary and a rotating

secondary. An inverter is used to create the alternating voltage across the primary and a

rectifier is used on the secondary side to provide the direct current to the field winding.

Further modifications of the topology enable fast field de-excitation of the field winding

by voltage or both voltage and current reversal.

Chapter 6 explores the implementation of the rotating transformer topology in

Chapter 5. The transformer of choice is a printed circuit board (PCB) transformer because

of its low cost, small size, and easy construction. The PCB transformer is modeled,

designed and built together with the associated circuitry (inverter and rectifier) to excite a

foil wound field winding with a higher current. An increase in ampere turns of 51% is

demonstrated experimentally, which could lead to large increases in output power as long

as the thermal and saturation conditions are within their limits. As explained in Chapter 4,

the use of a foil winding allows for a higher field ampere turn excitation by virtue of its

improved packing factor (lower resistance and therefore lower copper losses) and lower

thermal resistance to ambient (lower temperature rise given same power dissipation).

Further redesign of the stator could be done to fully exploit the increase in ampere turns.

Such redesign would involve increasing the depth of the stator slots and armature wire
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size to lessen the heating of the stator, and increasing the air gap width to decrease the

amount of saturation.

Chapter 7 explores the implementation and experimental evaluation of the

rotating DC/DC converter approach proposed in Chapter 5. The converter allows for a

step up in current to the field winding while maintaining the current through the brushes.

The main challenge in realizing this approach is communicating the needed control signal

(e.g., duty ratio) from the stationary side to the rotating side. Line carrier communication

is employed in the prototype design, wherein the required active switch duty ratio is

encoded in the frequency of a sinusoid injected into the power bus on the stationary side

and received on the rotating side. A filter is required on the rotating side to accurately

demodulate the received signal despite noise from the switching currents.

To demonstrate this approach, a foil-field rotor is developed for an OE Plus 14 V,

130 A alternator (7776-10-8-N). A 5 mil copper with 1 mil insulation (kapton) foil

winding (90 turns) is wound around the original bobbin and a 15% improvement in

packing factor over the regular field winding is obtained. The DC/DC converter is

designed, together with the filter and the communications receiver circuit, to be mounted

directly on the rotor. An associated controller, transmitter, and filter unit is developed for

the stationary side, in place of the conventional regulator.

The alternator is assembled together with the embedded electronics, tested, and

compared to the performance of a stock alternator. Testing is conducted for idle speed

operation (1500 rpm) and 13 V output to enable a comparison with the published

specifications for the stock alternator. At non-thermal steady state conditions a maximum

field current for the modified alternator of 33.1 amperes is obtained, yielding a 44%

increase in ampere turns over that of the stock alternator. In order to make a fair

comparison, the output power of the modified and stock alternator are compared at field

excitations such that the field winding temperature rise at thermal steady state (over

ambient) in both alternators is identical. The stock alternator is excited with full field

current to thermal steady state and its percentage increase in field winding resistance

(26.2%) is measured, which is proportional to its temperature increase. The output

current measured is 63 A. The modified alternator is then excited with field current until

its percentage increase in resistance is identical to that of the stock alternator
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(approximately 30 A), implying an identical temperature rise. The output current at this

operating point is 71.3 A. The result is an increase of 14.9 % in output power of the

modified alternator over the stock alternator at thermal steady state and identical field

winding temperatures.

At a field current of 30 A, an approximately 30 % increase in field ampere turns is

used in the modified alternator over the stock alternator. In order to fully utilize the

increase in ampere turns, the alternator stator can be redesigned to accommodate the

more stressful thermal and saturation conditions. The armature winding heat flux can be

decreased by increasing the stator slot depths and armature wire size. Saturation in the

stator can be lessened by increasing the air gap and the back iron thickness. If more field

ampere turns are to be used, the air gap can be increased proportionately while

maintaining the air gap flux density and decreasing the armature reactance, and therefore

still achieving an increase in output power while not saturating the alternator any further.

It is anticipated that redesigning the alternator to accommodate the improved field

capability would yield substantially more than the demonstrated 15% improvement in

power.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

There are several extensions to the work described here that could be made in the

future. The optimizations of the four alternators were all done using numerical and

analytical models. Construction and testing of the optimized Lundell alternator and

associated switched mode rectifier is a logical next step towards meeting the increased

power and efficiency requirements of future automobiles.

The packing factor of the foil winding could be improved even further by using a

thinner insulation. The initial prototype uses a commercial foil with 1 mil kapton

insulation. Thinner insulation could certainly be achieved through use of a conformal

coat (e.g., parylene or a spray-coated insulation), co-winding bare foil with a thinner

insulator (as done in foil-wound capacitors), or by depositing a thin layer of Aluminum

over the copper foil and developing an oxide insulation layer. Thinner insulation would
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allow even higher packing factors and output power levels to be achieved, and could be

used to reduce the voltage/current transformation needed for foil-wound field windings.

The rotating dc/dc converter approach could be simplified through multiple

means. One approach to reduce the rotor circuit size and cost is to use wireless

communications (e.g., Blue Tooth) to transmit control information to the rotating side.

Another approach would be to eliminate the required communications by having a

constant, synchronous rectified converter on the rotor and adding an additional

controllable DC/DC converter on the stationary side. There would then be no need to

transmit a signal to the rotating side, eliminating the need for communications circuitry.
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Appendix A. Lumped Parameter Derivations

The appendix provides the detailed derivations of the lumped parameters cited in

Section 2.4 and forms the basis for the evaluation in Section 2.5. Table A.1 shows the

nomenclature used:

Table A.1: Nomenclature

a
bp

bpN
bps

B

Br

Bs

,Fr

F

g]
gli
g2

ia, ib, ic

if
.Is

kwf

kwn

L

Laf
Ls

NfIf

p
P

q
R

Rs
Rstatin

Rstatslotbot

ra

Vd
Vo
Vsa, V~b, Vc

Wendturn

Xd, Xq

#i

number of parallel windings
pole width
pole width of north pole at a particular axial location
pole width of south pole at a particular axial location
flux density
air gap flux density due to the field winding
air gap flux density due to the armature currents
MMF due to the field winding
MMF due to the three phase armature currents
air gap width
shorter air gap width
longer air gap width
armature phase currents
field current
magnitude of armature phase current
field distribution winding factor
armature distribution winding factor of nth harmonic
air gap length
field armature mutual inductance
synchronous inductance
field ampere turns
series armature turns
pole pairs
output power
heat flux
equivalent resistance due to effects of diode rectifer
armature series resistance
stator inner radius
stator slot bottom radius
physical armature resistance
diode drop
effective voltage at output of rectifier
back-emf voltages
end turn width
direct and quadrature reactances
axial location
pole width over pole pair pitch
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$'" pole width over pole pitch (pole fraction)
3 electrical angle when t=O
A permeance per unit area
A flux linked

Aaf flux linked by armature winding due to field current

Aas flux linked by armature winding due to three phase armature currents
0> electrical frequency in rad/s

Or rotor angle in mechanical degrees

T, pole pitch

A.1 General Fourier Series Representation of a Rectangular Waveform

The Fourier expansion for the flux densities in the air gap can be derived from the

generalized rectangular waveform shown in Figure A. 1.

AA

r -- --- --- --- --- -- ---- cc, -

+ L

Figure A.1: Arbitrary rectangular waveform.

The waveform could be expressed mathematically as

A = I A,,, cos(m(a - a,)) (A.1)
m=0

A0 =H$3+ L(1-#3) (A.2)

Am = (H - L)sin(m#37t) (A.3)
mir

For a square wave, centered about 0, H=-L and P=1/2. The fourier series coefficients are

Am = 4 H sin(mt /2) (A.4)
m 1

A0 =0 (A.5)
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A.2 Field Flux Densities

A.2.1 Non-salient Wound-field Alternator Field Flux Density

For the wound-field non-salient pole machine, the step-like MMF is approximated

by a square wave whose amplitude is affected by the distribution winding factor. The

permeance per unit area is constant at po/g or the permeability of free space divided by

the air gap width. The MMF distribution can be written as

Fr = 4 Nf if kwf sin 'cos(np( -Or)) (A.6)
n=1 nr 2p 2)
n odd

The gap permeance can be defined as

A =L (A.7)
g

Finally, the air gap flux density due to the field winding can be written as

Br = FrA =! 4 Nff kf sin 2n cos(np( 6 -Or)) L" (A-8)
n=1 nc2
n odd

where n represents the nth harmonic, p for pole pairs, NfIf for field ampere turns, and kf

for the field winding factor. This flux density is shown in Figure A.2.

2p g

Nf I fkf/1
2p g

Figure A.2: Non-salient wound-field alternator flux density waveform.

A.2.2 Salient-pole Wound-field Alternator Field Flux Density

The air gap flux density in the salient-pole wound field alternator due to the field

winding when expressed as the product of the MMF drop and the permeance per unit area

can be expressed as the sum of two waveforms, one due to the north poles and the other
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due to the south poles. The two waveforms are added together to get the actual flux

density shown in Figure A.3.

N pf

2p g

Nf if A10
2 p g

Figure A.3: Salient wound-field alternator field flux density waveform.

The flux density waveform due to the north poles can be expressed as

BrN = BrNm COs(mp(O - Or)) (A.9)
m=0

BrNO - N5 Nf if IU0  = FrNANO (A.10)
2p g 2p )g)

BrNm _ 2 NfI5 p0 sin(mfiT)
m; 2p g (A.11)

= NP0 > sin(mi)7j = FrNA Nm

where m represents the mth harmonic, and $ for the pole width divided by the width of a

pole pair. The flux density waveform due to the south poles can be expressed as

BrS = BrSm cos(mp((9 -r / p) -Or)) (A.12)
m=0

IN~ I /~(___
Brs0 = - N NI Jp(6 0 = FrsAS0 (A.13)

2p g 2p g

BrSm ~ 2 N5if' p0 sin(mf3it)
Mrc 2p g ) (A.14)r Nf If 2 U0 sin(mpr)I= Frs A sm

2 p mir g

The sum of the two waveforms give the total flux density waveform in the air gap due to

the field winding which can be shown to be
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Br BrN + Brs = (BrNm - Brsm ) COS(m(O - Or))
m=1
m odd (A.15)

Br = ( 4 N5 I5 P0 sin(m/&)) cos(mp(O - Or))
m=1 m7 2p g
m odd

A.2.3 Lundell Alternator Field Flux Density

Looking at the Lundell alternator, along a slice at some circumferential position,

the flux density waveform will look like the waveform shown in Figure A.4.

NJI bps P0
bpN +bpS g

-NI bpN 0
bpN + bps

Figure A.4: Lundell alternator field flux density waveform.

The flux densities due to the north and south poles can be determined separately

and added. The flux density contribution by the north poles can be expressed as

BrN = Y BrNm cos(mp(O - Or)) (A.16)
m=0

BrNO /N N2I Nif5 JjjN 7)= FrNANO (A.17)

BrNm = 2r N f If p0 sin(mNg)
m)T 2 g

(A.18)
BrNm = N f o sin(mN T) = FrN ANm

PN = L )(A. 19)
2,rp
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where b, 2 and bpi are the widths of the wider end and narrower end of a pole,

respectively, and T, is a pole pitch. Similarly, the flux density waveforms due to the south

poles are

Brs = BrSm cos(mp(( - 7 /p) -Or))
m=0

N5Ij; psj = FrSASOBrSo = 'fS -N5If K =

BrSm - 2 ( NfI p sinmo r)
m) 2 g)

BrSm = ^ NjI sin(m )Fr A Sm

-- bP1 + 1- j bp 2

2s =

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

(A.23)

The sum of both waveforms gives the total flux density due to the field winding

which are

Br = BrN + Brs

Br = I (BrNm + BrSm ) cos(mp(O -Or )) + 1 (BrNm - BrSm ) cos(mp(6 -r 
m=0 m=1
m even m odd

where the different harmonic components are

Bro 2 (fiN ~ OS '0.

Brm = N 1f )(2 fl0 (sin(m/3N 7 - sin(mf65 7) cos(mp(O -@r))
2 mzr g

Brm = N If 2 po (sin(m#GN'T)+sin(mflS )) cos(mp(O-Or))2 m /7 g

m even

m odd

(A.24)

(A.25)

(A.26)

(A.27)

A.2.4 Homopolar Inductor Alternator Field Flux Density

For the inductor alternator, the flux density on one stack can be found to be as

shown in Figure A.5.
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NJ1 I]10

2 g,2

2 g2

Nj 1 /fP 2 g2

2 g,

Figure A.5: Homopolar inductor alternator field flux density waveform

The expression for the waveform in the air gap where the north poles are located

are

N5 I5Q + (1-

BrNm = FrNNm N If 2 -0 t'o-0 sin(m,67)
m7Z g g 2

where gi and g2 are the shorter and longer air gap widths, respectively. Likewise, for the

air gap where the south poles are, the flux density waveform due to the field winding can

be shown to be

BrS = ZBrsm cos(mp((6 - I / p) - Or))
m=0

BrSO = FrS ASO = N

2

Q + (1-Q) -)j

(A.31)

(A.32)

(A.33))( 2 p o sin(mfn))
m g g1 g2

A.3 Armature Flux Densities

For the armature windings as sources of MMF, the MMF due to each winding is

approximated as a square wave with a winding factor k,,
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Fa = 4 Nsia kwn cos(npO) (A.34)
n=1 nrr 2p a
nodd

Fb = 4 Nsib kwn cos(n(p0 - 21r / 3)) (A.35)
n=1 nrr 2p a

nodd

Fc= 4 Nsic k cos(n(p0 -4)r/3)) (A.36)
n=1 nr 2p a
nodd

where Ns is the number of armature turns per phase. The combined MMF is

Fs = Fa + Fb + Fc

F= 3 4 NsIS kwn sin(p - 3 4 Nsis kwns2 = In-=5,I1.6k-- pO + I -ai~ ,- p0
n=1,7,...,6k+1 2 nr 2p a n=5,11 6k-1 2 nr 2p a

(A.37)

of which only the fundamental is considered. In order to determine the fundamental flux

density in the air gap due to the three-phase armature currents, the fundamental MMF is

multiplied by the 0th component and 2nd harmonic of the air gap permeance function.

There are slight modifications though to the air gap as seen from the armature winding

compared to that seen by the field winding. The non-salient wound-field alternator still

has the same permeance. The salient-pole has a slight change. The interpolar gaps are no

longer seen to be of infinite gap width. Also, the north and south poles need not be

considered separate. The new permeance function assumes the following form

A'= JA' cos(m(2p)(-Or)) (A.38)
m=0

A'/ = # +- ) (A.39)
0 1  ) B 2 )

A' = - "jsin(m'r) (A.40)

$'= bP /rP (A.4 1)

A'= A' + A' cos(2p(O - er)) (A.42)

For the Lundell alternator, the two permeance functions determined separately can be

combined as one permeance function. For the north poles, the permeance function is
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AN = YANmCos(mp(-O0r)) (A.43)
m=0

ANO =N 0 (A.44)
g

ANm 2 go sin(m fN) (A.45)
(M/7 g

For the south poles, the permeance function is

As = ZAsmcos(mp(O-r )) (A.46)
m=0

Aso =8 s (A.47)
g

Asm =2 posin(mfis)rJ (A.48)
m;z g

The combined permeance function can be shown to be

A =AN + As = Z(ANm + ASm)cos(mp( -0r)) (A.49)
m=0

A (ANO + Aso) + (AN2 + AS 2 )cos(2p(O - Or)) (A.50)

Likewise, for the homopolar inductor alternator, the permeance function is approximated

as

AN _ ANO +AN 2 Cos(2p(-Or)) (A.51)

for the north poles and

As =-Aso + AS2 cos(2p(O -Or)) (A.52)

for the south poles. The flux density is then the fundamental component of the MMF

multiplied by the approximate permeance function from which the fundamental

component is obtained

Bs; = {{F, 1 sin(p(O - Or) - #)XA 0 + A 2 cos(2p(9 - Or )))

BSI = Fsi(Ao sin(p(O -Or) -) - sin(p(O-Or) + (A.53)
2

where the subscript 1 is used to represent the fundamental component.
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A.4. Flux Linkages

For the first three machines, the flux linked by the armature winding is

A Nak [ BRddz (A.54)
-,7/2p

For the inductor alternator, the flux linked is

/2 )J2p Nskw W'/ (A.55)
A= Nak BN1RdOdz+ a fBsiRddz (A.55)

-7xl2p -xrI2p

which is the sum of the flux linked for the north and south poles separately. It can be

shown that (A.54) and (A.55) are the same.

A.5 Lumped Parameters

The field armature mutual inductance is

Laf = Aaf / If (A.56)

In order to determine the equivalent inductance and resistance due to armature reaction,

the flux linked will end up having the following form

Aa = (L,)I sin(p0 - #) - (Ly )Is sin((p0 - #) + 2#) (A.57)

seen earlier. From these L, and R, can both be determined since

Ls = LX - LY cos(2#) (A.58)

Rs = ra + wL, sin(2#) (A.59)

The lumped parameters for each alternator can then be derived.The non-salient wound-

field synchronous alternator has the following lumped parameters:

Aa Nsk, RLFs12 (Asin(P Or -#)) (A.60)

Laf Naw R 4 N5 k5 0 f COS(POr) (A.61)

L= Nsk" RL 3 4 Ns kw p0 2 (A.62)
a 272p a g )p

Rs = ra (A.63)
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The salient wound-field synchronous alternator has the following lumped parameters:

Ak = RL(FrN - Frs )A 1(2 cos(pO) (A.64)
-a r Pyr

Aa NSkW RLF s  si n( pr -$) - 2sin( pr +0) (A.65)

L =sw RL 2 2 sin sCOS(POr) (A.66)

aN(k2p )N)rkg Yz2 Y

L RL - A'- cos(2#)S a k 2 7r2 p a J1P 0 2

bp(o+ 1_b b o (A.67)
_ Nskw RL 3 4 Ns kw 2 "P g' p 92

a (2 Yr2p a Ap _1 2 t A10 0
a~~ 2Lp sin cos(2#)2 t7jYg 1  92) ljp) "

Rs = ra +a?> RL sin(2$)R ~ ~ ~ C)~R(j z 2p a Jp) 2

RS = ra + w RL - sin sin(2#) (A.68)

a a y2 z 2 p a Apy 2  ;Ty~ g 2) T Zp )

The Lundell alternator has the following lumped parameters:

Sbp 1 +bp 2  Cos bp1 g -COS p
(bp2 -bp1i) 2-r, 2r

Laf = sin sin cos( pr) (A.69)
;T pa (bpi + bp2 )g (bp2 -bp 1)iv t 2r, 9 2z- p P

+ Cos +Cos bplg

Aa a RLFs1 (u

(ANO +ASO)sin(po r

1 2pso 2r Cos bp -Cos bp2r (A.70)
2 2;vg (bp2 -bP1)) 9 r Jp

-;sin( pOr +0)
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bP1 +bp 2  Cos bpir -Cos

(bp2 -bp 1 ) 2r, 2P2,

( 4_ bP_ sin -__ sin 

+ cos +

Ls wRL -
a (2 )r2p a ~p)

Cos b 3j
r bp 1 +bp2 P0

2 g)

2r bp22 -bl

2Cos ros cos(2$)

(A.71)
P

(A.72)

S r2u 0  2 , p

ra+ Nsk RL( 3 4 Ns k, 2 1 2g (bp 2 -bp 1 )z sin(2p)
a 2 r 2p a )p) 2 Cos bpj - osbp

And finally, the homopolar inductor alternator has the following lumped parameters:

Aaf = RL(FrN -FrS ) NI Cos(pOr)
a 2 (P }

Aa = RLFs N-YA sin(6pr -$)-AN2 sin(pOr +)a a PA 2NO~

( N f 2 ( ,U _,t o ___
2a -N-5op 0 sin bpi

Lf= RL 2 gT 1 g92 2z P 2 cos( pOr )

Ls = RL 3" ± w) 2r1(ANO
a (\2 ir2p a p)~N

AN2 cos(20)
2)

± u )+ 1p (L

Ls ~ Ns kw RL 3 4 Ns k 211 92
a 2 ir 2p aiP - 2 / 'o sin bPzc )cos(2$)2 2zT g, 92) T P )
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(A.73)

(A.74)

(A.75)

(A.76)
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RS = ra +) Nskw RL 3 a N AN2 sin(2p)

RS = ra + Nsk w 3 4 Na kk"( 1 2 (uo (A.78)
s a a K(2 7 2p a Ip) ~2 IT 2 g 1  9 2 ) LTJPi(

Note that the general forms of L, and Rs from which Lso and Ls2 can be obtained are

Ls = N RL ( (A 0 - 2cos(2#) (A.79)
a is y y2)

RS = ra +W Nk w RL L ( 2 cos(2#) (A.80)
a is ~Pj 2 (.0

A.6 Simplified Lumped Parameters

In order to obtain the simplified power comparisons in Section 2.5, some

simplifying assumptions were made. As can be found in Section 2.5, Equation 2.20, the

power delivered to an impedance-matched load is based on the mutual inductance Laf and

the synchronous inductance Ls. This section obtains these simplified inductances. For the

non-salient wound field alternator, no simplifying assumptions are made and therefore

(A.61) and (A.62) are used. For the salient wound field alternator, the pole width is

assumed to be half a pole pitch (b, =, / 2), the larger air gap is ignored (g 2 - oo), and

saliency is ignored (cos(20) term). The simplified inductances are

Laf = Nsk wRL 22 c po ) (A.81)

L Nskw RL(34Ns kw )( 2)(I (,u4 (A.82)
a ~2 ir2p a ,p y2 g,

For the Lundell alternator, the poles are assumed to be rectangular and with widths equal

to a pole pitch (b 1 = b,2= ). In addition, saliency is ignored. The simplified

inductances are

8 4UkWfN5 RL (2
Laf = -okNN (2rplf) - COS(POr (A.83)

z pa(2,r)g (p
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LS = Nskw RL Y 2 yo (A.84)a 2 T2p a ,p)Yg

For the homopolar inductor alternator, the width of a pole is made to span a pole pitch

(b, =r, ), and the larger air gap is ignored (g 2 -+oo)

Nsw 2 5 p,

L Ns wRL ( 2 cOs(por) (A.85)
a 2 p

Ls= NswRL 34NS kw)(2 rrpo)) (A.86)
a ~2 T2p a )p y2 g,)

Appendix A.7 Air Gap Flux Densities

A.7.1 Fundamental Flux Densities

The fundamental flux density can be found by adding the contributions due to the

field excitation and the three phase armature excitations. The contributions are traveling

waves with the same spatial and temporal frequencies which when added yield a

sinusoidal waveform with the same frequencies.The fundamental flux densities for each

of the four alternators are derived next.

A.7.1.1 Non-salient Wound-field Synchronous Alternator Fundamental Flux

Density

{B}, =(Fri cos(p(6 -Or))+ Fsi sin(p(Or -6)-#)A (A.87)
{B}1 = (FriA - FIA sin(#))cos(p r - p0) + FsA cos(#) sin(p~r - p0)

A.7.1.2 Salient Wound-field Synchronous Alternator Fundamental Flux Density

{B) 2 FrNANI cos(p( -Or))+ Fs, (A' sin(p(O - r)~)- i(p( -0)+))

{B} = 2FrN ANi - Fsi (A' + LJ sin(#) cos(pOr - pA)+ Fs A - L' cos(#) sin(POr - PO)

(A.88)
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A.7.1.3 Lundell Alternator Fundamental Flux Density

(B}1 = FrN (A NI + A Si )COS(p( - Or))

+ Fsi ((A NO + A So )Sin(p( - Or) )
(AN2 +AS2) Sin(p(O -Or)+0))

2
FrN(A N+ As,)

(B};=- Fsl (A NO + A SO )+ (A N2 +AS2 -i() COS(POr - P )

+ Fsl(ANO + ASO)- (AN2 +AS2 COS(#) Sin(pOr ~ P0 )

A.7.1.4 Homopolar Inductor Alternator Fundamental Flux Density

(B)1 = FrN A N1 COS(P( 9 - Or))

+ Fsi (ANO sin(p(O -)Or - ) - AN2 sin(p(9 -Or) + 0))
2

(B)1 = FrNAN1 - Fsl ANO + Sin(#) COS(por - PO)

+ (Fs (A NO - N COS()1 Sin(p Or ~p 
0 )

The relation

A cos(x) + B sin(x) = A + B2 cos(x - tan-

(A.89)

(A.90)

(A.91)

is then applied from which the amplitude of the fundamental can be determined for each

alternator.

A.8 Average Flux Densities

The average component of flux density exists only for the homopolar inductor

alternator. The average component due to the field winding can be determined from the

product of the fundamental MMF and permeance function.
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For the inductor alternator,

{B}o = FrNANO - FslAN1 Sin( ) (A.92)

The flux density in the air gap is thus

B ~{B}O + {B}1 (A.93)
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Appendix B. Optimization Flow Chart

Figure B.1: Cost optimization flow chart
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Appendix C. Fast Field De-excitation

Cl Fast Field De-excitation Using Capacitor

Figure 3.1 from Chapter 3 is shown again below in Figure C.1. During steady state,

the input command signal is high and the switch (MOSFET) is on. To simulate de-

excitation via the capacitor, the input signal is quickly changed from high to low, which

turns off the MOSFET. The current then flows through the diode and capacitor until it

reaches zero, at which point it stays at zero because of the diode.

Figure C.1: Circuit for fast de-excitation of field winding using capacitor.

Ignoring the resistance Rf and the voltage drop across the diode, a circuit analysis

is conducted to determine the field current. The initial conditions are

it (t =0)= I,, (C. 1)

VL(t =0)=o0 (C.2)

The following constitutive relations hold for the capacitor and inductor

VL =L = -VC

ic = c =V it
dt

A differential equation for the field current can be obtained

(C.3)

(C.4)
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2-

ic = -CL dt 1L (C.5)

2

d 2 Oi2i -= (C.6)

where we let

W (C.7)

The solution of the differential equation is of the form

iL (t) = A cos(wot)+ B sin(wot) (C.8)

The initial conditions yield the values for A and B

iL (t =0)= A = 10 (C.9)

VL (t 0) LBoo = 0 (C.10)

B=O (C.11)

Therefore

iL (t)= 10 cos t for O<t< JLi (C.12)
J-C 2

iL(t)=o for t > 7ii (C.13)
2

The field current goes to zero after a quarter of a cycle. As the capacitor value is

decreased, the time to zero will decrease. Therefore, the capacitor can be made very small

to make the time to zero very short. In the actual experiment, L is the inductance of the

field winding, and C was selected to be 1 gF. The voltage across the field winding was

adjusted such that the steady state current prior to de-excitation, I4 was equal to 1 A.

Figure C.2 below is a more detailed version of the circuit used for de-excitation via a

capacitor.
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Figure C.2: Implementation of field de-excitation circuit using capacitor.

C.2 Fast Field De-excitation by Voltage Reversal

Following a voltage reversal across the field winding, the duration it takes for the field

current to reach zero was given in Equation 3.1. Below is a detailed derivation of the time

to zero.

L

Vf R,

Figure C.3: Simple field winding model with applied voltage used which is reversed.

Initially, the field voltage is equal to

vf(t =0)=vf (C. 14)

and the field current is
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if (t =0) Vfi (C.15)
Rf

Following de-excitation, the field voltage is

Vf (t > 0)=Vff = -kVfi (C.16)

where k is the reversal factor. Using KVL, a differential equation can be obtained for the

field current

v5(t)=L5 dt +(Rti) t (C.17)

The field current solution is composed of a homogeneous solution and a particular

solution

if (t)= i W(t)+i t(t) (C.18)

To determine the homogeneous solution, let

it(t)= Aes (C.19)

And substituting into the differential equation with the input voltage equal to zero,

dif
O=Lf +Rf if (C.20)

we obtain a homogeneous solution of the form

_Rt

ifi (t)= Ae Lf (C.21)

The particular solution is obtained by setting the derivative of the field current equal to

zero

i W=(t) (C.22)
Rf

Using the initial condition,

-Rf t

if(t) e L+V (C.23)
Rf Rf

Solving for the time at which the field current is zero

tZ -i in i (C.24)
R5 Vgf
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Substituting in the reverse voltage, which is k times larger in magnitude than the initial

voltage across the field winding,

Vf = -kVfi

the time to zero,

(C.25)

tz = LIn k+1
Rf k )

(C.26)

is obtained.

Figure C.4 below is a more detailed implementation of the bridge circuit used for

de-excitation via voltage reversal.

tE F 
Iam

4I ld' NGCM201 28T

(11 ND

.14

F-I.FL'LIN
I4 f 2 a

('1)3 ou

Figure C.4: Detailed model of circuit used for reversal of field voltage using a bridge.

C.3 PSpice Rotor Model

Below is the PSpice model of the rotor. The three branches on the right are used

to model the effects of the eddy currents which extend the duration of the overvoltage.
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Figure C.5: PSpice model of the rotor of the Motorcraft 14 V, 140 A alternator

considering the effects of eddy currents
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Appendix D. Rotating Transformer Topology

D.1 PCB Transformer Circuit

This appendix covers in more detail the contactless field excitation circuit

described in Chapter 6. This design utilizes an air core printed circuit board transformer

with a stationary primary and rotating secondary. The stationary side of the PCB

transformer circuit is shown below in Figure D. 1. The circuit is essentially a full-bridge

inverter with four IRFZ44N MOSFETS driven by two IR21.10 drivers . A bus capacitor

of 294 pF (C34 , C35, C38, C39 in parallel) is used to stabilize the bus voltage. A parallel

combination of capacitors equivalent to 62 pF (C30, C33, C36, C37 in parallel) is placed in

series with the primary winding of the PCB transformer in order to prevent any DC

offset across the PCB transformer. The parallel combination of a diode (D3) and resistor

(R6) in series with a capacitor (C 2) is used to delay the turn on and create some dead time

between the opposite signals to one pair of MOSFETS to prevent shoot-through.

Similarly, D4, R7, and C,3 are used for the other pair. A UC3824 pulse width modulator is

used to provide the switching signal.

Figure D.1: PCB transformer circuit, stationary side.
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The rotating side of the PCB transformer circuit is shown below in Figure D.2.

Four 40L15CT Schottky diodes are placed on the rotating side and form the rectifier that

provides a DC current to the field winding. A lOuF ITW CS4 CAPSTICK film capacitor

is used as the filter to hold the voltage at the rectifier output approximately constant over

a switching cycle.

- S-rn

D1
40L15CT f

D3
j 4OLI5CT

D2
C4oL15CT

% 4OLl5CT

- I - I -

Figure D.2. PCB transformer circuit, rotating side.

D.2 Loss and Efficiency Calculations

Since the circuit with a capacitor filter is implemented, the efficiency calculations

are made assuming the use of that filter. For calculating the efficiency, the losses

considered are the conduction losses in the MOSFETS, transformer windings, and diodes,

and the switching losses in the MOSFETS.

The output power is equal to

P =IR (D.1)

where I, is the output current and Rf is the field winding resistance.

The diode losses are equal to
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Pd = 2 VdI, (D.2)

where Vd is the diode drop. This is obtained assuming the field current is always flowing

through a pair of diodes. The transformer secondary winding losses are equal to

I2 R
Psec = S (D.3)

where Is is the magnitude of the fundamental component of the current through the

secondary winding. The transformer primary winding losses are equal to

Pprim - 1 2rms R (D.4)

where Iprms is the rms of the primary winding current which is composed of the reflected

secondary current and the fundamental component of the magnetizing current.

_2 2
1 +I 2

I prms = M (D.5)

The reflected or ideal primary winding current is

I = P Is (D.6)

and the magnitude of the fundamental of the magnetizing current (assumed to be

triangular wave) is

8
IM =- 1 mpp (D.7)

where Impp is the peak to peak change in magnetizing current and equal to

mpp = (D.8)

where Vm is the amplitude of the square wave output of the inverter, T is the period of

inverter switching and M'Ps is the mutual inductance reflected to the primary side. Vm is

equal to 14 V for the full-bridge converter. The conduction loss of each MOSFET in the

inverter is equal to

Pron =I prms ktRDSon (D.9)

where k, is a coefficient that increases with temperature and RDSon is the drain to source

on resistance of the MOSFET.

The switching loss calculations were taken from [28,29]. The turn off losses can

be calculated by multiplying the energy lost per turn off by the switching frequency.
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There are two dominant switching losses during turn-off. The first occurs when the

parasitic capacitance, Cgd, between the gate and the drain begins to charge. Based on

[28,29], that loss is equal to

Ebc = 2 1 pk Kgd (VbUs )3/2 (D.10)
3 Idrive

where Idrive is the drive current, Ipk is the peak drain current, and Vbus is the bus voltage of

14 V. Kgd can be calculated as Crss multiplied by the square root of the voltage at which it

was measured, which can be obtained from the datasheet. The other significant turn-off

loss occurs during that time for the current to overcome the inductance in the leads and

discharge the gate to source capacitance Cgs [28,29]. The duration of this interval is the

time it takes for the gate-source voltage to decrease from the saturation voltage VSAT to

the threshold voltage VT. The loss in this period is equal to

E de = tdcVbus I pk

where the duration of the time interval is

Cgs Vsat COS T -V7

tdc = T 2 +LsCgs (D.12)
Idrive

T2= LsCgs sin-1 drive S (D.13)

where Ls is the lead inductance, and Cgs is the gate source capacitance:

Cgs V g (D. 14)
Vg

where Qg is the charge on the gate when a voltage Vg is put across it. The total turn-off

losses are equal to

P(ff = (Ecb + Ede )fsw (D.15)

where fsw is the switching frequency.

Since only rough approximations for the switching losses are being made, the

turn-on losses are assumed to be equal to the turn-off losses and therefore the total

switching losses can be assumed to be twice the turn-off losses
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Ptsw = 2Pog

The total power loss is the sum of all the conduction and switching losses:

Pt = Pd + Psec + Pprim + PItcon + Psw

The efficiency is equal to the output power divided by the input power

P0
7/= "O

Pi

where the input power is equal to the sum of the output power and the losses.

Pi = PO +PL
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Appendix E. Rotating DC/DC Converter Topology

E.1 Frequency Modulation (FM) Circuit

The circuit used for the DC/DC converter employing FM modulation to transmit

the error signal or duty ratio is shown in Figure E.1. The TL5001 is a PWM controller

which produces the error signal that dictates the required duty ratio. Its internal op amp is

used to produce an output range from 0.7 V to 1.3 V. For open loop control, the

components R, (100 kQ), R2 (5.1 kQ), R25 (5 k potentiometer), and R5 (15 k. ) are

selected to produce this output range. The OPA2244 contains two op amps and sets an

adjustable maximum and minimum limit on the error voltage and therefore, on the duty

ratio, using the associated resistors. The error level corresponding to the required duty

ratio of the MOSFET is used to frequency modulate the sinusoid that is transmitted to the

rotating side through the brushes and power bus. The sinusoid frequency ranges from 152

kHz to 167 kHz, which corresponds to the entire range of duty ratios from I down to 0.

A linear relation holds between the frequency of the transmitted sinusoid and the error

level or duty ratio:

ft = fo + Kot (Vc - Vkt) (E. 1)

wheref, is the frequency of the transmitted sinusoid

f0 = (E.2)

is the center frequency

Kot 1 (E.3)
3R 9 C12

is the gain of the voltage controlled oscillator in the transmitter and

Vkt = 3 V (E.4)

is a constant voltage offset. The error level or duty ratio is represented by V. The

resistances RIO (R in datasheet) and R9 (R, in datasheet) have values of 9.1 kQ and 13.3

k92, respectively, and the capacitance C12 (C in datasheet) has value 1 nF. When Ve equals

1.3 V, the sinusoid assumes the minimum frequency 152 kHz corresponding to the duty

ratio of 1. A voltage level V, of 0.7 V corresponds to the maximum transmitted frequency

of 167 kHz and a duty ratio of 0. The duty ratio of 0.5 corresponds to a voltage of I V
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and frequency of 160 kHz. The BUF634 chip is used as a buffer and has a low output

impedance of 10 A2 compared with the output impedance of the XR2206 chip of 600 Q.

On the stationary side, 12 V regulators are used to provide steady voltages to the various

chips. Connected to the DC bus VBuss is a series combination of two inductors (L3 and L4

in the schematic) that serve to isolate the power supply from the transmitted control

signal. The capacitor C21 is used for DC blocking purposes. On the rotating side, the

inductors L, and L2 and the capacitors C23 (a to e) form the filter that isolates the

switching currents from the received control signal.

LI~~=Lfi

Figure E.1: Schematic of circuit used for FM modulation.

The receiver uses the transmitted sinusoid as the input to a phase locked loop.

When in lock, the frequency of the output signal of the phase locked loop is equal to that

of the input. The output of the VCO of the phase locked loop has a frequency of

fr = for + Kor (Vp -Vkr) (E.5)

where
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for = (E.6)
(R 16 + R2 6 )C 2 4

is the center frequency and

Kor -1 (E.7)
VkrC 2 4 RI7

is the gain of the VCO. In the circuit schematic, R16 plus R26 (Ro in the datasheet) has

value 13.9 kQ, C24 (Co in the datasheet) has value 0.45 nF, and R17 (R] in the datasheet)

has value 30 kM. These are used to have the center frequency at 160 kHz and gain such

that as the incoming signal frequency varies from 152 kHz to 167 kHz, the DC value of

the phase detector output varies over 0.6 volts. The voltage at the output of the phase

detector is filtered through F2(s) to remove the output of the phase detector whose

frequencies are composed of the sum of the input and VCO output frequencies (twice the

input frequency when in lock). The output of the filter has a value of

V = 'Kor"' +Vkr (E.8)

When in lock, the frequency of the output of the VCO equals that of the input signal

fr = ft (E.9)

and therefore

VP = for or +Vkr -K 0 Vkt + Ve (E.10)
K or K or K or (.0

If the receiver VCO gain Kor is selected to equal the VCO gain Kot of the FM modulator,

then

V K or +Vkr -Vkt +Vc (E.11)

where the filtered output of the phase detector VP is a linear function of the error voltage,

V(. If for or the center frequency of the receiver is selected as

for = fot + Kot (Vcmid ~Vkt) (E.12)

that is,for is equal to the midpoint of the transmit frequency range (160 kHz), then

VP Vkr -Vcmid +Ve (E.13)

Vkd Vkr - Vcmid (E.14)

VP =Vkd + Ve (E. 15)
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In the particular case of the circuit, Vkr = Vcc/2 -650 mV = 3.35 V and Vcmid = 1 V. This

will facilitate locking of the PLL. In addition, a minimum capture range is required if the

center or free-wheeling frequency of the PLL is equal to the midpoint of the frequency

range that it receives. As indicated earlier, the output of the phase detector is low pass

filtered using F2(s) to remove the component whose frequency twice the input frequency,

when in lock. This filter is a simple first-order RC lowpass filter. V, is simply the sum of

Ve and a constant. A subtractor can be used to subtract the offset to get Ve,,, which should

exactly follow the error voltage Vc and ranges from 0.7 to 1.3 volts. To implement the

subtractor, an OPA244 op amp was utilized. The value of the error signal Ve,,,, is

compared with a sawtooth waveform and yields the rectangular wave input signal to the

gate of the MOSFET. Note that an additional filter F2(s) was used and V, was not

obtained at the output of F(s) for additional flexibility. This is due to trade-offs between

the parameters of F(s) and the dynamics of the phase locked loop.

The phase locked loop of the receiver block diagram is shown in figure E.2.

Using Black's Formula, the closed loop transfer function from the input phase to the

output phase is:

0s) KdF Fs) K
os(s) ) (E.16)

i _s) 1+ KdF(s) KO
S

where

F(s)= (E.17)
1+sR1C1

is the transfer function of the low pass filter. The phase detector gain is

KVkrRl V
Kd = Hz (E. 18)

5000 Hz )

and the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) gain is

K = 1 (Hz) (E.19)
" VkrCoR1 V )

Substituting equations E. 17, E. 18, and E. 19 into E. 16, the closed loop system function is
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0 (s)
01 (S)

Kd KO

SR1 C1

S2+ S+ KdKO
R1 C1 R1C1

(E.20)

which is a typical second-order system with the form

2
S 2+2 Wn
s2 22ws~,

Matching parameters, the natural frequency of the system is

(On =

(E.21)

(E.22)

and the damping ratio is

1250C0

R1C1
(E.23)

Therefore an is selected to be 3.85 x 105 rad/s for a sufficiently fast enough response and

is selected to be 0.44 in order to not have excessive peaking or overshoot but at the

same time have the cut-off frequency of the lowpass filter F(s) be low enough to

attenuate the higher frequency content of the output of the phase detector that is

composed of the sum of the input frequency f, and the output of the VCO f, which is

twicef, assuming the PLL is in lock.

Low pass filter

VCO

Figure E.2: Block diagram of phase locked loop used in FM demodulator.
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Another component on the rotating side is the HMA121SCH optocoupler. This

was used in order to isolate the ground plane in the area of the switching with the ground

plane associated with the communications circuitry.
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E.2 DC/DC Converter printed circuit board

e 025

L2

Figure E.3: DC/DC Converter with FM modem (top Layer)
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Figure E.4: DC/DC Converter with FM modem (bottom layer)
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E.3 DC/DC Converter with FSK Communications

The frequency shift keying (FSK) circuit involves fewer components on the

rotating side, which is severely limited in terms of allowable space. This section is a more

detailed coverage of the DC/DC converter utilizing an FSK modem. The circuit can be

found in Figure E.5. The frequency shift keying (FSK) method uses the gate signal,

which is generated by pulse width modulating the error signal between the voltage at the

output of the rectifier and a reference voltage. The gate signal will be a digital signal and

therefore, the transmitted signal will be a sinusoid at either of two frequencies, depending

on whether a high or low signal is being communicated. The amplifier A] in the upper

left, and its associated input and feedback circuit, produces a signal proportional to the

error between the voltage VDc, produced by the generator stator, and a reference voltage,

combined with classical proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) compensation. The

analog error voltage is converted to a PWM signal by comparing it to a sawtooth

waveform (amplifier A2). The PWM waveform is a digital signal which is converted to

one of two frequencies, depending on whether the PWM signal is high or low, by a

special FSK (frequency-shift keying) modulator chip. A3 serves as a buffer with a low

output impedance. The FSK output is sent to the field circuit through the DC blocking

capacitor C2. On the rotor, an FSK demodulator recreates the digital PWM signal, which

is used to drive a gate drive amplifier and operate the MOSFET.
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R3 C4

~4-I-..

brush

stationary rotating

brush

Figure E.5: Detailed FSK modulation circuit.

For illustration purposes, a possible signal command and the corresponding

transmitted FSK signal are shown in Figures E.6 and E.7 respectively.

fiR HR

Figure E.6: Gate signal command.
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VtX
vtx

Figure E.7: Frequency shift signal transmitted.

The waveform is to be sent through the brushes and received on the rotating side

by an FSK demodulator. An accurate decision has to be made on which logic level was

sent despite the switching noise. Since only two frequencies are used, they can be spaced

sufficiently far apart to be easily distinguishable.

To facilitate the design and determine the necessary operating conditions as well

as the circuit components, a time-domain and frequency domain analysis of the FSK

system was conducted. The transmitted time-domain signal was generated and is shown

in Figure E.9 where the frequencies sent were 232 and 121 kHz. The transmitted

waveform can be expressed mathematically as:

v,(t)= vx.(rH (t) COS(OyHt)+ rL (t)COS(WLt)) (E.24)

where

rH (t) r(t) (E.25)

rL (t) =1- r(t) (E.26)

and vtxm is the amplitude of the carrier sinusoid, ftH is the carrier frequency for a high

level and WjL is the carrier frequency for a low level. The waveform r(t) is shown in

Figure E.8. Since rH(t) is periodic, a Fourier series representation of it can be obtained.

rH(t)= Zamem'Ot (E.27)
M=-COo

The Fourier transform of rH(t) is

RH(iw> 2 m - 0(w-mwo) (E.28)

where the Fourier series coefficients am are

am = - sin(mwoT) (E.29)
mrc
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And since

WO 2T (E.30)
T

Ti =T (E.31)
2

the Fourier series coefficients can be expressed as

am = sin(mnD) (E.32)
m~t

ao = D (E.33)

The Fourier transform RH(jw) is composed of samples of a sinc function where the

impulses are located ab apart, which is the switching frequency in radians per second

and decay as the magnitude of the frequency increases. Referring to equation (E.26), the

Fourier transform of rL(t) is

RL (jw) = 27rg(w)- RH (jw) (E.34)

The magnitude of the Fourier transform of RL(jW) is therefore identical to that of RHja)

except at zero frequency where

RL (jO) = 2m5(w) - RH ( ) (E.35)

Since the Fourier transform of cos(wHt) is composed of impulses at +/-WH (and similarly

for cos(wLt)), the Fourier transform of the transmitted signal is

Vx (jw) = -vxm(H ( W-COH ))+ RH ((jw+WH ))+ RL( jw -WL ))+ RL ( j(W+WL ))) (E.36)
2

Therefore the Fourier transform of the transmitted/modulated signal is composed

of shifted copies of the spectra of RH(jo) and RL(jO) to plus or minus their respective

carrier frequencies, i.e. +I-wH ,+/-oL respectively . Both spectra decay away from their

carrier frequencies as samples of sinc functions. The magnitude of the Fourier transform

of the modulated signal is shown in Figure E.10. For FSK transmission with a constant

duty ratio, the Fourier transform of the modulated signal consists of impulses at each of

the two carrier frequencies and at multiples of the modulating (switching) frequency

away from the carrier frequency that decay away as sinc functions.
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Figure E.8: FSK modulation of command signal.

4 4.5 5 5.5
Time (s) x 104

Figure E.9: FSK modulation of command signal.

J hi i,. L. Li1 0 0.5 1 1 2 2. 3
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co (rad) x10"

Figure E.10: Spectrum of FSK modulated signal.
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Figure E.11: Spectrum of FSK signal at receiver.

., 1~L.t.L I lb,1[Lii. L..
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x10a
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Figure E.12: Spectrum of voltage at receiver due to FSK signal and switching current.
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An analysis of the spectra of the various signals is conducted. The switching

frequency is 18 kHz. For experimental purposes, the gate command is set at a constant

duty ratio of 0.3 (run open-loop). The frequencies corresponding to a high and low level

of the MOSFET control (gate) signal are at 232 kHz and 121 kHz, respectively. The

peaks occur at 232 kHz and 121 kHz and at multiples of the switching (modulating)

frequency of 18 kHz away from them. The low level has a carrier sinusoid at a frequency

of 121 kHz. Its part of the spectrum is composed of the peak at 121 kHz and the nearby

peaks, analyzed earlier as the shifted version of RL(jO). Similarly, for a high level, its

part of the spectrum is the peak of 232 kHz and the peaks close to it, analyzed earlier as

the shifted version of RH(jO)-

A similar analysis for the noise spectra is performed as in Chapter 7. The plots in

the frequency domain due to combined spectra of the transmitted FSK signal and the

noise signal is shown in Figure E.12. The objective is to maximize V, and minimize Vrn

in the frequency range used by the FSK receiver. This can be seen as maximizing the

signal to noise ratio. The phase locked loop demodulator must have a lock range wide

enough to include both the mark and space frequencies and the larger sidebands.

However, it must not be too large such that the PLL could lock onto noise which occurs

at the switching frequency and its harmonics.

Experiments were first conducted without loading the circuit to see whether the

gate signals could be modulated, transmitted and demodulated. As stated earlier, the

desired switching frequency was 18 kHz. However, due to limitations in the phase-locked

loop circuitry, it had to be reduced significantly. The main limitation was the speed at

which the phase locked loop could track the step changes in frequency which correspond

to transitions in the gate signal from high to low and vice versa. The settling time or the

time it takes before the FSK system can track an input signal was a significant part of the

switching signal period at 18 kHz. Therefore, the switching frequency had to be reduced.

At switching frequencies beyond 5 kHz, the modem could not respond at a desirable rate

due to limitations in terms of settling time. The switching frequency was therefore

lowered to 3.4 kHz and the results are shown in Figures E.13 and E.14, which are the

command signal and demodulated signal, respectively. The results had larger delays

relative to the switching period when the switching frequency was increased. That is, the
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delays covered a larger fraction of the source signal period. Due to this limitation in

tracking high frequency step changes in frequency, the FM modulation technique is more

suitable for the communications specifications of this particular converter.

-21 - - - - -
-1.9 -1.8 -1.7

Time (s) x 10

Figure E.13: Desired gate signal transmitted from stationary side.
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-1.9 -1.8 -1.7 -1.6 -1.5 -1.4

Time (s)
-1.3 -1.2 -1.1

Figure E.14: Received demodulated signal at rotating side.

The actual FSK circuit implementation is shown in Figure E.15. The UC3824

PWM controller compares the output voltage of the alternator with a reference voltage

and generates an error signal whose output is then compared with an internal sawtooth

waveform. The output of the chip is the control signal for the MOSFET, which is a digital

signal. The control signal is then input to the XR2206 monolithic function generator. The

output of the XR2206 is a sinusoid at either of two frequencies depending on whether a

high level or low level is being transmitted. The two frequencies called the mark and
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space frequencies are set by R9 (RI in datasheet), RIO (R2 in datasheet), and C12 (C in

datasheet). The mark frequency is determined by R9 and is equal to

fi = 1 (E.37)
R9C12

And similarly, the space frequency can be determined using

1
f2 = (E.38)

RIOC12

where the values R9 = 8.2 kM, Rio = 4.3 kM, and C12 = 1 nF are selected such that the

mark and space frequencies are 121 kHz and 232 kHz, respectively. The resistor R11 (R3

in datasheet) is a potentiometer that adjusts the amplitude of the sinusoid. The sinusoid is

transmitted through the brushes and received on the rotating side through capacitor C38 .

The capacitor C7 is used for DC blocking. The inductor L2 is used to isolate the

transmitted sinusoid from the DC bus. The inductor L, and capacitor C23 (a to e) are used

to isolate the switching current from the transmitted signal. As shown in figure E. 12, the

effects of the switching currents are negligible at the FSK receiver end due to the filter.

The demodulator circuit uses an XR2211 chip. It returns a high level if it receives

the high frequency sinusoid (232 kHz) and returns a low level if it receives a low

frequency sinusoid (121 kHz). The appropriate center frequency of its VCO is found

using

fo = f~f2  (E.39)
and is equal to 168 kHz. This can be set using the capacitor C24 (Co in datasheet) with

value 0.45 nF and the resistor R16 +R26 (Ro in datasheet) with value 13.95 kM. The

resistance value can be varied continuously since R26 is a potentiometer. The resistance

R17 (RI in datasheet) is selected using

R17 = )f0  (E.40)f1 - f2|
which provides the appropriate tracking bandwidth. The value used is 39.2 kM. R18 (RF in

datasheet) is selected to be at least 5 times R17 and equal to 200 ki and R15 is selected to

be at least 5 times R18 or 1 MA. These values are selected to prevent loading. C25 (C] in

datasheet) is selected to have the value 0.47 nF to have a damping ratio, , close to 0.5.

C25 is determined using
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1250C2
C25= R17

(E.41)

C2 7 is selected to be 10 pF and is determined based on the baud rate (1.3 x 105 sec) using

- 0.25
C27 = R (.a5

R,. (baudrate)
(E.42)

This affects how fast the demodulator is able to track the rectangular wave or digital

control signal. Rs., can be found using

(E.43)= (R,8 + R17 )R 5

(Rig + R17 + R15 )

These design procedures can be found in the XR2206 datasheet.

Figure E.15: Schematic of circuit used for FSK modulation.
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Appendix F. Matlab Code

F.1. Alternator Optimization Code
F.1.1. Non-salient Wound Field Alternator Optimizer

%optNSWF .m%

%optimizes non-salient wound field alternator
filename=' optNSWFbest .mat'
start=1; %1:new run, 0:continuing run
totcheapmachines=100; %number of saved machines
geomsize=10; %number of design variables
costloc=6; %index of cost
voltmax=42; %maximum output voltage
outputvoltage=voltmax;
fieldheatlim=7.2873e4; %field heat flux density limit
if start
geom=ones (totcheapmachines, geomsize) *9e9;
counter=0;
else
load(eval ('filename'));
end
machinetype=1;
idlepower=4000;
midpower=3250;
highpower=6000;
exact=1;
Routmax=.2; %maximum outer radius
rimin=.02; %minimum inner radius
p=6; %number of pole pairs
nspp=6; %number of slots per pole
nstatteeth=2*p*6; %number of stator teeth
minslotar=0.75;
maxslotar=5;
noconv=0;
gridsize=0.005;
di=2*1/1000*2.54/100;
%determine outer radius
Rmax=Routmax/ (l+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rmin=rimin/ (l-minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rndiv=floor ( (Rmax-Rmin) /gridsize);
lastcheapfind=Rndiv;
for nl=1:Rndiv
R=Rmin+(Rndiv-nl+l)*gridsize;
%determine rotor slot bottom radius
rsbmax=R* (l-minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
rsbmin=max(rimin,R* (l-maxslotar*pi/nstatteeth));
rsbndiv=floor( (rsbmax-rsbmin) /gridsize);
for n2=1:rsbndiv
rsb=rsbmin+(rsbndiv-n2+1) *gridsize;
kslotrot=(R-rsb)/R;
%determine stator slot bottom radius
rstatslotbotmax=min (Routmax, R* (l+maxslotar*pi/nstatteeth));
rstatslotbotmin=R* (1+minslotar*pi /nstatteeth);
rstatslotbotndiv=floor( (rstatslotbotmax-rstatslotbotmin) /gridsize);
for n3=1:rstatslotbotndiv
rstatslotbot=rstatslotbotmin+n3*gridsize;
kslotstat=(rstatslotbot-R)/R;
g=0.000635;
%determine length
Lmax=0 .1;
Lmin=0.025;
Lndiv=floor( (Lmax-Lmin) / (gridsize));
for n4=1:Lndiv
L=Lmin+n4*gridsize;
%vary output voltages
for ovl=42:-1:1
for ov2=42:-1:l
for ov3=42:-1:1
%determine number of armature turns
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detNa
outputvoltage=ov2;
voltmax=ov2;
speed=2*1500;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=midpower;
%determine field ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
effmidprev
checkpow (2)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(2)=NfIfNS;
Isa(2)=IsNS;
%determine efficiency
efficiency
effmid=eff;
if effmid>0.75 %if meets efficiency requirements
outputvoltage=ov3;
voltmax=ov3;
speed=2*6000;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=highpower;
%determine field ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
checkpow(3)=noconv;
if -noconv %if convergers
NfIfa(3)=NfIfNS;
Isa(3)=IsNS;
outputvoltage=ovl;
voltmax=ovl;
speed=2*600;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=idlepower;
%determine field ampere turns and back-emf
det-excite
checkpow(1)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(l)=NfIfNS;
Isa(l)=IsNS;
%determine heat flux density
heatflux
%check whether heat flux density is acceptable
if all(heatcoeff2NSa<7.2873e4) & all(heatcoeff4NSa<7.2873e4)
%check for saturation, determine saturation related dimensions
saturation1
addgeomNS
if Rout<Routmax & (rimin+T)<rsb & -satsomewhere
%determine materials cost
cost
satmac=1;
drawfigure=O;
if drawfigure
draw_cs_NSWF
draw_side_NSWF
end
costNS
counter=counter+l
(maxcost,maxcostloc]=max(geom(:,costloc));
if costNS<maxcost
geom(maxcostloc,1)=nl;
geom(maxcostloc, 2)=n2;
geom(maxcostloc,3)=n3;
geom(maxcostloc,4)=n4;
geom(maxcostloc,5)=Na;
geom(maxcostloc,6)=costNS;
geom(maxcostloc,7)=effmid;
geom(maxcostloc,8)=ovl;
geom(maxcostloc, 9)=ov2;
geom(maxcostloc,10)=ov3;
lastcheapfind=nl;
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save(eval('filename'), 'geom', 'machinetype', 'counter', 'n1' ,.'lastcheapfind', 'Rndiv', 'R', 'n2
, 'n3', 'n4', 'ov1', 'ov2', 'ov3', 'gridsize');

end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end %for ov3
end %for ov2
end %for ovl
end
end
end
save(eval('filename'), ' geom', 'machinetype', 'counter','nl', 'lastcheapfind', 'Rndiv', 'R', 'n2
','n3','gridsize');
if nl>(lastcheapfind+l) & counter>0

break;
end
end

F.1.2. Salient Wound Field Alternator Optimizer

%optSWF.m%

%optimizes salient wound field alternator
filename='optSWF-best .mat'
totcheapmachines=100; %number of saved machines
start=l; %1:new run, 0:continuing run
geomsize=7; %number of design variables
costloc=6; %index of cost
voltmax=42; %maximum output voltage
outputvoltage=voltmax;
if start
geom=ones (totcheapmachines, geomsize) *9e9; %% using savecheap.m
else
load(eval ('filename'));
end
exact=1;
machinetype=2;
idlepower=4000; %power requirements
midpower=3250;
highpower=6000;
Routmax=.2; %maximum outer radius
rimin=.02; %minimum inner radius
p=6; %number of pole pairs
di=2*1/1000*2.54/100;
nstatteeth=2*p*6; %number of stator teeth
minslotar=0.75;
maxslotar=5;
lastcheapfind=0;
if start
counter=0;
end
%load(eval ('filename'));
noconv=0;
gridsize=0.001;
fieldheatlim=7.2873e4; %field heat flux density limit
%determine rotor radius
Rmax=Routmax/ (1+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rmin=rimin/ (1-minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rndiv=floor ( (Rmax-Rmin) /gridsize);
lastcheapfind=Rndiv;
for nl=l:Rndiv
R=Rmin+ (Rndiv-nl+1) *gridsize;
%determine rotor slot bottom radis
rsbmax=R* (1-minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
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rsbmin=max(rimin,R*(1-10*pi/nstatteeth));
rsbndiv=floor( (rsbmax-rsbmin) /gridsize);
for n2=1:rsbndiv
rsb=rsbmin+(rsbndiv-n2+1)*gridsize; %new change
kslotrot=(R-rsb)/R;
%determine stator slot bottom radius
rstatslotbotmax=min (Routmax, R* (l+maxslotar*pi/nstatteeth));
rstatslotbotmin=R*(1+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
rstatslotbotndiv=floor((rstatslotbotmax-rstatslotbotmin)/gridsize);
for n3=1:rstatslotbotndiv
rstatslotbot=rstatslotbotmin+n3*gridsize;
kslotstat=(rstatslotbot-R)/R;
g=0.000635;
%determine length
Lmax=0.1;
Lmin=0.025;
Lndiv=floor ( (Lmax-Lmin) / (gridsize));
for n4=1:Lndiv
L=Lmin+n4*gridsize;
%vary output voltages
for ov1=42:-1:1
for ov2=42:-1:1
for ov3=42:-1:1
%determine number of armature turns
detNa
outputvoltage=ov2;
voltmax=ov2;
speed=2*1500;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=midpower;
%determine field ampere turns and back--emf
det_excite
effmidprev
checkpow(2)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(2)=NfIfS;
Isa(2)=IsS;
%determine efficiency
efficiency
effmid=eff;
if effmid>0.75
outputvoltage=ov3;
voltmax=ov3;
speed=2*6000;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=highpower;
%determine field ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
checkpow(3)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(3)=NfIfS;
Isa(3)=IsS;
outputvoltage=ovl;
voltmax=ovl;
speed=2*600;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=idlepower;
%determine field ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
checkpow(1)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(l)=NfIfS;
Isa(l)=IsS;
%determine heat flux density
heatflux
%check whether heat flux density is within limits
if all(heatcoeff2Sa<7.2873e4) & all(heatcoeff4Sa<7.2873e4)
%check for saturation, determine saturation related dimensions
saturationl
addgeomS
if Rout<Routmax & (rimin+Trot)<rsb & -satsomewhere
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%determine materials cost
cost
satmac=1;
drawfigure=O;
if drawfigure
draw_cs_SWF
drawside_SWF
end
costS
counter=counter+1
[maxcost,maxcostloc]=max(geom(: ,costloc));
if costS<maxcost
geom(maxcostloc,1)=nl;
geom(maxcostloc, 2)=n2;
geom(maxcostloc,3)=n3;
geom(maxcostloc, 4)=n4;
geom(maxcostloc, 5)=Na;
geom(maxcostloc, 6)=costS;
geom(maxcostloc, 7)=effmid;
geom(maxcostloc, 8)=ovl;
geom(maxcostloc, 9)=ov2;
geom(maxcostloc, 10)=ov3;
lastcheapfind=nl;
save(eval( 'filename'), 'geom', 'machinetype', 'counter', 'n1', 'lastcheapfind', 'Rndiv', 'rsbndi
v','rstatslotbotndiv','Lndiv','R','n2','n3','n4','gridsize');
end
end %ov
end %ov
end %ov
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
save(eval('filename'), 'geom', 'machinetype', 'counter', 'n1', 'lastcheapfind', 'Rndiv', 'rsbndi
v','rstatslotbotndiv','Lndiv','R','n2','n3','n4','gridsize');
if nl>(lastcheapfind+1) & counter>0

break;
end
end

F.1.3. Lundell Alternator Optimizer

%optLundell.m%

%optimizes Lundell alternator
filename='optLundellbest.mat'
totcheapmachines=100; %number of saved machines
start=1; %1:new run, O:continuing run
geomsize=13; %number of design variables
costloc=8; %index of cost
voltmax=42; %maximum output voltage
outputvoltage=voltmax;
parallelsidewalls=0;
adjustkl=0;
if start
geom=ones (totcheapmachines, geomsize) *9e9; %% using savecheap .m
else
load(eval('filename'));
end
optimize=1;
exact=1;
machinetype=3;
fieldlossinc=1;
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%tp=2*pi/2/p*R; % pole pitch
idlepower=4000;
midpower=3250;
highpower=6000;
fixedpolefrac=1;
Routmax=.2;
rimin=.02;
p=6;
di=2*1/1000*2.54/100;
nstatteeth=2*p*6;
kpeb=0.9;
minslotar=0.75;
maxslotar=5;
numinc=7;
lastcheapfind=0;
if start
counter=0;
end
noconv=0;
fieldheatlim=6200; %field heat flux density limit
gridsize=0.001;
%determine rotor radius
Rmax=Routmax/ (1+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rmin=rimin/(1-minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rndiv=floor ( (Rmax-Rmin) /gridsize);
lastcheapfind=Rndiv;
for nl=1:Rndiv
R=Rmin+(Rndiv-nl+l)*gridsize;
rpeb=R*kpeb;
%determine outer radius of coil
rcoiltopmax=rpeb;
rcoiltopmin=0.025;
rcoiltopndiv=floor ( (rcoiltopmax-rcoiltopmin) /gridsize);
for n2=1:rcoiltopndiv
rcoiltop=rcoiltopmin+n2*gridsize;
kl=rcoiltop/R;
%determine stator slot bottom radius
rstatslotbotmax=min (Routmax, R* (l+maxslotar*pi/nstatteeth));
rstatslotbotmin=R*(1+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
rstatslotbotndiv=floor((rstatslotbotmax-rstatslotbotmin)/gridsize);
for n3=1:rstatslotbotndiv
rstatslotbot=rstatslotbotmin+n3*gridsize;
kslotstat=(rstatslotbot-R)/R;
%determine inner radius of coil
rcoilbotmax=0.95*rcoiltop;
rcoilbotmin=rimin;
rcoilbotndiv=floor ( (rcoilbotmax-rcoilbotmin) /gridsize);
for n4=1:rcoilbotndiv
rcoilbot=rcoilbotmin+n4*gridsize;
k2=rcoilbot/R;
kslotrot=(rcoiltop-rcoilbot)/R;
kLcoil=l;
g=0.000635;
%determine length
Lmax=0.08;
Lmin=0.025;
Lndiv=floor( (Lmax-Lmin) / (gridsize));
for n5=1:Lndiv
L=Lmin+n5*gridsize;

%vary output voltage
for ov3=42:-1:1

for ov2=42:-1:1
for ov1=42:-1:1

%determine number of armature turns
detNa
outputvoltage=ov2;
voltmax=ov2;
speed=2*1500;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=midpower;
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%determine ampere turns and back-emf
det_excite
effmidprev
checkpow(2)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa (2)=NfIfL;
Isa (2)=IsL;
%determine efficiency
efficiency
effmid=eff;
if effmid>0.75
outputvoltage=ov3;
voltmax=ov3;
speed=2*6000;
omega=2*pi* (p*speed/60);
Power=highpower;
%determine ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
checkpow(3)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(3)=NfIfL;
Isa(3)=IsL;
outputvoltage=ovl;
voltmax=ovl;
speed=2*600;
omega=2*pi* (p*speed/60);
Power=idlepower;
%determine ampere turns and back-emf
det_excite
checkpow (1)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(1)=NfIfL;
Isa(l)=IsL;
%determine heat flux density
heatflux
%check whether heat flux density is within limits
if all (heatcoeff2La<fieldheatlim) & all (heatcoeff4La<7.2873e4)
%check for saturation and determine saturation related dimensions
saturationl
addgeomL
if Rout<Routmax & kl<kllim & Rcpo<k2*R & -satsomewhere & (L+2*Ls)<0.l
%determine materials cost
cost
satmac=1;
drawfigure=0;
if drawfigure
drawcs_Lundell
draw_sideLundell
end
costL
counter=counter+1
[maxcost,maxcostloc]=max(geom(:,costloc));
if costL<maxcost
geom(maxcostloc,1)=n1;
geom(maxcostloc, 2)=n2;
geom(maxcostloc, 3)=n3;
geom(maxcostloc, 4)=n4;
geom(maxcostloc, 5)=n5;
geom(maxcostloc,6)=0;
geom(maxcostloc,7)=Na;
geom(maxcostloc,8)=costL;
geom(maxcostloc, 9)=effmid;
geom(maxcostloc, 10)=Rout;
geom(maxcostloc, ll)=ovl;
geom(maxcostloc, 12)=ov2;
geom(maxcostloc, 13)=ov3;
lastcheapfind=nl;
save(eval( 'filename'), 'geom', 'machinetype', 'counter', 'gridsize', 'nl', 'lastcheapfind', 'Rnd
iv', 'rcoiltopndiv', 'rstatslotbotndiv', 'rcoilbotndiv', 'Lndiv', 'R', 'n2', 'n3', 'n4', 'n5', 'gri
dsize','ov1','ov2','ov3');
end
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end
end
end
end
end
end
end %ov
end %ov
end %ov
end
end
end
end
save(eval ( filename'), 'geom', 'machinetype', 'counter', 'gridsize', 'n1', 'lastcheapfind', 'Rnd
iv','rcoiltopndiv','rstatslotbotndiv','rcoilbotndiv','Lndiv','R','n2','n3','n4','n5','gri
dsize', 'ov1');
if nl>(lastcheapfind+1) & counter>0

break;
end
end

F.1.4. Homopolar Inductor Alternator Optimizer
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%optLundell .m%

%optimizes Lundell alternator
filename= 'opt_Lundellbest.mat'
totcheapmachines=100; %number of saved machines
start=1; %1:new run, D:continuing run
geomsize=13; %number of design variables
costloc=8; %index of cost
voltmax=42; %maximum output voltage
outputvoltage=voltmax;
parallelsidewalls=0;
adjustkl=0;
if start
geom=ones (totcheapmachines, geomsize) *9e9; %% using savecheap.m
else
load(eval ('filename' ));
end
optimize=1;
exact=1;
machinetype=3;
fieldlossinc=1;
%tp=2*pi/2/p*R; % pole pitch
idlepower=4000;
midpower=3250;
highpower=6000;
fixedpolefrac=1;
Routmax=.2;
rimin=.02;
p=6;
di=2*1/1000*2.54/100;
nstatteeth=2*p*6;
kpeb=0.9;
minslotar=0.75;
maxslotar=5;
numinc=7;
lastcheapfind=0;
if start
counter=0;
end
noconv=0;
fieldheatlim=6200; %field heat flux density limit
gridsize=0.001;
%determine rotor radius
Rmax=Routmax/ (1+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rmin=rimin/ (l-minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
Rndiv=floor( (Rmax-Rmin)/gridsize);
lastcheapfind=Rndiv;
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for n1=1:Rndiv
R=Rmin+(Rndiv-nl+l)*gridsize;
rpeb=R*kpeb;
%determine outer radius of coil
rcoiltopmax=rpeb;
rcoiltopmin=0.025;
rcoiltopndiv=floor((rcoiltopmax-rcoiltopmin)/gridsize);
for n2=1:rcoiltopndiv
rcoiltop=rcoiltopmin+n2*gridsize;
kl=rcoiltop/R;
%determine stator slot bottom radius
rstatslotbotmax=min (Routmax, R* (l+maxslotar*pi/nstatteeth));
rstatslotbotmin=R*(l+minslotar*pi/nstatteeth);
rstatslotbotndiv=floor((rstatslotbotmax-rstatslotbotmin)/gridsize);
for n3=1:rstatslotbotndiv
rstatslotbot=rstatslotbotmin+n3*gridsize;
kslotstat=(rstatslotbot-R)/R;
%determine inner radius of coil
rcoilbotmax=0.95*rcoiltop;
rcoilbotmin=rimin;
rcoilbotndiv=floor((rcoilbotmax-rcoilbotmin)/gridsize);
for n4=1:rcoilbotndiv
rcoilbot=rcoilbotmin+n4*gridsize;
k2=rcoilbot/R;
kslotrot=(rcoiltop-rcoilbot)/R;
kLcoil=l;
g=0.000635;
%determine length
Lmax=0.08;
Lmin=0.025;
Lndiv=floor( (Lmax-Lmin) / (gridsize));
for n5=1:Lndiv
L=Lmin+n5*gridsize;

%vary output voltage
for ov3=42:-1:1

for ov2=42:-1:1
for ovl=42:-1:l

%determine number of armature turns
detNa
outputvoltage=ov2;
voltmax=ov2;
speed=2*1500;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=midpower;
%determine ampere turns and back-emf
det_excite
effmidprev
checkpow(2)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(2)=NfIfL;
Isa(2)=IsL;
%determine efficiency
efficiency
effmid=eff;
if effmid>0.75
outputvoltage=ov3;
voltmax=ov3;
speed=2*6000;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
Power=highpower;
%determine ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
checkpow(3)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(3)=NfIfL;
Isa(3)=IsL;
outputvoltage=ovl;
voltmax=ovl;
speed=2*600;
omega=2*pi*(p*speed/60);
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Power=idlepower;
%determine ampere .turns and back-emf
det-exci te
checkpow (1)=noconv;
if -noconv
NfIfa(l)=NfIfL;
Isa(1)=IsL;
%determine heat flux density
heatflux
%check whether heat flux density is within limits
if all (heatcoeff2La<fieldheatlim) & all (heatcoeff4La<7.2873e4)
%check for saturation and determine saturation related dimensions
saturationl
addgeomL
if Rout<Routmax & kl<kllim & Rcpo<k2*R & -satsomewhere & (L+2*Ls)<O.1
%determine materials cost
cost
satmac=1;
drawfigure=0;
if drawfigure
draw_csLundell
draw_side_Lundell
end
costL
counter=counter+1
[maxcost,maxcostloc]=max(geom(: ,costloc));
if costL<maxcost
geom(maxcostloc,l)=nl;
geom(maxcostloc, 2)=n2;
geom(maxcostloc, 3)=n3;
geom(maxcostloc, 4)=n4;
geom(maxcostloc, 5)=n5;
geom(maxcostloc, 6)=0 ;
geom(maxcostloc,7)=Na;
geom(maxcostloc,8)=costL;
geom(maxcostloc, 9)=effmid;
geom(maxcostloc, 10)=Rout;
geom(maxcostloc, 11)=ovl;
geom(maxcostloc, 12)=ov2;
geom(maxcostloc, 13)=ov3;
lastcheapfind=nl;
save(eval('filename'),'geom','machinetype', 'counter, 'gridsize','nl','lastcheapfind','Rnd
iv', 'rcoiltopndiv', 'rstatslotbotndiv', 'rcoilbotndiv,'Lndiv,'R','n2','n3','n4','n5','gri
dsize','ov1','ov2','ov3');
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end %ov
end %ov
end %ov
end
end
end
end
save (eval ('filename'), 'geom', 'machinetype','counter', 'gridsize','n','lastcheapfind',Rnd
iv','rcoiltopndiv','rstatslotbotndiv','rcoilbotndiv','Lndiv','R','n2','n3','n4','n5','gri
dsize','ov1');
if nl>(lastcheapfind+l) & counter>0

break;
end
end
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F.1.5 Parameters Set

%initopt.m%

%initializes optimization

%slot depths and machine turns aren' t initialized
voltdiv=1; %1,10,100 ; interval is 1/voltdiv
incendwindleak=O; %include end winding leakage
initillus=O; %for illustration purposes
sizingtype=l;%l only based on saturation and magnetics
ver=O;
VERWFSANS=O;
drawmachines=0
kpffoilref=0 .35;
if exact==1
incslotleak=1;
else
incslotleak=O;
end
drawsize=0.2;
muO=4*pi*le-7;
a=2*p; %number of parallel windings
%decided on number of turns per slot.. increase If to increase NfIf for WFSANS
nspp=6; %slots per pole
mspp=nspp/3; %slots per pole per phase
kw=sin(mspp*pi/nspp/2) /mspp/sin(pi/nspp/2); %armature winding factor
Ns=Na*nspp*2*p/3; %total number of stator turns
nslots=nspp*(2*p); %total number of stator slots
nstatteeth=nslots;
tp=2*pi/2/p*R; % pole pitch
Lturnwoew= 2*L; %for thermal ; exclude end windings in dissipation
gl=g;
if exact==1
g2=kslotrot*R+gl;
else
g2=inf;
end
toothfrac=.5; %assume 0.5 for both stator and rotor where it applies
sigma=4.45e7; %conductivity
Bsat=1.8; %1.8 %saturation flux density
Vd=O; %default but overwritten when necessary
ro=R-g/2;
rstatin=R+g/2;
rstatslotbot=R*(1+kslotstat);
rsb=(l-kslotrot)*R;
stattoothwid=toothfrac*2*pi/nstatteeth*R;
stattoothht=rstatslotbot-rstatin;
statslotht=stattoothht;
statslotwid=1/2* ( rstatin* (2*pi/nstatteeth-2*asin(stattoothwid/2/rstatin)) +
rstatslotbot* (2*pi/nstatteeth-2*asin(stattoothwid/2/rstatslotbot)));
theta=asin(statslotwid/(statslotwid+stattoothwid));
seglen=(3*stattoothwid+2.5*statslotwid) /cos(theta);
Lturn= 2*L + 4*seglen + 2*pi*(statslotwid/2); %for saturation
statendturnwid=(3*stattoothwid+2.5*statslotwid)*tan(theta)+statslotwid;
Aslot= (pi* (rstatslotbotA2-rstatinA2) -nstatteeth*stattoothwid*stattoothht) /nslots;
kpfold=0 .35;
kpf=(2*Na*pi/Aslot)*(sqrt(kpfold*Aslot/ (2*pi*Na) ) -di)^2; %taking insulation
kpf=0 .35;
kpffoil=kpffoilref;
steeldensity=7462; %kg per m^3
copperdensity=8960; %kg per m^3
steelcostdensity=0.45*2.205; %2.205 lbs per kg
coppercostdensity=2.27*2.205; %2.205 lbs per kg
if machinetype==l
ntps=l; %turns per slot for the field winding of wound-field non-salient
Nf=ntps*nspp*p; %can be used only for winding factor kwf
kwf=sin (Nf /(ntps*p) *pi/nspp/2) / (Nf /(ntps*p) *sin(pi/nspp/2));
%independent of Nf
rottoothfrac=0.5; %default
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nrotteeth=2*p*nspp;
rottoothwid=rottoQthfrac*2*pi/nrotteeth*R;
rottoothht=ro-rsb;
rotslotwid=1/2*( rsb*(2*pi/nrotteeth-2*asin(rottoothwid/2/rsb)) + ro*(2*pi/nrotteeth-
2*asin(rottoothwid/2/ro)));
LeffNS=L+3/2*pi*(rottoothwid+rotslotwid);
Aslotrot=(pi*(ro^2-rsb^2)-nrotteeth*rottoothwid*rottoothht)/nslots;
CNS=4*LeffNS/sigma/kpf/Aslotrot/nslots;

elseif machinetype==2
kwindS=0.25; %fraction for winding width
kwindtS=0.2; %fraction of pole length for pole top
polefrac=0.5; %pole fraction
polefracS=polefrac;
LeffS=L+2*ro*sin(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/2/p);
CS=1/(2*p)*2*LeffS/sigma/kpf/(ro-rsb)/(kwindS*ro*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p));
bp=polefracS*tp;
elseif machinetype==3
if fixedpolefrac
betap2=1;betap1=0.5;%.4;
betap3=kLcoil*betap2- (kLcoil-l) *betapl;
else
betap2=betap3/kLcoil+(1-1/kLcoil)*betapl;
end
if initillus==1
betap3=0.8;%for initial illustration of Lundell
betapl=0.45;%for initial illustration of Lundell
betap2=betap3/kLcoil+(1-1/kLcoil)*betapl;
kLcoil=1.2; %for initial illustration
end
kc=(kLcoil+l)/2; %claw length divided by active length L
Lc=kc*L;
kfpout=kl;
rfpout=kfpout*R;
rpeb=kpeb*R;
if kl==k2
k2=kl-le-3;
end
CL=pi*(kl+k2)/(kl-k2)/kLcoil/L/kpffoil/sigma;
bpl=betapl*tp;
bp2=betap2*tp;
bp3=betap3*tp;
else
polefrac=0.5;
polefracH=2*polefrac; %pole width as a fraction of pole pair!
if initillus==1
polefracH=0.8; %for initial illustration of HIA
end
kbiH=(statbotrad-rstatslotbot)/R;
if kbiH==O
kbiH=le-6;
end
CH=pi*(2+2*kslotstat+kbiH)/kbiH/kHcoil/L/kpffoil/sigma;
bp=polefracH*tp;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%addgeomNS.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%dimensions following saturation
rstatout=Rout;
rr=3;
statendturnwid=(3*stattoothwid+2.5*statslotwid)*tan(theta)+statslotwid
ri=.02;

%%%%%%%%%%%%
%addgeomS.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%
%dimensions following saturation
rstatout=Rout;
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xOl=ro*cos(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p));
y01=ro*sin(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p));
x02=xOl- (ro-rsb) *kwindtS;;%10
y02=yOl;
x03=x02;
y03=yO2-kwindS*ro*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p);%20
x04=rsb*cos(asin(y03/rsb));
y04=y03;
x01S=x01;
x02S=x02;
y02S=y02;
y03S=y03;
x03S=x03;
x04S=x04;
fieldcopperareaS=(y02-y03)* (x03-x04);
ri=.02;

%addgeomL.m%

%dimensions following saturation check
rfpout=kfpout*R;%80
rpeb=kpeb*R;%90
rr=3/1000;
drawcircles=O;
tp=2*pi*R/(2*p);
thetap=2*pi/ (2*p);
rstatout=Rout
ri=0.02;

%addgeomH.m%

%set following saturation check
rr=3;
rstatout=Rout;
ri=.02;

F.1.6 Determine Number of Armature Turns

%detNa.m%

%determines number of armature turns
observe=O;
Na=5;
effmidprev=-Inf;
heatcoeff2aprev=Inf;
heatcoeff4aprev=Inf;
checkpowprev=[1 1 1];
while (1) & Na<50
initopt %initialization
noconv=O;
satsomewhere=O;
outputvoltage=ov2;
voltmax=ov2;
speed=2*1500;
omega=2*pi* (p*speed/60);
Power=midpower;
%determine ampere turns and back-emf
det_excite
checkpow (2)=noconv;
if checkpowprev (2)<checkpow (2)

break;
else

checkpowprev(2)=checkpow(2);
if -noconv
%determine efficiency
efficiency
effmid=eff;
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effa(Na)=effmid;
Nflfa(2)=NfIf;
Isa(2)=Is(mv);
outputvoltage=ov3;
voltmax=ov3;
speed=2*6000;
omega=2*pi* (p*speed/60);
Power=highpower;
%determine ampere turns and back emf
detexcite
checkpow(3)=noconv;
if checkpowprev(3 )<checkpow(3)

break;
else

checkpowprev (3)=checkpow(3);
if -noconv
NfIfa(3)=NfIf;
Isa(3)=Is(mv);
outputvoltage=ovl;
voltmax=ov1;
speed=2*600;
omega=2*pi* (p*speed/60);
Power=idlepower;
%determine ampere turns and back-emf
detexcite
checkpow (1)=noconv;
if checkpowprev(l)<checkpow(l)

break;
else

checkpowprev (l)=checkpow (l);
if -noconv
NfIfa(l)=NfIf;
Isa (1)=Is (mv);
%determine heat flux density
heatflux
%check whether heat flux densities meet limits
if (effmid<0.75 & efffmidprev>effmid) I (-all(heatcoeff4a<7.2873e4) &
all(heatcoeff4aprev<7.2873e4)) I (-all(heatcoeff2a<fieldheatlim) &
all (heatcoeff2aprev<fieldheatlim))

break;
end
effmidprev=effmid;
heatcoeff2aprev=heatcoeff2a;
heatcoeff4aprev=heatcoef f4a;
var (Na, :)=heatcoeff4a;
effa (Na)=effmid;
end
end
end
end
end
end
Na=Na+l;
end
Na=Na-1;

F.1.7 Determine Ampere Turn Excitation

%detExcite.m%

%determine field ampere turns
observedraw=l;
if machinetype==l
initopt %initialize
detparam %determine lumped parameters
validEaf=O;
Vd=l; %diode drop
%deterrrine approximate backemf
[Vsapprox, validEaf]=backemfapprox (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage, Vd, Power, CNS, omega, LafmoverNf);
%for salient machine
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if validEaf==l
(Vs, validEaf ,powang] =backemf exact (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage, Vd, Power, CNS, Ra, omega, LafmoverN
f,Vsapprox);
end
if validEaf==O

noconv=1;
else
NfIf=Vs/ (omega*LafmoverNf);
NfIfNS=NfIf;
IsNS= (pi/3) * (Power+NfIfNS^2*CNS) /outputvoltage;
mvl=outputvoltage;
mv=mvl;
Is (mvl)=IsNS;
thetai-array(mvl)=powang; %power angle
end
elseif machinetype==2
initopt %initialize
det-param %determine lumped parameters
validEaf=O;
Vd=1; %diode drop
%determine approximate backemf
[Vsapprox, validEaf] =backemfapprox (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage, Vd, Power, CS, omega, LafmoverNf);
%for salient machine
%determine exact backemf
if validEaf==l
[Vs, validEaf, powang]=backemfexact (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage, Vd, Power, CS, Ra, omega, LafmoverNf
,Vsapprox);
end
if validEaf==O

noconv=1;
else
NfIf=Vs/ (omega*LafmoverNf);
NfIfS=Nf If;
IsS= (pi/3) * (Power+NfIfSA2*CS) /outputvoltage;
mv2=outputvoltage;
mv=mv2;
Is (mv2)=IsS;
thetaiarray(mv2)=powang;
end

elseif machinetype==3
initopt %initialize
det-param %determine lumped parameters
validEaf=O;
Vd=1; %diode drop
%determine approximate back-emf
[Vsapprox,validEaf] =backemfapprox (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage,Vd, Power, CL, omega, LafmoverNf);
%for salient machine
if validEaf==1
[Vs, validEaf , powang]=backemfexact (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage,Vd, Power, CL, Ra, omega, LafmoverNf
,Vsapprox);
end
if validEaf==O

noconv=1;
else
NfIf=Vs/ (omega*LafmoverNf);
NfIfL=Nf If;
IsL=(pi/3)*(Power+NfIfL^2*CL)/outputvoltage;
mv3=outputvoltage;
mv=mv3;
Is (mv3)=IsL;
thetaiarray (mv3 )=powang;
end

elseif machinetype==4
initopt %initialize
det-param %determine lumped parameters
validEaf=O;
Vd=1; %diode drop
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%determine approximate backemf
[Vsapprox,validEa l=backemfapprox (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage, Vd, Power, CH, omega, LafmoverNf);
%for salient machine
%determine exact backemf
if validEaf==l
[Vs,validEaf ,powang]=backemfexact (Lsdc, Lsac, outputvoltage,Vd, Power, CH, Ra, omega, LafmoverNf
,Vsapprox);
end
if validEaf==O

noconv=1;
else
NfIf=Vs/ (omega*LafmoverNf);
NfIfH=NfIf;
IsH=(pi/3)*(Power+NfIfHA2*CH)/outputvoltage;
mv4=outputvoltage;
mv=mv4;
Is (mv4)=IsH;
thetai-array (mv4)=powang;
end
end

F.1.8 Determine Lumped Parameters

%detparam.m%

%determine lumped parameters

if machinetype==1
%WFSA:NS
%Lafm=4/pi*muO*kwf*Nf*kw*Ns/ (p^2) /a*R*L/g;
LafmoverNf=4/pi*muo*kwf*kw*Ns/(pA2)/a*R*L/g; %one turn field armature mutual
Lsdc=3/2*4/pi*muO*(NsA2)/ (p^2 ) *R*L* ( (kw/a)^2)/g; % arma.ture inductance
LsNS=Lsdc;
Lsac=O;
Rsac=O;
el sei f machinetype==2
%WFSA:S
%Lafm=4/pi*muO*Nf*Ns*kw/ (pA2) *R*L/a/gl*sin(bp*pi/2/tp);
LafmoverNf=4/pi*muO*Ns*kw/ (pA2)*R*L/a/gl*sin(bp*pi/2/tp); %one turn field armature mutual
Lsdc=3/2*4/pi*(NsA2)/(pA2)*(kw^2)/(aA2)*L*R*muO*(l/g2+bp/tp*(l/gl-l/g2)); %armature
inductance
LsS=Lsdc;
Lsac=-3/2*4/pi* (NsA2) / (p^2) * (kw^2) / (aA2) *L*R*muO/pi* (l/gl-l/g2) *sin(bp*pi/tp);
Rsac=-omega*Lsac; %equivalent resistance
elseif machinetype==3
%Lundell
if bpl==bp2
fle=pi/2/tp*sin(bpl*pi/2/tp);
f2e=pi/tp*sin(bpl*pi/tp);
%Lafm=4/pi*muO*Nf*Ns/p/g*kw/a*R* (2/pi*tp*L*fle);
LafmoverNf=4/pi*muO*Ns/p/g*kw/a*R*(2/pi*tp*L*fle); %one turn field armature mutual
Lsdc=3/2*4/pi* (NsA2) /p* (kwA2) / (aA2) *L*R*muO/p/g* (bpl+bp2) /2/tp; %armature inductance
Lsac=-3/2*4/pi* (NsA2) /p* (kwA2) / (aA2) *L*R*mu0*tp/pi/g/pi/p*f2e;
Rsac=-omega*Lsac; %equivalent armature resistance
else
fl= (cos(bpl*pi/2/tp) -cos(bp2*pi/2/tp) ) / (bp2-bpl);
f2= (cos (bpl*pi/tp) -cos (bp2*pi/tp) ) / (bp2-bpl);
%Lafm=4/pi*muO*Nf*Ns/p/g*kw/a*R*(2/pi*tp*L*fl);
LafmoverNf=4/pi*muO*Ns/p/g*kw/a*R*(2/pi*tp*L*fl); %one turn field armature mutual
inductance
Lsdc=3/2*4/pi* (NsA2)/p* (kwA2)/ (aA2)*L*R*muO/p/g* (bpl+bp2) /2/tp; %armature inductance
Lsac=-3/2*4/pi* (NsA2) /p* (kwA2) / (aA2) *L*R*muO*tp/pi/g/pi/p*f2;
Rsac=-omega*Lsac; %equivalent armature resistance
end
LsL=Lsdc;
else
%HIA
%note L=2*(stack length)
%Lafm=Ns*Nf*R*L/p*kw/a* (2*muO/pi* (l/gl-l/g2) *sin(bp*pi/2/tp));
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LafmoverNf=Ns*R*L/p*kw/a* (2*muO/pi* (l/gl-l/g2) *sin(bp*pi/2/tp)); %one turn field armature
mutual inductance
Lsdc=3/2*2/pi*(NsA2)/(pA2)*(kw^2)/(a^2)*L*R*(2*muO*(l/g2+bp/2/tp*(l/gl-l/g2))); %armature
inductance
Lsac=-3/2*2/pi*(Ns^2)/(pA2)*(kwA2)/(a^A2)*L*R*(muO/pi*(1/gl-l/g2)*sin(bp*pi/tp));
Rsac=-omega*Lsac; %equivalent armature resistance
LsH=Lsdc;

Ll=Na^2*8/3*muO/(2*p)*L*statslotht/statslotwid; %leakage inductance
if incendwindleak==1
Le=((Ns/p)A2)*(2*p)*3*(13/36*(tp*100/2.54-4)+3)*le-8;
Ll=Ll+Le;
end
if incslotleak==1
Lsdc=Lsdc+Ll;
end
if machinetype==4
Lturn=Lturn+2*(kHcoil*L);
Lturnwoew=Lturnwoew+2* (kHcoil*L);
end
if ver==l
Ra=Rarm*NaA2; %VER only using HIA or WFSA:NS
Lsdc=Lsdc+Ll; %VER only using HIA or WFSA:NS
else
Ra=(NsA2)*Lturn/sigma/kpf/Aslot/(nspp/3)/p/(a^A2); %armature resistance
Rawoew= (NsA2) *Lturnwoew/sigma/kpf/Aslot/ (nspp/3) /p/ (a^2);
end
if machinetype==4
RaH=Ra;
end

F.1.9 Determine Efficiency

%efficiency.m%

%efficiency calculations
if machinetype==1
diodelossNS=3/pi*IsNS* 2*Vd;
armcopperlossNS=3/2*IsNSA2*Ra; %included end winding
fieldcopperlossNS= CNS*NfIfNS^2;
effNS= (Power)/(Power+diodelossNS+armcopperlossNS+fieldcopperlossNS);
eff=effNS;

elseif machinetype==2
diodelossS=3/pi*IsS* 2*Vd;
armcopperlossS=3/2*IsSA2*Ra
fieldcopperlossS= CS*NfIfSA2 ;
effS= (Power)/(Power+diodelossS+armcopperlossS+fieldcopperlossS);
eff=effS;

elseif machinetype==3
diodelossL=3/pi*IsL* 2*Vd;
armcopperlossL=3/2*IsLA2*Ra
fieldcopperlossL= CL*NfIfLA2
effL= (Power)/(Power+diodelossL+armcopperlossL+fieldcopperlossL);
eff=effL;

else
diodelossH=3/pi*IsH* 2*Vd;
armcopperlossH=3/2*IsH^2*Ra;
fieldcopperlossH= CH*NfIfHA2
effH= (Power)/(Power+diodelossH+armcopperlossH+fieldcopperlossH);
eff=effH;
end

F.1.10 Determine Heat Flux

%heatflux.m%

%calculates heat flux
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if machinetype==l'

a2=2*(pi*(ro^2-rsb^2)+2*pi*(rsb+ro)*2.5*(rotslotwid+rottoothwid));
a4=2*(pi*(rstatslotbot^2-rstatin^2)+2*pi*(rstatslotbot+rstatin)*statendturnwid);
IsNSa=Isa;
NfIfNSa=NfIfa;
armcopperlossNS= Ra*3/2*(IsNSa).^2; %replace Rawoew with Ra
fieldcopperlossNS= CNS*NfIfNSa.A2;
heatcoeff2NSa=fieldcopperlossNS/a2;
heatcoeff4NSa=armcopperlossNS/a4;

heatcoeff2a=heatcoeff2NSa;
heatcoeff4a=heatcoeff4NSa;

elseif machinetype==2
a4=2*(pi*(rstatslotbot^2-rstatin^2)+2*pi*(rstatslotbot+rstatin)*statendturnwid);
a2=2*(ro*polefrac*pi/p*(2*kwindS+1)+L)*kslotrot*R*(2*p);
IsSa=Isa;
NfIfSa=NfIfa;
armcopperlossS=Ra*3/2*(IsSa).A2; %replace Rawoew with Ra
fieldcopperlossS=CS*NfIfSa.^'2;
heatcoeff2Sa=fieldcopperlosss/a2;
heatcoeff4Sa=armcopperlossS/a4;

heatcoeff2a=heatcoeff2Sa;
heatcoeff4a=heatcoeff4Sa;

elseif machinetype==3
a4=2*(pi*(rstatslotbot^2-rstatinA2)+2*pi*(rstatslotbot+rstatin)*statendturnwid);
a2=2*pi*kl*R*kLcoil*L;
IsLa=Isa;
NfIfLa=NfIfa;
arncopperlossL=Ra*3/2*(IsLa)."2; %replace Rawoew with Ra
fieldcopperlossL= CL*NfIfLa.^2;
heatcoeff2La=fieldcopperlossL/a2;
heatcoeff4La=armcopperlossL/a4;

heatcoeff2a=heatcoeff2La;
heatcoeff4a=heatcoeff4La;

else
id);
a4=2*(pi*(rstatslotbot^2-rstatinA2)+2*pi*(rstatslotbot+rstatin)*statendturnwid);
a2=2*pi*(l+kslotstat)*R*kHcoil*L;
IsHa=Isa;
NfIfHa=NfIfa;
armcopperlossH=Ra*3/2*(IsHa).^2;
fieldcopperlossH= CH*NfIfHa. 2;
heatcoeff2Ha=fieldcopperlossH/a2;
heatcoeff4Ha=armcopperlossH/a4;

heatcoeff2a=heatcoeff2Ha;
heatcoeff4a=heatcoeff4Ha;

end

F.1.11 Test for Saturation

%saturationl.m%

%calculates flux densities and determines some dimensions based on saturation
%note: at the same power output, therefore express Ns*Is approprIs(mvl)tely
%based on hand calculations
if machinetype==1
%WFSA:NS
if ver==l
mvl=42*voltdiv;
end
Fr=4/pi*NfIf/2/p*kwf; %field MMOF per pole
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Fs=3/2*4/pi*Ns*Is(mvl)/2/p*kw/a; %armature MMF per pole -
phi=thetai-array(mvl);
Bl=sqrt( (Fr-Fs*sin(phi))A2 + (Fs*cos(phi))A2) * muO/g; %fundamental component
Btstat=B1/toothfrac; %stator tooth flux density
Btrot=Bl/rottoothfrac; %rotor tooth flux density
Bt=Btstat;
if Btstat>Bsat | Btrot>Bsat
satsomewhere=1; %flag for saturation
end
BtNS=max(Btstat,Btrot);
BtNSstat=Btstat;
BtNSrot=Btrot;
poleflux=2*B1/p*R*L;
polefluxstatNS=poleflux;
cA=2*L*R/p*Fr*muO/g;
cB=-2*R*L/p*Fs*muO/g;
cC=-cB;
polefluxcheck=sqrt((cA+cB*sin(phi) )A2+(cC*cos(phi))A2);
T=B1/Bsat*R/p; %minimum
maxpoleflux= (NfIf/2/p+3/2*Ns*Is (mvl) /2/p/a) *mu O/g*tp*L;

kbi=T/R;
if sizingtype==1
Rout=R*(l+kslotstat+kbi);
ri=R*(l-kslotrot-kbi);
else
Rout=max(R*(l+kslotstat+kbi), (1+1.7*kslotstat)*R);
ri=min(R*(1-kslotrot-kbi),(1-1.7*kslotrot)*R);
end
RoutNS=Rout;
ri=0.02;
riNS=ri;

if drawmachines
drawwfsansl
sidewfsansl
end

elseif machinetype==2
%WFSA:S
Fr=NfIf/2/p; %field MMF per pole
Fs=3/2*4/pi*Ns*Is(mv2)/2/p*kw/a; %armature MMF per pole
phi=thetai-array(mv2);
polefluxrot=abs(NfIf/2/p*muO/g*bp*L - 2*L*R*Fs/p*sin(phi)*sin(p*bp/2/R)*mu0/g);
polefluxrotS=polefluxrot;
Rslotbot=polefluxrot/Bsat*R/bp/L; %for radial side walls
%polewidth=polefluxrot/Bsat/L; %for square teeth
y03S=ro*sin(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p))-kwindS*ro*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p);
if 2*yO3S<polefluxrot/Bsat/L
satsomewhere=1; %invalid machine
end
Trot=polefluxrot/2/Bsat/L;

%stator
lambdal=2*muO/pi/gl*sin(bp/2/tp*pi);
lambda0prime=muO* (l/g2+bp/tp* (l/gl-l/g2));
lambdalprime=2*muO/pi*(1/gl-l/g2)*sin(bp/tp*pi);
Bl=sqrt( (Fr*2*lambdal -Fs* (lambda0prime+lambdalprime/2) *sin (phi)) A2 + (Fs* (lambda0prime-
lambdalprime/2)*cos(phi))^2 );
Bt=Bl/toothfrac; %tooth flux density
if Bt>Bsat
satsomewhere=1;
end
BtS=Bt;
polefluxstat=R*L*B1*2/p; %note Rstatin is approximated as R used as Rrotout
cA=4/pi*Fr*muO/g*sin(bp*pi/2/tp)*2*R*L/p;
cB=-2/p*L*R*Fs*lambda0prime;
cC=1/p*L*R*Fs*lambdalprime;
polefluxstatcheck=sqrt((cA+(cB-cC)*sin(phi))^A2+((cB+cC)*cos(phi))A2);
polefluxstatS=polefluxstat;
Tstat=polefluxstat/2/Bsat/L;
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maxpoleflux=(NfIf/2/p+3/2*Ns*Is(mv2)/2/p/a)*mO/g*tp*L;
kbirot=Trot/R;
kbistat=Tstat/R;
if sizingtype==1
Rout=R*(l+kslotstat+kbistat);
ri=R*(l-kslotrot-kbirot);
else
Rout=max(R*(l+kslotstat+kbistat), (1+1.7*kslotstat)*R);
ri=min(R*(l-kslotrot-kbirot),(1-1.7*kslotrot)*R);
end
RoutS=Rout;
ri=0.02;
riS=ri;

if drawmachines
drawwfsas1
sidewfsasl
end

elseif machinetype==3
%Lundell
Fr=NfIf/2; %field winding flux density
Fs=3/2*4/pi*Ns*Is(mv3)/2/p*kw/a; %armature flux density
phi=thetai-array (mv3);
%rotor

%rotor pole flux calculations
if bpl==bp2
polefluxrot=abs(NfIf/2*muO/g*L*bp1 -
Fs*muO/g*R/p*2*sin(phi)*2*L/p*R*pi/2/tp*sin(bpl*pi/2/tp));
polefluxrotL=polefluxrot;
else
polefluxrot=abs(NfIf*muO/g*L/ (bpl+bp2) * (1/6* (bp2-bpl)A2;bp2*bpl) +
Fs*nuO/g*R/p*2*sin(phi)*2*L/p/(bp2-bpl)*R*(cos(p/2*bp2/R)-cos(p/2*bpl/R)));%got rid of p
in first term
polefluxrotL=polefluxrot;
end

if parallelsidewalls
hs=polefluxrot/bp3/Bsat;
else %if radial side walls

hs=R-sqrt((RA2)-2*polefluxrot/Bsat*R/bp3);
end

%new addition
for zn=1:100
z=zn*L/100;
bpz=z/L*bp2+(l-z/L)*bpl;
if bpl==bp2
polefluxrotz=NfIf/2*mu*z/g-Fs*muO/g*4*(R^2)/(pA2)*z*sin(phi)*pi/2/tp*sin(bpz*pi/2/tp);
else
polefluxrotz=NfIf/(bpl+bpz)*muO*z/g*(1/6*(bpz-bpl)A2+bpz*bpl)-
Fs*muO/g*4*(RA2)/(p^2)*z*sin(phi)*(cos(p/2*bpl/R)-cos(p/2*bpz/R))/(bpz-bpl);
end
if parallelsidewalls
%if parallel sidewalls,required rbot is at most
rbotreqd=ro-polefluxrotz/Bsat/bpz;
else
%if radial sidewalls, required rbot is at most
rbotreqd=sqrt(roA2-2*polefluxrotz*R/Bsat/bpz);
end
if adjustkl

%kfpout=.8237; %for kpf=.35
rfpout=.05; %for kpf=.8;

end

rbot=z/Lc*rfpout+(l-z/Lc)*rpeb;
rbotreqdarray(zn)=rbotreqd;
rbotarray(zn)=rbot;
if rbot>rbotreqd
satsomewhere=1;
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break;
end
end

if sizingtype==1 & -optimize
kl=(R-g/2-hs) /R;
elseif -optimize
kl=(R-g/2-max(hs,0.7*kslotrot*R)) /R;
else
kllim= (R-g/2-hs) /R;
end
kfpout=kl; %arbitrary
if adjustkl

%kfpout=.8237; %for kpf=.35
kfpout=rfpout/R; %for kpf=.8;

end

if -optimize
k2=kl-kslotrot; %arbitrary
else
Rcpo=sqrt(p*polefluxrot/pi/Bsat + 0.02A2); %want k2*R>Rcpo
end

if -optimize
Ls=max(p*polefluxrot/Bsat/2/pi/ (k2*R) ,0.2*kc*L);
else
Ls=p*polefluxrot/Bsat/2/pi/ (k2*R);
end

hc= (k2*R) -sqrt ( (k2*R)^2- (p*polefluxrot/Bsat/pi));

%stator

if bpl==bp2
z=0.5*L; %doesn't matter if bpl=bp2
betaN= (z/L* (bp2-bpl) +bpl) /2/tp;
betaS= (z/L* (bpl-bp2)+bp2) /2/tp;
lambdalN=2*muO/pi/g*sin (betaN*pi);
lambdalS=2*muO/pi/g*sin(betaS*pi);
lambda2N=2*muO/2/pi/g*sin(2*betaN*pi);
lambda2S=2*muO/2/pi/g*sin(2*betaS*pi);
lambdala=(2*mu0/pi/g1*(sin(betaN*pi)-sin(betaS*pi)));
BO=Fr*muo/g* (betaN-betaS) -Fs*sin (phi) /2*lambdala;
Bl=sqrt ( (Fr* (lambdalN+lambda1S) -
Fs* (muO/g/2/tp*(bpl+bp2)+(lambda2N+lambda2S)/2) *sin(phi) )A2 +
(Fs* ( (muO/g/2/tp* (bpl+bp2) ) - (lambda2N+lambda2S) /2) *cos (phi) )^2);
Bt=(BO+Bl)/toothfrac; %tooth flux density
if Bt>Bsat
satsomewhere=l;
end
polefluxstat=R*L*Bl*2/p; %made assumption that R=Rstatin=Rrotout
polefluxstatL=polefluxstat;
else
for zn=1:100
z=zn*L/100;
betaN=(z/L* (bp2-bpl)+bpl)/2/tp;
betaS= (z/L* (bpl-bp2)+bp2) /2/tp;
bpN=betaN*2*tp;
bpS=betaS*2*tp;
lambdaN=2*muo/pi/g*sin (betaN*pi);
lambdalS=2*muo/pi/g*sin(betaS*pi);
lambda2N=2*muo/2/pi/g*sin (2*betaN*pi);
lambda2S=2*muo/2/pi/g*sin (2*betaS*pi);
lambdala=(2*muO/pi/gl*(sin(betaN*pi)-sin(betaS*pi)));
BOarray(zn) =NfIf/ (bpl+bp2) *mu0/g* (bpS*betaN-bpN*betaS) -Fs*sin(phi) /2*lambdala;
Blarray(zn)=sqrt( (NfIf/ (bpl+bp2) * (bpS*lambdalN+bpN*lambdalS) -
Fs* (muO/g/2/tp* (bpl+bp2)+(lambda2N+lambda2S) /2) *sin(phi) )A2 +
(Fs*((muO/g/2/tp*(bpl+bp2))-(lambda2N+lambda2S)/2)*cos(phi) )A2);
end
Barray=B0array+Blarray;
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[Bmax,Bmaxindexj=max(Barray);
Bt=Bmax/toothfrac;
if Bt>Bsat
satsomewhere=l;
end
%BO=B~array (Bmaxindex);
%B1=Bl array (Bmaxindex);
B1=max(Blarray); %not exact but approximate
polefluxstat=R*L*B1*2/p; %made assumption that R=Rstatin=Rrotout
polefluxstatL=polefluxstat;
cA=R*2/p*NfIf/ (bpl+bp2) * (2*muO/pi/g) * (L*2*tp/pi* (bp2+bpl) / (bp2-bpl) * (cos (bpl*pi/2/tp) -
cos (bp2*pi/2/tp) -8* (tpA2) *L/ (bp2-bpl) / (pi^2) * (sin (bp2*pi/2/tp) -
sin (bpl*pi/2/tp) )+2*L*tp/pi* (cos(bp2*pi/2/tp)+cos(bpl*pi/2/tp))));
cB=-Fs* (muO/g) * (bpl+bp2) /tp/p*R*L;
cC=Fs* (l/p) * (mO/pi/g) *2*tp*L/ (bp2-bpl) /pi* (cos (bpl*pi/tp) -cos (bp2*pi/tp) ) *R;
cD=cA+(cB-cC)*sin(phi);
cE=(cB+cC)*cos(phi);
polefluxstat=sqrt(cDA2+cEA2);
polefluxstatL=polefluxstat;
end
BtL=Bt;
T=polefluxstat/2/Bsat/L;
maxpoleflux=(NfIf/2+3/2*Ns*Is(mv3) /2/p/a)*muO/g*tp*L;

ks=Ls/L;
if sizingtype==1
Rout=R*(1+kslotstat)+T;
ri=R*k2-hc;
else
Rout=max(R* (l+kslotstat)+T, (1+1.7*kslotstat)*R);
ri=min(R*k2-hc, (1-2.4*kslotrot)*R);
end
RoutL=Rout;
ri=0.02;
riL=ri;
k3=ri/R;

if drawmachines
drawlundell2
sidelundell2
end

else
%HIA
if ver==l
mv4=42*voltdiv; %VER
end
Fr=NfIf/2;
Fs=3/2*4/pi*Ns*Is (mv4) /2/p*kw/a;
phi=thetai_array(mv4);
%rotor
polefluxrot=abs(NfIf/2*muO/g*bp*(L/2) (L/2)*Fs*muO/g*R/P*2*sin(phi)*sin(p*bp/2/R))
polefluxrotH=polefluxrot;
if rsb<polefluxrot/Bsat*R/bp/ (L/2)
satsomewhere=l;
end
lambdaO=muO* (l/g2+bp/2/tp* (l/gl-l/g2));
lambdal=2*muO/pi*(l/gl-l/g2)*sin(bp/2/tp*pi);
lambda2=2*muO/2/pi* (l/gl-l/g2) *sin(2*bp/2/tp*pi);
lambdala=2*muO/pi* (l/gl-l/g2)*sin(bp/2/tp*pi);
BO=Fr*lambdaO-Fs*lambdala*sin (phi) /2;
Bl=sqrt( (Fr*lambdal-Fs*(lambdaO+lambda2/2)*sin(phi )A)^2 + (Fs*(lambda-
lambda2/2)*cos(phi) )^2 );
total fluxrot=polefluxrot*p;
Rcpi=sqrt (rsbA2-totalfluxrot/Bsat/pi);
%stator

Bt=(BQ+Bl)/toothfrac;
BtH=Bt;
if Bt>Bsat
satsomewhere=l;
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end
%note that for polefluxstat we are ignoring DC
polefluxstat=R*(L/2)*Bl*2/p
polefluxstatH=polefluxstat;
polefluxstat2=R*(L/2)*Bl*2/p+BO*tp*(L/2);
cA=2*R* (L/2) /p*Fr*lambdal;
cB=-2/p*(L/2)*R*Fs*1ambda0;
cC=1/p*(L/2)*R*Fs*lambda2;
polefluxstatcheck=sqrt((cA+(cB-cC)*sin(phi))A2+((cB+cC)*cos(phi))^ 2);
BOstatslotbot=BO/(1+kslotstat);
if BOstatslotbot>Bsat
%T=inf;
satsomewhere=l;
end
T=polefluxstat/2/(L/2)/(sqrt(BsatA2-BOstatslotbotA2));
T2=polefluxstat2/2/Bsat/(L/2);
totalfluxstat=BO*2*pi*R*(L/2);

if statbotrad<R*(l+kslotstat)+T
satsomewhere=l;
end

maxpoleflux=(NfIf/2+3/2*Ns*Is(mv4) /2/p/a)*muO/g*tp* (L/2);

if sizingtype==1
ri=Rcpi;
else
ri=min(Rcpi, (1-1.7*kslotrot)*R);
end
if sizingtype==l
Router=sqrt(totalfluxstat/Bsat/pi+(statbotrad)A2);
else
Router=max(sqrt(totalfluxstat/Bsat/pi+(statbotrad)^ 2),sqrt(rsbA2-ri^2+statbotradA2));
end
Rout=Router;
RoutH=Rout;
ri=0.02;
riH=ri;

if sizingtype==l
kbiH=T/R;
else
kbiH=max(kbi*R,T) /R;
end

if drawmachines
drawhial
sidehial
end

end

F.1.12 Determine Materials Cost

%cost.m%

%determine materials cost
if machinetype==l
%non-salient pole wound field
mrotback=pi*(rsbA2 - riminA2)*L*steeldensity; %mass of rotor back iron
mrotteeth=pi*(roA2-rsbA2)*L*toothfrac*steeldensity; %mass of rotor teeth
Lpolewire=LeffNS*nspp; %length of wire spanning one pole
%mass of field winding
mrotwind=pi*(roA2-rsbA2)*(1-toothfrac)/nslots*(2*p)*Lpolewire*kpf*copperdensity;
%rotor cost
costrotNS=(mrotback+mrotteeth)*steelcostdensity+mrotwind*coppercostdensity;
%mass of stator back iron
mstatbackiron=pi*(RoutA2-rstatslotbotA2)*L*steeldensity;
%mass of stator teeth
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mstatteeth=stattoothwid*(rstatslotbot-rstatin)*L*nstatteeth*steeldensity;
%mass of armature winding
mstatwind=nslots*(Lturn/2)*Aslot*kpf*copperdensity;
%stator cost
coststatNS=(mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)*steelcostdensity+mstatwind*coppercostdensity;
%mass of machine
massNS=(mrotback+mrotteeth)+mrotwind+(mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)+mstatwind;
%cost of machine
costNS=costrotNS+coststatNS;

elseif machinetype==2
%salient pole wound field
mrotback=pi* (rsbA2 - (rimin)^2) *L*steeldensity;
Lhip=(rsb+ro)/2*pi/p*(1-polefrac)/4;
Lturni=2*L+(rsb+ro)*pi/2/p*(polefrac+l)+4*Lhip;
%mass of rotor poles
mrotpoles=2*p*((2*y03S)*(xO3S-xO4S)*L+(xOlS-xO2S)*(2*yO2S)*L)*steeldensity;
%mass of rotor winding
mrotwind=2*p*((yO2S-yO3S)*(xO3S-xO4S)*L+2*(2*yO2S)*(xO3S-xO4S)*(y02S-
y03S))*copperdensity;
%cost of rotor winding
costrotS=(mrotback+mrotpoles)*steelcostdensity+mrotwind*coppercostdensity;
%mass of stator back iron
mstatbackiron=pi*(RoutA2-rstatslotbotA2)*L*steeldensity;
%mass of stator teeth
mstatteeth=stattoothwid*(rstatslotbot-rstatin)*L*nstatteeth*steeldensity;
%mass of armature winding
mstatwind=nslots*(Lturn/2)*Aslot*kpf*copperdensity;
%cost of stator
coststatS=(mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)*steelcostdensity+mstatwind*coppercostdensity;
%mass of stator
massS=(mrotback+mrotpoles)+mrotwind+(mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)+mstatwind;
%cost of machine
costS=costrotS+coststatS;

elseif machinetype==3
%Lundell alternator
kc=(kLcoil+1)/2;
Lc=kc*L; %claw length
bpl=betapl*pi/p*R;
bp2=betap2*pi/p*R;
rpeb=kpeb*R;
if adjustkl

kfpout=.8237; %for kpf=.35
%kfpout=.05/R; %for kpf=.8;

end
rfpout=kfpout*R;
cb=rpeb-rfpout;
ca=bpl-bp2;
mcp=pi*(k2A2*(R^2)-riminA2)*(kLcoil+2*ks)*L*steeldensity;
%mass of flux plate
mfluxplate=pi*(kpeb^2-k2^2)*(R^2)*ks*L*steeldensity;
%mass of pole top side
mpoletopside=pi*(roA2-kpeb^2*(RA2))*ks*L*steeldensity*bp2/(2*tp);
%mass of field winding
mrotwind=pi*(k1A2-k2A2)*(RA2)*kLcoil*L*kpf*copperdensity;
%mass of pole top
mpoletop=(ro^2-kpebA2*(R^2))/4*(betapl+betap2)*pi/p*kc*L*steeldensity;
kA= (bpl-bp2) /R/Lc;
B=(rpeb-rfpout)/Lc;
acon=(bpl-bp2)/Lc;
bcon=(rpeb-rfpout)/Lc;
aconl=bpl-bp2;
bconl=rpeb-rfpout;
%mass of pole bottom
mpolebot=steeldensity*Lc/2/ro*((bpl+bp2)/2*rpeb^2-
aconl*(bconl^2/4+2*rfpout*bconl/3+rfpoutA2/2)-bp2*(bconlA2/3+2*rfpout*bconl/2+rfpoutA2));
%rotor cost
costrotL=(mcp+2*mfluxplate+2*mpoletopside+2*p*mpoletop+2*p*mpolebot)*steelcostdensity+mro
twind*coppercostdensity;
%mass of stator back iron
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mstatbackiron=pi*(Rout^2-rstatslotbot^2)*L*steeldensity;
%mass of stator teeth
mstatteeth=stattoothwid*(rstatslotbot-rstatin)*L*nstatteeth*steeldensity;
%mass of armature winding
mstatwind=nslots*(Lturn/2)*Aslot*kpf*copperdensity;
%mass of stator
coststatL=(mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)*steelcostdensity+mstatwind*coppercostdensity;
%cost of machine
costL=costrotL+coststatL;
%mass of machine
massL=(mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)+mstatwind+(mcp+2*mfluxplate+2*mpoletopside+2*p*mpoletop+
2*p*mpolebot)+mrotwind;
else
%HIA
%mass of rotor back iron
mrotback=pi*(rsb^2 - (rimin)A2)*(l+kHcoil)*L*steeldensity;
%mass of rotor poles
mrotpoles=pi*(ro^2-rsb^2)*L*polefrac*steeldensity;
%cost of rotor
costrotH=(mrotback+mrotpoles)*steelcostdensity;
%mass of stator yoke
mstatyoke=pi*(Rout^2-statbotrad^2)*L*(l+kHcoil)*steeldensity;
%mass of stator back iron
mstatbackiron=pi*(statbotrad^2-rstatslotbot^2)*L*steeldensity;
%mass of stator teeth
mstatteeth=stattoothwid*(rstatslotbot-rstatin)*L*nstatteeth*steeldensity;
%mass of stator winding
mstatwind=nslots*(Lturn/2)*Aslot*kpf*copperdensity;
%mass of field winding
mstatfieldwind=pi*(statbotrad^2-rstatslotbot^2)*L*kHcoil*kpf*copperdensity;
%cost of stator
coststatH=(mstatyoke+mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)*steelcostdensity+(mstatfieldwind+mstatwind
)*coppercostdensity;
%mass of machine
massH=(mrotback+mrotpoles)+(mstatyoke+mstatbackiron+mstatteeth)+(mstatfieldwind+mstatwind
);
%cost of machine
costH=costrotH+coststatH;

end

F.1.13 Approximate Back-emf Calculation

%backemfapprox.m%

%calculates approximate back-emf
function
[Eaf,validEaf]=backemfapprox(Lsdc,Lsac,loadvoltage,diodedrop,netoutputpower,Rfield,omegae
lec,Lafm)
%backemfapprox.m
%calculates backemf while ignoring armature resistance
%if Xd==Xq
% Xq=Xq-le-6;
%end

if Lsac==O
Lsac=le-6;
end

y=((2*loadvoltage+4*diodedrop) /pi)^ 2;
m=omegaelec*Lsdc;
n=omegaelec*Lsac;
r=netoutputpower./loadvoltage;
s=Rfield/loadvoltage./(omegaelec*Lafm).^2;
f=3/pi;
a=s.^2.*(m-n).^2;
b=2*r.*s.*(m-n).A2-f.A2+4*n.*y.*s.^2.*(m-n);
c=f.A2*y+r.A2.*(m-n).A2+8.*n.*y.*r.*s.*(m-n)+4.*n.A2*y.A2.*s.A2;
d=4.*n.*y.*r.^2.*(m-n)+8*n.A2*y.A2.*r.*s;
e=4.*n.^2.*y.^2.*r.^2;
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[Eafsquaredmat( :,1) =roots ([a(l) ,b(l) ,c(l) ,d(l) ,e(l)])
[Eafmat(:,1) ]=sqrt(Eafsquaredmat(:,1));
Eaf= [E];
validEaf=O;

if(all(imag(Eafmat(2, :))==O))
validEaf=1;
Eaf=Eafmat (2,:);

end

if validEaf
Xeq=m+n.* (2*y. / (Eaf .A2) -1); %equivalent reactance
powerfactor=sqrt(y./Eaf.^2);
end

F.1.14 Exact Back-emf Calculation

%backemf exac t .m%

%exact calculation of back-emf

function
[Eaf,validEaf ,powangl=backEafexact (Lsdc, Lsac, loadvoltage, diodedrop, netoutputpower, Rfield,
Rarm, omegaelec, Lafm, Eafapprox)
r=netoutputpower. /loadvoltage;
s=Rfield/loadvoltage. / (omegaelec*Lafm).^2;
Vodp=loadvoltage/2+diodedrop;
k3=(4*Vodp/pi);
poweranglel=acos (4*Vodp/pi ./Eaf approx);
%loadvoltage
%if Xd==Xq
% Xq=Xq-le-6;
%end
%if Lsac==O
%Lsac=le-6;
%end
[Eaftemp powangtemp
validEafj=findet(omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Eafapprox,poweranglel,Rarm,r, s,k3);
Eaf=Eaftemp;
powang=powangtemp;

if validEaf==O
return

end

%findet.m%

function (Emf, thetai,validEaf}=findet (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3)
%findet.m
%uses Newton's method to determine back-emf and internal power angle
deltaEmf=l;
deltathetai=l;
f1=1;
f2=1;
h=0.0001;
iter=O;
validEaf=1;
%implements Newton's method to solve nonlinear equation
while norm(.[deltaEmf deltathetai])>.01 I norm([fl f2])>.Ol
%while norm((deltaEmf deltathetai])>.001 I norm([fl f2])>.001
iter=iter+l;

if iter>500
validEaf=O;
return;

end
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fl=getfl(omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf,thetai,Rarm,r,s,k3);
f2=getf2 (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r,s,k3);

dflbydEmf=cendiff (1,1,omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3,h);
dflbydthetai=cendiff (1,2,omegaelec, Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3,h);
df2bydEmf=cendiff (2, lomegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3,h);
df2bydthetai=cendiff (2, 2,omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r,s,k3,h);
jac=(dflbydEmf dflbydthetai; df2bydEmf df2byclthetail;

xx=inv(jac)*[-f1; -f2);
deltaEmf=xx(l);
deltathetai=xx (2);
Emf=Emf+deltaEmf;
thetai=thetai+deltathetai;
if imag(Emf)-=O I imag(thetai)-=O

validEaf=O;
return

end
end

%cendiff .m%

%approximates derivative by using central differenc
function dfdx=cendiff (f,x,omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3,h)
%cendiff .m
if f==1

if x==l
fplus=getf l (omegaelec, Lsdc,Lsac,Emf+h, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3);
fminus=getfl (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf-h, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3);

else
fplus=getfl (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai+h,Rarm,r, s,k3);
fminus=getf1 (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai-h,Rarm,r, s,k3);

end
else

if x==1
fplus=getf2 (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf+h, thetai,Rarm,r,s,k3);
fminus=getf2 (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf-h, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3);

else
fplus=getf2 (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai+h,Rarm,r,s,k3);
fminus=getf2 (omegaelec, Lsdc, Lsac, Emf, thetai-h, Rarm, r, s, k3);

end
end
dfdx=(fplus-fminus) / (2*h);

%%%%%%%%%
%getfl.m%
%%%%%%%%%
function fl=getfl (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r, s,k3)
%getfl.m
%determines first of two nonlinear equations used to determine
%backemf and internal power angle

%equivalent synchronous reactance
Xs=omegaelec* (Lsdc+Lsac. *cos(2. *thetai));
%Xs=omegaelec*Lsdc;
%equivalent armature resistance
Rs=-omegaelec*Lsac.*sin(2.*thetai)+Rarm;
R=(((Emf.A2)*Rs+k3*sqrt( (Xs.A2).*(Emf .A2-k3A2)+Rs.A2.*Emf.A2))./(Emf.^2-k3^2));
fl=3/pi*Emf/sqrt( Xs^2 + (R)A2) - r - EmfA2* s;

%getf2.m%
%%%%%%%%%
function f2=getf 2 (omegaelec,Lsdc,Lsac,Emf, thetai,Rarm,r,s,k3)
%determines second of two nonlinear equations used to determine
%backemf and internal power angle
%equivalent synchronous reactance
Xs=omegaelec* (Lsdc+Lsac. *cos (2. *thetai));
%equivalent armature resistance
Rs=-omegaelec*Lsac.*sin(2.*thetai)+Rarm;
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%power angle equation; searching for zero
R=(((Emf .A2)*Rs+k3*sqrt((Xs.^2).*(EmfJ .2-k3A2)+Rs.A2.*Emf.A2))./(Emf.^2-k3^2));
f2=tan(thetai)- Xs/(R);

F.1.15 Draw Non-salient Wound Field Alternator

%drawcs_NSWF.m%

%draws cross-section of NSWF
figure(1)
clf reset
drawcircles=0;
if drawcircles==O
subplot(121)
end
axis square
hs=drawsize;
axis([-drawsize drawsize -drawsize drawsize])
hold on
axis off
rstatout=Rout;
fill(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),rstatout*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)),'w');
line(ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
rotht=nin(3/8*(2*pi/nrotteeth*ro-rottoothwid),rottoothwid/2);
rothO=min(rottoothht/10,rotht);
y04=rottoothwid/2;
x04=rsb*cos(asin(rottoothwid/2/rsb));
x03=ro-rothO-rotht;
y03=y04;
x02=x03+rotht;
y02=y03+rotht;
xOl=ro*cos(asin(y02/ro));
yOl=y02;
rang=O;
linxl=linspace(x02,xOl);
linyl=linspace(y02,yO1);
linx2=linspace(x03,x02);
liny2=linspace(y03,y02);
linx3=linspace(x04,x03);
liny3=linspace(y04,y03);
xc=[x03,rsb*cos(linspace(asin(yO4/rsb),2*pi/nrotteeth-
asin(y04/rsb))),sqrt(xO3^2+yO3^2)*cos(linspace(2*pi/nrotteeth-
asin(y03/x03),asin(y03/x03))));
yc=[y03,rsb*sin(linspace(asin(y04/rsb),2*pi/nrotteeth-
asin(y04/rsb))),sqrt(xO3^2+y03^2)*sin(linspace(2*pi/nrotteeth-
asin(y03/x03),asin(y03/x03)))];
xcg=[xOl,x02,sqrt(x03^2+yO3^2)*cos(linspace(asin(y03/x03),1/2*2*pi/nrotteeth)),ro*cos(1/2
*2*pi/nrotteeth)];
ycg=[yOl,y02,sqrt(xO3A2+yO3A2)*sin(linspace(asin(y03/x03),1/2*2*pi/nrotteeth)),ro*sin(1/2
*2*pi/nrotteeth));
for copy=l:nrotteeth
fill(xc*cos(rang)-yc*sin(rang),yc*cos(rang)+xc*sin(rang),'y');
fill(xcg*cos(rang)-ycg*sin(rang),ycg*cos(rang)+xcg*sin(rang),'k');
fill(xcg*cos(rang)+ycg*sin(rang),-ycg*cos(rang)+xcg*sin(rang),'k');
line(ro*cos(linspace(-asin(yO2/ro)+rang,asin(yO2/ro)+rang)),ro*sin(linspace(-
asin(y02/ro)+rang,asin(y02/ro)+rang)));
line(rsb*cos(linspace(asin(y03/rsb)+rang,1/2*2*pi/nrotteeth+rang)),
rsb*sin(linspace(asin(y03/rsb)+rang,1/2*2*pi/nrotteeth+rang)));
line(rsb*cos(linspace(-asin(y03/rsb)+rang,-1/2*2*pi/nrotteeth+rang)), rsb*sin(linspace(-
asin(y03/rsb)+rang,-1/2*2*pi/nrotteeth+rang)));
line(linxl*cos(rang)-linyl*sin(rang),linyl*cos(rang)+linxl*sin(rang));
line(linxl*cos(rang)+linyl*sin(rang),-linyl*cos(rang)+linx1*sin(rang));
line(linx2*cos(rang)-liny2*sin(rang),liny2*cos(rang)+linx2*sin(rang));
line(linx2*cos(rang)+liny2*sin(rang),-liny2*cos(rang)+linx2*sin(rang));
line(linx3*cos(rang)-liny3*sin(rang),liny3*cos(rang)+linx3*sin(rang));
line(linx3*cos(rang)+liny3*sin(rang),-liny3*cos(rang)+linx3*sin(rang));
rang=rang+2*pi/nrotteeth;
end
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if drawcircles==l
rr=rotht/2;
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y31=connect2lines(xOl,yOl,x02,y02,xO3,yO3,rr); %123
x07=xa(l);
y07=ya(l);
xO8=xb(l);
y08=yb(1);
figure(1)
line(x3(1)+rr*cos(linspace(O,2*pi)),y3(1)+rr*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)))
line (x3 (1)+rr*cos(linspace(O,2*pi) ),-y3 (l)+rr*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)))
(xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connect2lines(x02,y02,x03,y03,x04,y04,rr); %234
x09=xa(l);
y09=ya(l);
xlO=xb(1);
ylO=yb(1);
figure(1);
line(x3(1)+rr*cos(linspace(O,2*pi)),y3(l)+rr*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)));
line(x3(l)+rr*cos(linspace(O,2*pi)),-y3(l)+rr*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)));
Exa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=corinecthorlinearc~xOl,yOl,x02,y02,ro,rr);
figure(1)
choice=7;
line(x3 (choice)+rr*cos(linspace(0g2*pi) ),y3 (choice)+rr*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)));
line(x3 (choice) +rr*cos (linspace(O,2*pi)) ,-y3 (choice)+rr*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)));
x05=xa(choice);
y05=ya(choice);
x06=xb(choice);
y06=yb(choice);
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y31=connecthorlinearc(x04,y04,x03,y3,rsb, (rotslotwid/3));
figure(1)
choice=1;
line (x3 (choice)+ (rotslotwid/3) *cos(linspace(O,2*pi) ),y3 (choice)+ (rotslotwid/3) *sin(linspa
ce(O,2*pi)));
line(x3 (choice)+(rotslotwid/3) *cos(linspace(O 2*pi)) ,-

y3(choice)+(rotslotwid/3)*sin(linspace(O,2*pi)));
xll=xb(choice);
yll=yb(choice);
x12=xa(choice);
y12=ya(choice);
end
ht=min (3/8* (2*pi/nstatteeth*rstatin-stattoothwid) ,stattoothwid/2);
hO=min (stattoothht/lO,ht);
y24=stattoothwid/2;
alpha=asin (stattoothwid/2/rstatsl'otbot);
x24=rstatslotbot*cos (asin (alpha));
x23=x24-stattoothht+hO+ht;
y23=y24;
x22=x23-ht;
y22=y23+ht;
y21=y22;
x21=rstatin*cos (asin (y22/rstatin));
x25=rstatslotbot*cos (l/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
y25=rstatslotbot*sin(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
x26=rstatin*cos (1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
y26=rstatin*sin (l/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
rang=O;
linx2l=linspace(x22,x21);
liny2l=linspace (y22,y21);
linx22=linspace (x23,2;
liny22=linspace (y23,y22);
linx23=linspace (x24, x23);
liny23=linspace (y24,y23);
xcoordsf=[x23,rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(asin(alpha) ,2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(alpha))) ,sqrt(x23 A2+y23A"2) *cos(linspace(2*pi/nstatteeth.
asin(y23/x23) ,asin(y231x23) ))];
ycoordsf= (y23 ,rstatslotbot*sin (linspace (asin (alpha) ,2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(alpha))) ,sqrt~x23A2+y23 A2) *sin(linspace(2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(y23/x23) ,asin(y23/x23) ))J;
xcoordsg=(x21,x22,sqrt(x23A2+y23 A2) *cos(linspace(asin(y23/x23) ,l/2*2*pi/nstatteeth)) ,x26]
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ycoordsg=[y21,y22,sqrt(x23^2+y23A2)*sin(linspace(asin(y23/x23),1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth)),y26]

for copy=l:nstatteeth
line (rstatin*cos (linspace (-
asin(y2l/rstatin)+rang,asin(y21/rstatin)+rang)) ,rstatin*sin(linspace(--
asin(y2l/rstatin)+rang,asin(y21/rstatin)+rang)));
line (rstatslotbot*cos (linspace (asin (alpha)+rang, 2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)),
rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(asin(alpha)+rang, 2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)));
line (rstatslotbot*cos (linspace (-asin (alpha)+rang, -2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)),
rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(-asin(alpha)+rang, -2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)));
line(linx2l*cos(rang)-liny21*sin(rang) ,liny2l*cos(rang)+linx2l*sin(rang));
line(linx2l*cos(rang)+liny2l*sin(rang) ,-liny2l*cos(rang)+linx21*sin(rang));
line(linx22*cos(rang)-liny22*sin(rang) ,liny22*cos(rang)+linx22*sin(rang));
line(linx22*cos(rang)+liny22*sin(rang) ,-liny22*cos (rang)+linx22*sin(rang));
line(linx23*cos(rang)-liny23*sin(rang) ,liny23*cos(rang)+linx23*sin(rang));
line(linx23*cos(rang)+liny23*sin(rang) ,-liny23*cos (rang)+linx23*sin(rang));
fill(xcoordsf*cos(rang)-ycoordsf*sin(rang),ycoordsf*cos(rang)+xcoordsf*sin(rang),'r');
fill (xcoordsg*cos(rang) -ycoordsg*sin(rang) ,ycoordsg*cos (rang)+xcoordsg*sin(rang), 'k');
fill(xcoordsg*cos(rang)+ycoordsg*sin(rang),-ycoordsg*cos(rang)+xcoordsg*sin(rang),'k');
rang=rang+2*pi /nstatteeth;
end
line(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),rstatout*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
fill ( [rstatin*cos (linspace(0, 2*pi))
ro*cos(linspace(0,2*pi))],[rstatin*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)) ro*sin(linspace(0,2*pi))],'k');
fill([ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)) ],[ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi))],'w');

%draw_sideNSWF .m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%draws a sectional cut of non-salient wound field alternator
figure (1);
if drawcircles==O
subplot (122)
end
imdim=drawsize;
axis([-l 1 -1 1]*imdim);
axis( 'square', off');
hold on;
sh=statendturnwid;
rh=2.5*(rotslotwid+rottoothwid);
rout=Rout;
rsin=rstatin;
rrout=ro;
rin=ri;
rbs=rstatslotbot;
rbr=rsb;
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[rout rout -rout -rout],'w')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/21,[rsin rsin -rsin -rsin],'k')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[rrout rrout -rrout -rrout],'w')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[rin rin -rin -rin],'w')
fill([-(L/2+sh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+sh)],(rbs rbs (rsin+hO+ht) (rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([(L/2+sh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+sh)],[rbs rbs (rsin+hO+ht) (rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([-(L/2+rh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+rh)],[(rrout-rothO-rotht) (rrout-rothO-rotht) rbr
rbr],'y')
fill([(L/2+rh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+rh)], [(rrout-rothO-rotht) (rrout-rothO-rotht) rbr rbr],'y')
fill([-(L/2+sh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+sh)], [-rbs -rbs -(rsin+hO+ht) -(rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([(L/2+sh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+sh)],[-rbs -rbs -(rsin+hO+ht) -(rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([-(L/2+rh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+rh)], [-(rrout-rothO-rotht) -(rrout-rothO-rotht) -rbr -
rbr],'y')
fill([(L/2+rh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+rh)],[-(rrout-rothO-rotht) -(rrout-rothO-rotht) -rbr -
rbr],'y')

F.1.16 Draw Salient Wound Field Alternator

%drawcs_SWF.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%draws cross-section of SWF
figure(2)
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drawcircles=O;
clf reset
if drawcircles==O
subplot(121)
end
axis square
axis([-drawsize drawsize -drawsize drawsize])
hold on
axis off
rstatout=Rout;
fill(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),rstatout*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)),'w');
line(ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
xOl=ro*cos(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p));
yOl=ro*sin(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p));
x02=xOl-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS;;%lO
y02=yOl;
x03=x02;
y03=yO2-kwindS*ro*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p);%20
x04=rsb*cos(asin(y03/rsb));
y04=y03;
x01S=x0l;
x02S=x02;
y02S=y02;
y03S=y03;
x03S=x03;
x04S=x04;
fieldcopperareaS=(y02-y03)*(x03-x04);
rang=O;
linxl=linspace(x02,xOl);
linyl=linspace(y02,yOl);
linx2=linspace(x03,x02);
liny2=linspace(y03,y02);
linx3=linspace(x04,x03);
liny3=linspace(y04,y03);

xc=[x04,x03,x02,xOl,ro*cos(linspace(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p),1/2*2*pi/(2*p))),rsb*cos(lins
pace(1/2*2*pi/(2*p),asin(y03/rsb)))];
yc=[y04, y03, y02, yOl, ro*sin(linspace(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p),1/2*2*pi/(2*p))),
rsb*sin(linspace(1/2*2*pi/(2*p),asin(y03/rsb)))];
xcw= [x04,x03,x02,x04];
ycw=[y04,y03,y02,y02];

for copy=1:2*p
line(ro*cos(linspace(-
1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p)+rang,1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p)+rang)),ro*sin(linspace(-
1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p)+rang,1/2*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p)+rang)));
line(rsb*cos(linspace(asin(y03/rsb)+rang,1/2*2*pi/(2*p)+rang)),
rsb*sin(linspace(asin(y03/rsb)+rang,1/2*2*pi/(2*p)+rang)));
line(rsb*cos(linspace(-asin(y03/rsb)+rang,-1/2*2*pi/(2*p)+rang)), rsb*sin(linspace(-
asin(y03/rsb)+rang,-1/2*2*pi/(2*p)+rang)));

fill(xc*cos(rang)-yc*sin(rang),yc*cos(rang)+xc*sin(rang),'k');
fill(xc*cos(rang)+yc*sin(rang),-yc*cos(rang)+xc*sin(rang),'k');
fill(xcw*cos(rang)-ycw*sin(rang),ycw*cos(rang)+xcw*sin(rang),'y');
fill(xcw*cos(rang)+ycw*sin(rang),-ycw*cos(rang)+xcw*sin(rang),'y');

line(linx1*cos(rang)-liny1*sin(rang),linyl*cos(rang)+linx1*sin(rang));
line(linx1*cos(rang)+linyl*sin(rang),-linyl*cos(rang)+linxl*sin(rang));
line(linx2*cos(rang)-liny2*sin(rang),liny2*cos(rang)+linx2*sin(rang));
line(linx2*cos(rang)+liny2*sin(rang),-liny2*cos(rang)+linx2*sin(rang));
line(linx3*cos(rang)-liny3*sin(rang),liny3*cos(rang)+linx3*sin(rang));
line(linx3*cos(rang)+liny3*sin(rang),-liny3*cos(rang)+linx3*sin(rang));
rang=rang+2*pi/(2*p);
end
if drawcircles==l
rr=(ro-rsb)*kwindtS/2;
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connecthorlinearc(xOl,yOl,x02,y02,ro,rr);
figure(2)
choice=7;
line(x3(choice)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(choice)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(choice)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(choice)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
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x05=xa(choice);
y05=ya(choice);
x06=xb(choice);
y06=yb(choice);

rrb=(kwindS*ro*polefrac*2*pi/(2*p))/2;
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connecthorlinearc(x04,y04,x03,y03,rsb,rrb);
figure(2)
choice=1;
line(x3(choice)+rrb*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(choice)+rrb*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(choice)+rrb*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(choice)+rrb*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x12=xa(choice);
y12=ya(choice);
x11=xb(choice);
yll=yb(choice).
x07=x02+rr;
y07=y02;
x08=x02;
y08=y02-rr;
line(x07+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y08+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x07+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-yO8+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x09=x03;
y09=y03+rr;
xlO=x03-rr;
ylO=y03;
line(xlO+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y09+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(xlO+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-yO9+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));

%draw_side_SWF.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%draws sectional cut of SWF

figure(2)
subplot(122)
%clf reset;
imdim=drawsize;
axis([--1 1 -1 1]*imdim);
axis('square','off');
hold on;
sh=statendturnwid;
rh=y02-y03;
rout=rstatout;
rsin=rstatin;
rrout=ro;
rbs=rstatslotbot;
rbr=rsb;
rin=ri;
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[rout rout -rout -rout],'w')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[rsin rsin -rsin -rsin],'k')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[rrout rrout -rrout -rrout),'w')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2,[rin rin -rin -rin],'w')
fill([-(L/2+sh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+sh)),[rbs rbs (rsin+hO+ht) (rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([(L/2+sh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+sh)],[rbs rbs (rsin+hO+ht) (rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([-(L/2+rh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+rh)},[(rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS) (rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS)
rbr rbr],'y')
fill([(L/2+rh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+rh)),[(rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS) (rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS) rbr
rbr],'y')
fill([-(L/2+sh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+sh)],[-rbs -rbs -(rsin+hO+ht) -(rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([(L/2+sh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+sh)],[-rbs -rbs -(rsin+hO+ht) -(rsin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([-(L/2+rh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+rh)],[-(rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS) -(rrout-(ro-
rsb)*kwindtS) -rbr -rbr],'y')
fill([(L/2+rh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+rh)],[-(rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS) -(rrout-(ro-rsb)*kwindtS) -
rbr -rbr],'y')
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F.1.17 Draw Lundell Alternator

%draw-csLundell.m%

%draws cross-section of Lundell

figure(3)
clf reset
%subplot (121)
axis square
axis([-drawsize drawsize -drawsize drawsize])
hold on
axis off
rfpout=kfpout*R;%80
rpeb=kpeb*R;%90
rr=3/1000;
drawcircles=O;
tp=2*pi*ro/(2*p); %only for drawing purposes
thetap=2*pi/(2*p);

rstatout=Rout;
fill(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),rstatout*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)),'w');
line(ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
xOl=ro*cos(1/2*betap3*thetap);
y01=ro*sin(1/2*betap3*thetap);
x02=rfpout*cos(asin(yOl/rfpout));
y02=yOl;
x02=rfpout*cos(1/2*betap3*thetap);
y02=rfpout*sin(1/2*betap3*thetap);
xOle=ro*cos(1/2*betapl*thetap);
yOle=ro*sin(1/2*betapl*thetap);
x02e=rpeb*cos(asin(yOle/rpeb));
y02e=yOle;
x02e=rpeb*cos(1/2*betapl*thetap);
y02e=rpeb*sin(1/2*betapl*thetap);
rang=thetap;
linx1=linspace(x02,xO);
liny1=linspace(y02,yO1);
linx1e=linspace(x02e,x01e);
linyle=linspace(yO2e,y01e);
linx2e=linspace(x02,xO2e);
liny2e=linspace(y02,yO2e);
xc=[x02,xOl,ro*cos(linspace(1/2*betapl*thetap,1/2*2*pi/(2*p))),rfpout*cos(linspace(1/2*2*
pi/(2*p),asin(y02/rfpout)))];
yc=[y02,yOl,ro*sin(linspace(1/2*betapl*thetap,1/2*2*pi/(2*p))),rfpout*sin(linspace(1/2*2*
pi/( 2*p),asin(y02/rfpout)))];
for copy=1:2*p
fill(xc*cos(rang)-yc*sin(rang),yc*cos(rang)+xc*sin(rang),'k');
fill(xc*cos(rang)+yc*sin(rang),-yc*cos(rang)+xc*sin(rang),'k');
line(rfpout*cos(linspace(asin(y02/rfpout)+rang,1/2*thetap+rang)),rfpout*sin(linspace(asin
(y02/rfpout)+rang,1/2*thetap+rang)));
line(rfpout*cos(linspace(-asin(y02/rfpout)+rang,-1/2*thetap+rang)),rfpout*sin(linspace(-
asin(y02/rfpout)+rang,-1/2*thetap+rang)));
line(ro*cos(linspace(-1/2*betap3*thetap+rang,1/2*betap3*thetap+rang)),ro*sin(linspace(-
1/2*betap3*thetap+rang,1/2*betap3*thetap+rang)));
line(linxl*cos(rang)-linyl*sin(rang),linyl*cos(rang)+linxl*sin(rang));
line(linxl*cos(rang)+linyl*sin(rang),-linyl*cos(rang)+linx1*sin(rang));
rang=rang+thetap;
end
rang=thetap;
for copy=1:p
line(rfpout*cos(linspace(-
asin(y02/rfpout)+rang,asin(y02/rfpout)+rang)),rfpout*sin(linspace(-
asin(y02/rfpout)+rang,asin(y02/rfpout)+rang)));
line(rpeb*cos(linspace(-asin(y02e/rpeb)+rang,asin(yO2e/rpeb)+rang)),rpeb*sin(linspace(-
asin(y02e/rpeb)+rang,asin(yO2e/rpeb)+rang)));
line(linxle*cos(rang)-linyle*sin(rang),linyle*cos(rang)+linxle*sin(rang));
line(linxle*cos(rang)+linyle*sin(rang),-linyle*cos(rang)+linxle*sin(rang));
line(linxle*cos(rang)-linyle*sin(rang),linyle*cos(rang)+linxle*sin(rang));
line(linxle*cos(rang)+linyle*sin(rang),-linyle*cos(rang)+linx1e*sin(rang));
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line(linx2e*cos(rang) -liny2e*sin(rang) ,liny2e*cos(rang)+linx2e*sin(rang);,
line(linx2e*cos(rang)+liny2e*sin(rang),-liny2e*cos(rang)+linx2e*sin(rang));
rang=rang+2*thetap;
end
if drawcircles==1
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connectlinearc(xOl,yOl,x02,y02,ro,rr);
figure(3)
ind=5;
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x03=xa(ind);
y03=ya(ind);
x04=xb(ind);
y04=yb(ind);
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connectlinearc(x02,y02,xOl,yOl,rfpout,rr);
figure(3)
ind=9;
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x06=xa(ind);
y06=ya(ind);
x05=xb(ind);
y05=yb(ind);
ind=7;
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x09=xb(ind);
y09=yb(ind);
xlO=xa(ind);
ylO=ya(ind);

[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connectlinearc(xOle,y0le,xO2e,yO2e,ro,rr);
figure(3)
ind=5;
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x03e=xa(ind);
y03e=ya(ind);
x04e=xb(ind);
y04e=yb(ind);
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connectlinearc(xO2e,yO2e,x0le,y0le,rpeb,rr);
figure(3)
ind=7;
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(ind)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(ind)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x06e=xa(ind);
y06e=ya(ind);
x05e=xb(ind);
y05e=yb(ind);
end
rstatin=R+g/2;
nstatteeth=2*p*6;
realstattoothfrac=toothfrac;
toothwidth=2*pi/nstatteeth*(ro+rstatin)/2*realstattoothfrac;
rstatslotbot=R*(l+kslotstat);
rstatout=Rout;
stattoothwid=realstattoothfrac*2*pi/nstatteeth*(ro+rstatin)/2;
statslotwid=1/2*( rstatin*(2*pi/nstatteeth-2*asin(stattoothwid/2/rstatin)) +
rstatslotbot*(2*pi/nstatteeth-2*asin(stattoothwid/2/rstatslotbot)));
theta=asin(statslotwid/(statslotwid+stattoothwid));
statendturnwid=(3*stattoothwid+2.5*statslotwid)*tan(theta)+statslotwid;
stattoothht=rstatslotbot-rstatin;
ht=min(3/8*(2*pi/nstatteeth*rstatin-stattoothwid),stattoothwid/2);
hO=min(stattoothht/10,ht);
y24=stattoothwid/2;
alpha=asin(stattoothwid/2/rstatslotbot);
x24=rstatslotbot*cos(asin(alpha));
x23=x24-stattoothht+hO+ht;
y23=y24;
x22=x23-ht;
y22=y23+ht;
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y2l=y22;
x21=rstatin*cos(asin(y22/rstatin));
x25=rstatslotbot*cos(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
y25=rstatslotbot*sin(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
x26=rstatingcos (1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
y26=rstatin*sin(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
rang=O,
linx21=linspace(x22,x21);
liny2l=linspace(y22,y21);
linx22=linspace(x23,x22);
liny22=linspace (y23, y22 );
linx23=linspace(x24,x23);
liny23=linspace(y24,y23);
xcoordsf=[x23,rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(asin(alpha),2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(alpha))),sqrt(x23A2+y23A2)*cos(linspace(2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(y23/x23),asin(y23/x23)))j;
ycoordsf=[y23,rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(asin(alpha),2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(alpha))),sqrt(x23^2+y23^2)*sin(linspace(2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(y23/x23),asin(y23/x23)))];
xcoordsg=[x21,x22,sqrt(x23A2+y23^2)*cos(linspace(asin(y23/x23),1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth)),x26]

ycoordsg=[y21,y22,sqrt(x23^2+y23^2)*sin(linspace(asin(y23/x23),1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth)),y26]

for copy=l:nstatteeth
line(rstatin*cos(linspace(-
asin(y21/rstatin)+rang,asin(y21/rstatin)+rang)),rstatin*sin(linspace(-
asin(y21/rstatin)+rang,asin(y21/rstatin)+rang)));
line(rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(asin(alpha)+rang,2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)),
rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(asin(alpha)+rang,2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)));
line(rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(-asin(alpha)+rang,-2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)),
rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(-asin(alpha)+rang,-2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)));
line(linx2l*cos(rang)-liny2l*sin(rang),liny2l*cos(rang)+linx2l*sin(rang));
line(linx21*cos(rang)+1iny21*sin(rang),-liny2l*cos(rang)+linx2l*sin(rang));
line(linx22*cos(rang)-liny22*sin(rang),liny22*cos(rang)+linx22*sin(rang));
line(linx22*cos(rang)+liny22*sin(rang),-liny22*cos(rang)+linx22*sin(rang));
line(linx23*cos(rang)-liny23*sin(rang),liny23*cos(rang)+linx23*sin(rang));
line(linx23*cos(rang)+liny23*sin(rang),-liny23*cos(rang)+linx23*sin(rang));
fill(xcoordsf*cos(rang)-ycoordsf*sin(rang),ycoordsf*cos(rang)+xcoordsf*sin(rang),'r');
fill(xcoordsg*cos(rang)-ycoordsg*sin(rang),ycoordsg*cos(rang)+xcoordsg*sin(rang),'k');
fill(xcoordsg*cos(rang)+ycoordsg*sin(rang),-ycoordsg*cos(rang)+xcoordsg*sin(rang),'k');
rang=rang+2*pi/nstatteeth;
end
line(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),rstatout*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
fill([rstatin*cos(linspace(0,2*pi))
ro*cos(linspace(0,2*pi))],[rstatin*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)) ro*sin(linspace(0,2*pi))],'k');
fill([ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)) ],[ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi))],'w');

%drawsideLundell.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%draws sectional cut of Lundell
figure(3);
%subplot(122);

%sideview.m
%sectional view of machine
%clf reset;
axis square
axis off
axis([-drawsize drawsize -drawsize drawsize])
hold on;
samescale=l;
interstacklen=kLcoil*L;
stacklen=L/2;
innerrad=ri;
endturnwid=statendturnwid;
pp=p;
rottoprad=ro;
stattoprad=rstatin;
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fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2,-L/2],[rstatin rstatin rstatout rstatout] 'w)
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],-[rstatin rstatin rstatout rstatout],'w')
sh=statendturnwid;
fill([-(L/2+sh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+sh)],[rstatslotbot rstatslotbot (rstatin+hO+h
(rstatin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([(L/2+sh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+sh)],[rstatslotbot rstatslotbot (rstatin+h+ht)
(rstatin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([-(L/2+sh) -L/2 -L/2 -1*(L/2+sh)),-[rstatslotbot rstatslotbot (rstatin+hO+ht)
(rstatin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([(L/2+sh) L/2 L/2 (L/2+sh)],-[rstatslotbot rstatslotbot (rstatin+h+ht)
(rstatin+hO+ht)],'r')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[ro ro rstatin rstatin],'k')
fill([-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],-[ro ro rstatin rstatin],'k')
fill(kLcoil*[-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],[k2*R k2*R kl*R kl*R],ly')
fill(kLcoil*[-L/2 L/2 L/2 -L/2],-[k2*R k2*R kl*R kl*R],'y')
fill([-kLcoil*L/2 kLcoil*L/2 kLcoil*L/2 (kLcoil/2+ks)*L (kLcoil/2+ks)*L -(kLcoil/2+ks)*L
-(kLcoil/2+ks)*L L/2 L/2 -kLcoil*L/21,[k2*R k2*R kfpout*R kfpout*R ri ri ro ro kpeb*R
kfpout*R],'w');
if mod(p,2)==O
fill([-kLcoil*L/2 kLcoil*L/2 kLcoil*L/2 (kLcoil/2+ks)*L (kLcoil/2+ks)*L -(kLcoil/2+ks)*L
-(kLcoil/2+ks)*L L/2 L/2 -kLcoil*L/2),-[k2*R k2*R kfpout*R kfpout*R ri ri ro ro kpeb*R
kfpout*R],'w');
else
fill(-[-kLcoil*L/2 kLcoil*L/2 kLcoil*L/2 (kLcoil/2+ks)*L (kLcoil/2+ks)*L -(kLcoil/2+ks)*L
-(kLcoil/2+ks)*L L/2 L/2 -kLcoil*L/2],-[k2*R k2*R kfpout*R kfpout*R ri ri ro ro kpeb*R
kfpout*R],'w');
end
fill([-(kLcoil/2+ks)*L (kLcoil/2+ks)*L (kLcoil/2+ks)*L -(kLcoil/2+ks*L],[-ri -ri ri
ri],'w')
totallen=kLcoil*L+2*ks*L;

F.1.18 Draw Homopolar Inductor Alternator

%draw-csHIA.m%

%draws cross-section of homopolar inductor alternator

figure(4)
clf reset
drawcircles=O;
if drawcircles==O
subplot(121)
end
axis square
axis off
axis([-drawsize drawsize -drawsize drawsize])
hold on
rstatout=Rout;
fill(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),rstatout*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)),'w');
line(ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
xOl=ro*cos(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p);
yOl=ro*sin(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p);
x02=rsb*cos(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p);
y02=rsb*sin(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p);
rang=O;
linxl=linspace(x02,xOl);
linyl=linspace(y02,yOl);
for copy=l:p
line(ro*cos(linspace(-
1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang,1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang)),ro*sin(linspace(-
1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang,1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang)));
line(rsb*cos(linspace(l/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang,2*pi/(2*p)+rang)),
rsb*sin(linspace(1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang,2*pi/(2*p)+rang)));
line(rsb*cos(linspace(-1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang,-2*pi/(2*p)+rang)), rsb*sin(linspace(-
1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p+rang,-2*pi/(2*p)+rang)));
line(linx1*cos(rang)-liny1*sin(rang),liny1*cos(rang)+linx1*sin(rang));
line(linx1*cos(rang)+liny1*sin(rang),-liny1*cos(rang)+linx1*sin(rang));
if polefrac<1/2
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radc=[rsb, ro, ro, rsb];
anglec=[1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p 1/2*polefrac*2*pi/p 1/2*2*pi/2/p 1/2*2*pi/2/p];
diff=1/2*2*pi/2/p-l/2*polefrac*2*pi/p;
fill (radc.*cos (anglec+rzang)sradc. *sin (anglec+rang), 'k')
fill (radc.*cos (-anglec+rang) , radc.*sin (-anglec+rang),' kl)
fill(radc.*cos((anglec+diff)+rang),radc.*sin((anglec+diff)+rang),'k')
fill(radc.*cos(-(anglec+diff)+rang) ,radc.*sin(- (anglec+diff)+rang), 'k')
end
rang=rang+2*pi/p;
end
if drawcircles==1
rr= (ro-rsb) /4;
[xa,yaxb,yb,x3,y3]=connectlinearc(xOl,yOl,x02,y02,ro,rr);
figure(4)
line(x3(1)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(1)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(l)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(1)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x03=xa(l);
y03=ya(l);
x04=xb(l);
y04=yb(l);

rr=(ro-rsb)/2;
[xa,ya,xb,yb,x3,y3]=connectlinearc(x02,y02,xOl,yOl,rsb,rr);
figure(4)
line(x3(9)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),y3(9)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
line(x3(9)+rr*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),-y3(9)+rr*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
x06=xa(13);
y06=ya(13);
xO5=xb(9);
y05=yb(9);
end
ht=min(3/8*(2*pi/nstatteeth*rstatin-stattoothwid),stattoothwid/2);
hO=min(stattoothht/10,ht);

y24=stattoothwid/2;
alpha=asin(stattoothwid/2/rstatslotbot);
x24=rstatslotbot*cos(asin(alpha));
x23=x24-stattoothht+hO+ht;
y23=y24;
x22=x23-ht;
y22=y23+ht;
y21=y22;
x21=rstatin*cos(asin(y22/rstatin));
x25=rstatslotbot*cos(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
y25=rstatslotbot*sin(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
x26=rstatin*cos(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
y26=rstatin*sin(1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth);
rang=O;
linx21=linspace(x22,x21);
liny21=linspace(y22,y21);
linx22=linspace(x23,x22);
liny22=linspace(y23,y22);
linx23=linspace(x24,x23);
liny23=linspace(y24,y23);
xcoordsf=[x23,rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(asin(alpha),2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(alpha))),sqrt(x23A2+y23^2)*cos(linspace(2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(y23/x23),asin(y23/x23)))1;
ycoordsf=[y23,rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(asin(alpha),2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(alpha))),sqrt(x23A2+y23^2)*sin(linspace(2*pi/nstatteeth-
asin(y23/x23),asin(y23/x23)))1;
xcoordsg=[x21,x22,sqrt(x23A2+y23A2)*cos(linspace(asin(y23/x23),1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth)),x26]

ycoordsg=[y21,y22,sqrt(x23A2+y23A2)*sin(linspace(asin(y23/x23),1/2*2*pi/nstatteeth)),y26]

for copy=l:nstatteeth
line(rstatin*cos(linspace(-
asin(y21/rstatin)+rang,asin(y21/rstatin)+rang)),rstatin*sin(linspace(-
asin(y21/rstatin)+rang,asin(y21/rstatin)+rang)));
line(rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(asin(alpha)+rang,2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)),
rstatslotbot*sin(linspace(asin(alpha)+rang,2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)));
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line(rstatslotbot*cos(linspace(-asin(alpha)+rang, -2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)),
rstatslotbot*sin (linspace (-asin (alpha)+rang, -2*pi/2/nstatteeth+rang)));
line(linx2l*cos(rang) -liny21*sin(rang) ,liny2l*cos(rang)+linx2l*sin(rang))
line(linx2l*cos(rang)+liny2l*sin(rang) , -liny2l*cos(rang)+linx21*sin(rang)),
line (linx22*cos (rang) -liny22*sin (rang) ,liny22*cos (rang)+linx22*sinf(rang) )t
line (linx22*cos (rang)+liny22*sin (rang) ,-liny22*cos (rang)+1iux22*sin (rang));
line(linx23*cos (rang) -liny23*sin (rang) ,liny23*cos(fadg)+linx23*sin (rang)),;
line(linx23*cos(rang)+liny23*sin(rang),-liny23*cos(rang)+linx23*sin(rang));

fill(xcoordsf*cos(rang)-ycoordsf*sin(rang),ycoordsf*cos(rang)+xcoordsf*sin(rang),'r').;
fill (xcoordsg*cos (rang) -ycoordsg*sin (rang) ,ycoordsg*cos (rang)+xcoordsg*sin (rang), 'k');
fill(xcoordsg*cos(rang)+ycoordsg*sin(rang),-ycoordsg*cos(rang)+xcoordsg*sin(rang),'k');
rang=rang+2*pi/nstatteeth;
end
line(rstatout*cos(linspace(0,2*pi));rstatout*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)));
fill([rstatin*cos(linspace(O,2*pi))
ro*cos(linspace(0,2*pi))],[rstatin*sin(linspace(0,2*pi)) ro*sin(linspace(0,2*pi))], 'k);
fill([ri*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)) ],[ri*sin(linspace(0,2*pi))],'w');
%statbotrad=R*(l+kslotstat+kbi);
line(statbotrad*cos(linspace(0,2*pi)),statbotrad*sin(linspace(0,2*pi));

%drawside_HIA.m%

%draws sectional cut of homopolar inductor alternator

figure(4);
subplot(122);
%sideview.m
%sectional view of machine
%clf reset;
axis square
axis off
%imagesize=1000;
axis([-drawsize drawsize -drawsize drawsize])
hold on;
samescale=l;
interstacklen=kHcoil*L;
stacklen=L/2;
innerrad=ri;
endturnwid=statendturnwid;
pp=p;
rottoprad=ro;
stattoprad=rstatin;
rotslotbotrad=rsb;
outerrad=rstatout;
statslotbotrad=rstatslotbot;
halfshaftlen=(interstacklen+2*stacklen)/2;
halfinterstacklen=interstacklen/2;
fill([-halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -halfshaftlen],[-outerrad -outerrad
outerrad outerrad],'k')
fill([-halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -halfshaftlen],[-innerrad -innerrad
innerrad innerrad], 'w)
fill([-halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -halfinterstacklen -halfinterstacklen -
halfshaftlen],[innerrad innerrad rotslotbotrad rotslotbotrad rottoprad rottoprad],'w')
line(-ones(1,100)*halfshaftlen,linspace(rottoprad,stattoprad))
line(ones(1,100)*halfshaftlen,linspace(rotslotbotrad,stattoprad))
if (mod(pp,2)==0)

fill([-halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -halfinterstacklen -halfinterstacklen
-halfshaftlen),[-innerrad -innerrad -rotslotbotrad -rotslotbotrad -rottoprad -
rottoprad],.'w')

line(ones(1,100)*halfshaftlen,linspace(-rotslotbotrad,-stattoprad));
line(-ones(1,100)*halfshaftlen,linspace(-rottoprad,-stattoprad));

else
fill([-halfshaftlen halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -

halfshaftlen],(-rotslotbotrad -rotslotbotrad -rottoprad -rottoprad -innerrad -
innerrad],'w')

line(-ones(1,100)*halfshaftlen,linspace(-rotslotbotrad,-stattoprad));
line(ones(1,100)*halfshaftlenlinspace(-rottoprad,-stattoprad));

end
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fill((halfinterstacklen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfinterstacklen],[stattoprad
stattoprad statbotrad statbotrad],'w')
fill([halfinterstacklen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfinterstacklen],[-stattoprad -
stattoprad -statbotrad -statbotrad],'w')
fill([-halfinterstacklen -halfshaftlen -halfshaftlen -halfinterstacklen],[stattoprad
stattoprad statbotrad statbotrad, 'w')
fill([-halfinterstacklen -halfshaftlen -halfshaftlen -halfinterstacklen],[-stattoprad -
stattoprad -statbotrad -statbotrad],'w')
fill([-halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -halfshaftlen],[statbotrad statbotrad
outerrad outerrad],'w')
fill([-halfshaftlen halfshaftlen halfshaftlen -halfshaftlen],[-statbotrad -statbotrad -
outerrad -outerrad],'w')
fill([-halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen -
halfinterstacklen],[statslotbotrad statslotbotrad statbotrad statbotrad],'y')
fill([-halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen -halfinterstacklen],[-
statslotbotrad -statslotbotrad -statbotrad -statbotrad],'y')
fill([-halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen -
halfinterstacklen],[(stattoprad+hO+ht) (stattoprad+h0+ht) statslotbotrad
statslotbotrad],'r')
fill([-halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen halfinterstacklen -halfinterstacklenj,[-
(stattoprad+hO+ht) -(stattoprad+hO+ht) -statslotbotrad -statslotbotrad],'r')
fill([halfshaftlen halfshaftlen+endturnwid halfshaftlen+endturnwid
halfshaftlen],[(stattoprad+hO+ht) (stattoprad+hO+ht) statslotbotrad statslotbotrad],'r')
fill([-halfshaftlen -(halfshaftlen+endturnwid) -(halfshaftlen+endturnwid) -
halfshaftlen,[(stattoprad+hO+ht) (stattoprad+hO+ht) statslotbotrad statslotbotrad, 'r')
fill((halfshaftlen halfshaftlen+endturnwid halfshaftlen+endturnwid halfshaftlen],[-
(stattoprad+hO+ht) -(stattoprad+h+ht) -statslotbotrad -statslotbotrad],'r')
fill([-halfshaftlen -(halfshaftlen+endturnwid) -(halfshaftlen+endturnwid) -
halfshaftlen,[-(stattoprad+hO+ht) -(stattoprad+hO+ht) -statslotbotrad -
statslotbotrad],'r')
totallength=interstacklen+2*stacklen;

F.2 PCB Transformer Code
F.2.1 PCB Transformer Output Versus Frequency
%analyzepcbvsf .m%

%determines output performance of pcb transformer as frequency is varied
method=2;
%1 picks freq for you given current you want
%2 picks current given frequency you have
withC4=0;
useknownparams=1;
withrectifier=1;
wresonancecap=0;
type=12;
filtertype=2; %1= constant current %2=constant voltage
accuracy=1; %1=no diode; 2=with diode; 3=with diode and resistor
simplify=0;
halfbridge=0; %1=halfbridge, 0=fullbridge
finterest=112.36e3;
finterest=400e3;
plottype='r'; %y,m,c,r,g,b,w,k,.,x+*sdv^<>ph-:-,-
f=linspace(1e3,1e6,1000); %frequencies for evaluation
sigma=5.8e7;%4.45e7; %copper conductivity
inchtom=2.54/100; %inch to meter conversion factor
miltom=25.4e-6; %mil to meter conversion factor
Di=2.4385*inchtom; %outer diameter of bobbin
Do=3.4555*inchtom; %inner diameter of bobbin
Nfield=65; %number of field turns
wfoil=23e-3; %width of copper foil
tfoil=6.2*miltom; %thickness of copper foil
%Rinterest=Nfield*pi*(Do+Di)/2/sigma/wfoil/tfoil; %field winding resistance
Rinterest=.0902;
Ifieldreqd=18
Jpredict=Ifieldreqd/(wfoil*tfoil); %field winding current density
plotall=0;
plotnone=0;
diodedrop=0.35;%rectifier diode drop : schottky diodes
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if useknownparams
C12=3.2630e-011; %calculated
n=4/2;
Lp=0.969e-6;
Lsec=0.307e-6;
Mps=(2.043e-6-(Lp+Lsec))/2;
aO=0.0494
al=2.9861e-007
a2=-5.5736e-013
a3=6.6569e-019
a4=-2.7291e-025
bO=0 .0321
bl=8.2500e-008
b2=-1.1362e-013
b3=1.1968e-019
b4=-4.3914e-026
Rp=aO+al*f+a2*(f.A2)+a3* (f.A3)+a4*(f.A4);
Rs=bO+bl*f+b2*(f.^2)+b3*(f.^3)+b4* (f.A4);
end
k=Mps/sqrt (Lp*Lsec); %coupling coefficient
Llkp=Lp-n*Mps; %primdry leakage inductance
Llks=Lsec-(1/n)*Mps; %secondary leakage inductance
C1=0;
fresonantdesired=finterest;
Rinterest=0.0902
Rfield=Rinterest;
Vd=diodedrop;
if halfbridge
Vgainmagdes=(Ifdes*Rfield+2*diodedrop) / (14/2);
else
Vgainmagdes= (Ifdes*Rfield+2*diodedrop) / (14/1);
end
Mpsprime=n*Mps; %mutual inductance reflected to primary-side
Rsprime=(n^2)*Rs; %secondary winding resistance reflected to primary side
Llksprime=(nA2)*Llks; %secondary leakage inductance reflected to primary side
Leq2=parinp([Llkp Mpsprimel)+Llksprime; %simple circuit equivalent inductance value
Leq=Leq2/ (nA2);
C12prime=C12/n;
if wresonancecap
Ceqdesired=1/Leq2/ (2*pi*fresonantdesired)^2;
C2primedesired=ceqdesired-Cl2prime;
C2=nA2*C2primedesired-(1-n)*Cl;
else
C2=0;%le-9;
end
C1=0;
if halfbridge
Vp=4/pi*(14/2); %half-bridge inverter
else
Vp=4/pi*(14/1); %full-bridge inverter
end
Clprime=Cl+ (n-i) /n*C12;
C2prime=1/ (nA2) *C2+ (1-n) / (n^2) *C12;
if simplify

C12=0;
C1=0;
C2=0;
Clprime=0;
C2prime=0;
C12prime=0;
Rp=O*ones(l,size(f,2));
Rs=0*ones(1,size(f,2));
Rsprime=Rs* (nA2);
end

%paper check
if withrectifier

Rload=((pi^2)/8)*Rfield;
else

Rload=Rfield;
end
omega=2*pi*f;
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s=j*omega;
%paper formulas
Xl=Rp+s*Llkp;
X2=Rsprime+s*Lksprime;
Y1=X2.*(1./Xl+1./(s*Mpsprime))+1;
Y2=1./X2+s*Cl2prime+s*C2prime+l/ ( (n^2) *Rload);
Y=1li/X2+Yl.*Y2 :
A= (s*Cl2prime+X2. /Xl.*Y2)./Y;
Vgain=(l./X1+s.*Cl2prime.*Yl)./(n*Y);
Zin=l./(s*Cl2prime.*(1-n*Vgain)+(1-A)./X1+s*Clprime);
Vgainmag=sqrt( (real(Vgain) .^2)+imag (Vgain) .A2);
Zinmag=sqrt( (real(Zin) .A2)+imag(Zin) .^2);
Ceq=C2prime+Cl2prime;
sarray=s; %omega frequencies
C3prime=0;
V4=0;
ZC3prime=O;
C4=0;
%thesis formulas
for count=1 size (omega, 2)
s=sarray(count);
whyl=s*Clprime;
whyM=1/ (s*Mpsprime);
if simplify
why2=0;
why12=0;
else
why2=s*C2prime;
why12=s*C12prime;
end
whyll=1/ (Rp(count)+s*Llkp);
whyl2=1/ (Rsprime (count)+s*Llksprime);
why3=s*C3prime;
whyL= (1/ (nA2)'*Rload);
why3L=1/ (ZC3prime+( (nA2) *Rload));
why3L=le6;
why4=s*C4;
%zl=l/whyl;
zM=1/whyM;
if simplify why2==O
z2=inf;
else
z2=1/why2;
end
if simplify j whyl2==O
z12=inf;
else
z12=1/why12;
end
zll=l/whyll;
zl2=1/whyl2;
whymatrix= [whyll+whyl2+whyM -whyl2; -whyl2 whyl2+whyl2+why2];
gainvector=inv (whymatrix) * [whyll; whyl2];
Voc=Vp*gainvector (2);
whymatrix2=[whyll whyl2;-whyl2 whyl2+whyl2+why2];
gainvector2=inv (whymatrix2) * [whyll+whyl;whyl2];
Voc2=Vp*gainvector2 (2);
Zout(count)=parimp([ (parimp([zll zM])+zl2) z2 zl2])/(nA2);
Lout(count)=imag(Zout (count)) /omega(count);
Rout(count)=real(Zout (count));
Vocarray(count)=abs (Voc) /n;
end
if wresonancecap
resonantfreq=l/ (2*pi* (sqrt(Leq*Ceq))); %no load
end
Pin=Vp^2*real (1. /Zin);
Pout= ( (Vgainmag*Vp) .A2) /Rload;
eff=(Vgainmag.^2)/Rload./real(l./Zin);
Vs=Vgainmag*Vp;
Is=Vs/Rload;
Vsourceold=Vp*Mpsprime/ (Mpsprime+Llkp) /n;
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Vsource=Vocarray;
if withrectifier
if filtertype==1
[VRfield,Ifield]=Voincclfun(Vsource,Vd,omegaLoutRfield,Rout,accuracy type);
elseif filtertype==2
if accuracy==1
If ield=2/pi./omega.*Vsource./Lout. /sqrt(l+ (8*Rfield/ (piA2) ./omega. /Lout) .A2); %no diode
VRfield=Ifield*Rfield;
elseif accuracy==2
VRfield= 1./(64*RfieldA2.+omega.A2.*Lout.^2*pi^4) .*(-
128*Vd*Rfield+2. * (64.*Vsource.^2*piA2*Rfield^2.+omega^2.*Lout.^2*pi^6.*Vsource.A2--
64.*omega.^2.*Lout.A2*pi^4*VdA2) .A(1/2)) .*Rfield; %with diode
for count=l:size(VRfield)
if VRfield(count)<O
VRfield(count) =0;
end
end
Ifield=VRfield/Rfield;
elseif accuracy==3
VRfield=
1/2./(64*Rfield^2+16*Rfield*pi^2.*Rout+pi^4.*Rout.A2.+omega.^2.*Lout.^2*piA4).*(-
256*Rfield*Vd-
32*Vd*piA2.*Rout+4.*(64*Vsource.^2*piA2*RfieldA2+16*Rfield*piA4.*Rout.*Vsource.A2+pi^6 *R
out.A2.*Vsource.A2.+omega.^2.*Lout.A2*pi6.*Vsource.A2-
64*omega.^2.*Lout.A2*piA4*VdA2).A(1/2))*Rfield; %with diode and source resistor
for count=1 size (VRfield)
if VRfield(count)<O
VRfield(count)=0;
end
end
Ifield=VRfield/Rfield;
end
end
else
VRfield=Vs;
Ifield=Is;
end
Pout2= (VRfield) .A2/Rfield;
if plotall
figure (1)
hold on
if filtertype==1

plot (f,Vocarray, ':')
else

plot(f,Vocarray)
end

xlabel ('Frequency (hz)')
ylabel('Open circuit voltage (V)')
figure (2)
hold on
if filtertype==1

plot(f,Lout,':')
else

plot (f , Lout)
end
xlabel('Frequency (hz) ')
ylabel ('Impedance (ohms)')
figure(3)
hold on
if filtertype==l

plot(f,Rout,':')
else
plot (f,Rout)

end
xlabel('Frequency (hz)')
ylabel('Rout (ohms)')
end
if -plotnone
figure(4)
hold on
if filtertype==1
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plot(f,Ifield,':')
else

plot (f, If ield)
end
xlabel('Frequency (hz)')
ylabel('Current (A)')
figure(5)
hold on
if filtertype==1

NIfield=Ifield.*Nfield;
plot(f,NIfield,':')

else
NIfield=Ifield. *Nfield;
plot (f, NIfield)

end
('Frequency (hz)')
ylabel( 'Ampere turns')
end
if method==1
[fdifference, fdesindex]=min(abs(Ifield-Ifieldreqd));
elseif method==2
[fdifference, fdesindexl=min(abs(f-f interest));
end
secondaryvoltage=Vs (fdesindex)
outputvoltage=VRfield ( fdesindex)
fieldcurrent=Ifield(fdesindex)
T=1/f(fdesindex);
if halfbridge
vm=(14/2);
else
vm=(14/1); %full-bridge
end
deltaim=vm*T/Mpsprime/4 %change in magnetizing current
if filtertype==1
primcurideal= (1/n) *fieldcurrent; %square wave amplitude
primcurpeak=deltaim+primcurideal
irmsmosfet=primcurideal*sqrt (1+(1/3)*((deltaim/primcurideal) A2))

elseif filtertype==2
primcurideal=(1/n)*fieldcurrent*pi/2; %sinusoidal amplitude
primcurpeak=sqrt ((8/ (pi^2) *deltaim)^A2+primcuridealA2)
irmsmosfet=primcurpeak/sqrt (2)
end
fsw=f(fdesindex)
junctiontemp
pcbeff
legend('Capacitor filter','Inductor filter')

F.2.2 PCB Transformer Output Versus Frequency and Field Resistance

%analyzepcbvsfvsr.m%

%analyzes pcb output performance versus frequency and number of field turns
%now assuming constant current or constant voltage load and not oversimplified model used
before
%Rp and Rs varying with frequency as measured
method=1;
%1 picks freq for you given current you want
%2 picks current given frequency you have
withC4=0;
useknownparams=l;
withrectifier=l;
wresonancecap=O;
type=12;
halfbridge=O; %1=halfbridge, O=fullbridge
filtertype=2; %1= constant current %2=constant voltage
modratm=1; %modify Rfield according to measurement
accuracy=1; %1=no diode; 2=with diode; 3=with diode and resistor
simplify=0;
fixturns=1;
fixfreq=O;
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plottype='b'; %y,m,c,r,g,b,w,k,.,x+*sdv^<>ph-:-,-
switchlosstype=1; %1=tim, 2=datasheet approx
f=linspace(10e3,1e6,82);
sigma=5.8e7;
inchtom=2.54/100;
miltom=25.4e-6;
Di=2.4385*inchtom;
Do=3.4555*inchtom;
Nfield=65;
wfoil=23e-3;
tfoil=6.2*miltom;
R5mil=65*pi*(Do+Di)/2/(wfoil*5*miltom)/sigma;
Rinterest=Nfield*pi*(Do+Di)/2/sigma/wfoil/tfoil;
Ifieldreqd=20;
Jpredict=Ifieldreqd/(wfoil*tfoil);
plotall=0;
plotnone=0;
diodedrop=0.35;%0.25; %0.7 default
Rdson=17.5e-3;
Ro=0.041825;
Ri=0.026095;
L=0.03022;
inchtom=2.54/100;
miltom=25.4e-6;
Di=2.4385*inchtom;
Do=3.4555*inchtom;
Ri=Di/2;
Ro=Do/2;
W=Ro-Ri;
L=23e-3;
tfoilkap=1*miltom; %insulation thickness
Nffarray=linspace(51,132,132-51+1);
numresistorval=size(Nffarray,2);
kpffarray=(W-tfoilkap*Nffarray)/W; %assuming no kapton in sides, single side
Rfieldarray= (Nffarray.A2) *pi* (Ro+Ri) /sigma. /kpffarray/W/L;
if modratm

Rfieldarray=Rfieldarray*.0902/.0661661; end
impliedcuthick=W. /Nffarray-tfoilkap;

if useknownparams
C12=3.2630e-011; %calculated
n=4/2;
Lp=0.969e-6;
Lsec=0.307e-6;
Mps=(2.043e-6-(Lp+Lsec))/2;
aO=0.0494 %4:2
al=2.9861e-007
a2=-5.5736e-013
a3=6.6569e-019
a4=-2.7291e-025
bO=0.0321
b1=8.2500e-008
b2=-1.1362e-013
b3=1.1968e-019
b4=-4.3914e-026
Rp=aO+al*f+a2*(f.A2)+a3*(f.^3)+a4*(f.^4);
Rs=bO+bl*f+b2*(f.A2)+b3*(f.A3)+b4*(f.A4);
end
k=Mps/sqrt(Lp*Lsec);
Llkp=Lp-n*Mps;
Llks=Lsec-(1/n)*Mps;
C1=0;
fresonantdesired=finterest;
Rinterest=0.0902;
Rfield=Rinterest;
Vd=diodedrop;
Vgainmagdes=(Ifdes*Rfield+2*diodedrop)/(14/2);
Mpsprime=n*Mps;
Rsprime=(nA2)*Rs;
Llksprime=(nA2)*Llks;
for Rfieldindex=1:numresistorval
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Rfield=Rfieldarray(Rfieldindex);
Leq2=par'imp ( [Llkp Mpsprime) )+Llksprime;
Leq=Leq2/ (n^2);
C12prime=C12/n;
if wresonancecap
Ceqdesired=1/Leq2/ (2*pi*fresonantdesired)A2;
C2primedesired=Ceqdesired-Cl2prime;
C2=n^2*C2primedesired- (1-n) *C1;
else
C2=0;
end
C1=o;
if halfbridge
Vp=4/pi* (14/2); else

Vp=4/pi* (14/1);
end
Clprime=C1+ (n-1) /n*C12;
C2prime=1/ (nA2) *C2+ (1-n) / (nA2) *C12;
if simplify

C12=0;
C10;
C2=0;
Clprime=O;
C2prime=O;
C12prime=O;
Rp=O*ones (1, size(f,2) );
Rs=O*ones(1,size(f,2));
Rsprime=Rs* (nA2);
end

if withrectifier
Rload=((pi^2)/8)*Rfield;

else
Rload=Rfield;
end

omega=2*piw f;
s=j*omega;
X1=Rp+s*Llkp;
X2=Rsprime+s*Llksprime;
Y1=X2.*(l./X1+1./(s*Mpsprime) )+1;
Y2=1./X2+s*Cl2prime+s*C2prime+1/ ( (n^2) *Rload);
Y=-1./X2+Yl.*Y2;
A=(s*Cl2prime+X2./X1.*Y2)./Y;
Vgain=(1./Xl+s.*Cl2prime.*Y1) ./(n*Y);
Zin=l./ (s*Cl2prime.* (1-n*Vgain)+ (1-A) ./X1+s*Clprime);
Vgairunag=sqrt ((real (Vgain) .^2) +imag(Vgain) .A2);
Zinmag=sqrt( (real (Zin) .A2)+imag(Zin) .^2);
Ceq=C2prime+Cl2prime;
sarray=s;
C3prime=O;
V4=0;
ZC3prime=O;
C4=0;
for count=1 size (omega, 2)
s=sarray(count);
whyl=s*Clprime;
whyM=1/ (s*Mpsprime);
if simplify
why2=0;
why12=0;
else
why2=s*C2prime;
why12=s*C12prime;
end
whyl1=1/ (Rp(count)+s*Llkp);
whyl2=1/ (Rsprime (count)+s*Llksprime);
why3=s*C3prime;
whyL=(1/ (n^2) *Rload);
why3L=1/ (ZC3prime+ ( (nA2) *Rload));
why3L=le6;
why4=s*C4;
zM=1/whyM;
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if simplify I why2==0
z2=inf;
else
z2=1/why2;
end
if simplify I whyl2==0
zl2=inf;
else
z12=1/why12;
end
zll=l/whyll;
zl2=1/whyl2;
whymatrix= [why11+whyl2+whyM -whyl2; -whyl2 why12+whyl2+why2];
gainvector=inv(whymatrix)*[whyll; whyl2];
Voc=Vp*gainvector (2);
Zout(count)=parinp([ (parimp((zll zM])+zl2) z2 zl2])/(n^2);
Lout(count)=imag(Zout(count))/omega(count);
Rout(count)=real(Zout(count));
Vocarray(count)=abs(Voc)/n;
end
if wresonancecap
resonantfreq=l/(2*pi*(sqrt(Leq*Ceq))); %no load
end
Pin=VpA2*real(1./Zin);
Pout= ( (Vgainmag*Vp) .2) /Rload;
eff=(Vgainmag.^2)/Rload./real(l./Zin);
Vs=Vgainmag*Vp;
Is=Vs/Rload;
Vsourceold=Vp*Mpsprime/ (Mpsprime+Llkp) /n;
Vsource=Vocarray;
if withrectifier
if filtertype==l
[VRfield,Ifield]=Voincclfun(Vsource,Vd,omega,Lout,Rfield,Rout,accuracy,type);
elseif filtertype==2
if accuracy==1
Ifield=2/pi./omega.*Vsource./Lout./sqrt(+(8*Rfield/ (pi^2)./omega./Lout) .^2); %no diode

VRfield=Ifield*Rfield;
elseif accuracy==2
VRfield= l./(64*RfieldA2.+omega.A2.*Lout.A2*piA4).*(-
128*Vd*Rfield+2.*(64.*Vsource .2*pi^2*Rfield^2.+omega.^2.*Lout.^2*pi^6.*Vsource.^2-
64.*omega.^2.*Lout.A2*piA4*VdA2) .^(1/2)).*Rfield; %with diode

for count=l:size(VRfield)
if VRfield(count)<0
VRfield(count)=0;
end
end
Ifield=VRfield/Rfield;
elseif accuracy==3
VRfield=
1/2./(64*Rfield^2+16*Rfield*pi^ 2.*Rout+pi^4.*Rout.^2.+mega.^2.*Lout.^2*pi^4).*(-
256*Rfield*Vd-
32*Vd*piA2.*Rout+4.*(64*Vsource.A2*piA2*Rfield^2+16*Rfield*piA4.*Rout.*Vsource.A2+piA6.*R
out.^2.*Vsource.^ 2.+omega.^ 2.*Lout.^ 2*pi^ 6.*Vsource.^ 2-
64*omega.^2.*Lout.^2*pi^4*Vd^2).^(1/2))*Rfield; %with diode and source resistor

for count=l:size(VRfield)
if VRfield(count)<0
VRfield(count)=0;
end
end
Ifield=VRfield/Rfield;
end
end
else
VRfield=Vs;
Ifield=Is;
end
Pout2=(VRfield).^2/Rfield;
pcbeffvect
VRfieldmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=VRfield;
Ifieldmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=Ifield;
NIfieldmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=Nffarray(Rfieldindex)*Ifield;
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Pout2matrix(Rfieldindex,:)=Pout2;
Irmsmosfetmatrix(Rfieldindex, :)=irmsmosfet;
if switchlosstype==1

effmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=eff;
Iinputmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=Pinput/14;

else
effmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=eff2;
Iinputmatrix(Rfieldindex,:)=Pinput2/14;
end
end
if filtertype==1
Ifieldind=Ifieldmatrix;
NIfieldind=NIfieldmatrix;
effind=effmatrix;
Iinputind=Iinputmatrix;
Irmsmosfetind=Irmsmosfetmatrix;
elseif filtertype==2
Ifieldcap=Ifieldmatrix;
NIfieldcap=NIfieldmatrix;
effcap=effmatrix;
Iinputcap=Iinputmatrix;
Irmsmosfetcap=Irmsmosfetmatrix;
end
figure(41)
surfc(Rfieldarray,f,Ifieldmatrix')
xlabel('Resistor (ohms)')
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)')
zlabel('Current (A)')
view(160,30)
figure(42)
surfc(Rfieldarray,f,NIfieldmatrix')
xlabel('Resistor (ohms)')
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)')
zlabel('Amnpere turns (A-turns)')
view(160,30)
figure(43)
surfc(Rfieldarray,f,effmatrix')
xlabel('Resistor (ohms)')
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)')
zlabel('Efficiency')
view(160,30)
figure(44)
surfc(Rfieldarray,f,14*Iinputmatrix')
xlabel('Resistor (ohms)')
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)')
zlabel('Input power (W)')
view(160,30)
figure(45)
surfc(Rfieldarray,f,Irmsmosfetmatrix')
xlabel('Resistor (ohms)')
ylabel('Frequency (Hz)')
zlabel('Primary rns current (A)')
view(160,30)
if fixturns

numturns=65;
[ndiff,nindex]=min(abs(numturns-Nffarray));

figure(21)
hold on
plot(f,Ifieldmatrix(nindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Field current (A)')
title(Rfieldarray(nindex))
figure(22)
hold on
plot(f,NIfieldmatrix(nindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Field ampere turns')
title(Rfieldarray(nindex))
figure(23)
hold on
plot(f,effmatrix(nindex,:),plottype)



xlabel('Frequency (-Hz)')
ylabel('Efficiency')
title(Rfieldarray(nindex))
figure(24)
hold on
plot(f.14*Iinputmatrix(nindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Input power (W)')
title(Rfieldarray(nindex))
figure(25)
hold on
plot(f,Irmsmosfetmatrix(nindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Primary rs current')
title(Rfieldarray(nindex))
end
if fixfreq
[fdifference,fdesindex]=min(abs(f-finterest));
figure(31)
hold on
plot(Rfieldarray,Ifieldmatrix(fdesindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Resistance (ohms)')
ylabel('Field current (A)')
title(finterest)
figure(32)
hold on
plot(Rfieldarray,NIfieldmatrix(fdesindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Resistance (ohms)')
ylabel('Field ampere turns')
title(finterest)
figure(33)
hold on
plot(Rfieldarray,effmatrix(fdesindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Resistance (ohms)')
ylabel('Efficiency')
title(finterest)
figure(34)
hold on
plot(Rfieldarray,Iinputmatrix(fdesindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Resistance (ohms)')
ylabel('Input power (W)')
title(finterest)
figure(35)
hold on
plot(Rfieldarray,Irmsmosfetmatrix(fdesindex,:),plottype)
xlabel('Resistance (ohms)')
ylabel('Primary rms current')
title(finterest)
end
figure(21)
hold on
plot(f,ones(l,size(f,2))*3.6*332/65,'r')
figure(22)
hold on
plot(f,ones(l,size(f,2))*3.6*332, 'r')

F.2.3 Efficiency Calculator

%pcbeff .m%

%calculations efficiency of PCB transformer output vs. frec
Pfield=fieldcurrent^2*Rfield %field losses
Pdiode=2*diodedrop*fieldcurrent %diode losses
if size(Rp,2)==l & size(Rs,2)==l
Rprim=Rp; %primary winding resistance
Rsec=Rs; %secondary winding resistance
else

Rprim=Rp ( fdesindex);
Rsec=Rs(fdesindex);
end
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if filtertype==1
Isec=fieldcurrent; %secondary current
Psec=(Isec^2)*Rsec %secndary losses

elseif filtertype==2
Isec=pi/2*fieldcurrent
Psec=0.5*(IsecA2)*Rsec

end
Pprim=(irmsmosfet^2)*Rprim %primary side losses
Pinverter=2*Ptot %inverter losses
Pinverter2=2*Ptot2;
Pinput= (Pfield+Pdiode+Psec+Pprim+Pinverter) %input power
Pinput2=(Pfield+Pdiode+Psec+Pprim+Pinverter2)
eff=Pfield/Pinput %efficiency
eff2=Pfield/Pinput2

%pcbeffvect.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%efficiency calculator
T=1./f;
if halfbridge

vm=14/2;
else

vm=14;
end
deltaim=vm*T/Mpsprime/4;
if filtertype==l
primcurideal=(1/n)*Ifield; %square wave amplitude
primcurpeak=deltaim+primcurideal; %primary current peak
irmsmosfet=primcurideal.*sqrt(1+(1/3).*((deltaim./primcurideal).^2));
elseif filtertype==2
primcurideal=(1/n).*Ifield*pi/2; %sinusoidal amplitude
primcurpeak=sqrt((8/(pi^2)*deltaim).^2+primcurideal.^2);
irmsmosfet=primcurpeak/sqrt(2); %irms current throguh mosfet
end
Pfield=Ifield. 2*Rfield;
Pdiode=2*diodedrop*Ifield;
if filtertype==l

Isec=Ifield;
Psec=(Isec.^2).*Rs;

elseif filtertype==2
Isec=pi/2*Ifield;
Psec=0.5*(Isec.^2).*Rs;

end
Pprim=(irmsmosfet.^2).*Rp;
Pinverter=2*Ptot;
Pinverter2=2*Ptot2;
Pinput= (Pfield+Pdiode+Psec+Pprim+Pinverter);
Pinput2=(Pfield+Pdiode+Psec+Pprim+Pinverter2);
eff=Pfield./Pinput;
eff2=Pfield./Pinput2;

F.2.4 Constant Current Load Output Current Calculator

%Voincclfun.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%function that determines output current given various parameters with constant current

load
function [VRfieldarray,Ifieldarray]=Voincclfun(Vs,Vd,omega,Leq,Rfield,Rs,accuracy,type)
%syms Vs Vo Vd omega Leq Rfield Rs lambda v
omegaarray=omega;
Rout=Rs;
Lout=Leq;
Vsource=Vs;
for count=l:size(omegaarray,2)
omega=omegaarray (count);
Rs=Rout(count);
Leq=Lout(count);
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Vs=Vsource(count); -

ftol=le-3;
deltatol=le-3;
h=0.001;
hl=0.0001;
h2=0.0001;

if accuracy==1
VRfield=2*Vs/pi./(1+(2*Vs/pi)*omega*Leq/Vs/Rfield);
Ifield=VRfield/Rfield;
end

if accuracy==2
type
count
ftol=le-5;
deltatol=le-5;
if Vs>2*Vd
lambda=asin (2*Vd/Vs);
%fo=inf;
%deltau=inf;
Ido=2*Vs/pi/(2*omega*Leq/pi+Rfield);
kl=Rfield*Vs/2/omega/Leq;
k2=Vs/pi;

oldcalc=0;
if oldcalc
uo=acos(1-2*omega*Leq*Ido/Vs);
uoinit=uo; %for comparison
while (1)
kl=Rfield*Vs/2/omega/Leq;
k2=Vs/pi;
fo=(kl-k2)*cos(lambda)- (kl+k2) *cos( (uo)-lambda)+2*Vd;
fright=(kl-k2)*cos(lambda)-(kl+k2)*cos((uo+h)-labda)+2*Vd;
fleft=(k1-k2)*cos(lambda)-(k+k2)*cos((uo-h)-lambda)+2*Vd;

derivf=(fright-fleft)/(2*h);
deltau=-fo/derivf;

uo=uo+deltau;

if abs(fo)<ftol & abs(deltau)<deltatol I derivf==0
break

end
end %of while

else
uo=acos( ((kl-k2) *cos(lambda)+2*Vd) / (kl+k2) )+lambda;
end

VRfield=1/pi*Vs* (cos(uo-lambda)+cos(lambda) ) -2*Vd;
Ifield=VRfield/Rfield;
if VRfield<0

VRfield=0;
Ifield=0;
end
else

VRfield=0;
Ifield=0;
end %of if Vs>2*Vd
end %of if accuracy==2

if accuracy==3
type
count
if Vs>2*Vd
lambdao=asin (2*Vd/Vs);
Ido=2*Vs/pi/(2*omega*Leq/pi+Rfield);
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Vdo=Ido*Rfield;
uo=acos(1-2*omega*Leq*Ido/Vs);
lambdaoinit=lambdao;
uo=O;
lambdao=O;
uoinit=uo; %for comparison
D=0;
while (1)
B=(Vs/Rs*omega*sin(lambdao)-Vs/Leq*cos(lambdao)) /((omega^*2)*Leq/Rs+Rs/Leq);
B2right=(Vs/Rs*omega*sin(lambdao+h2)-Vs/Leq*cos(lambdao+h2)) /((omega^2)*Leq/Rs+Rs/Leq);
B21eft =(Vs/Rs*omega*sin(lambdao-h2)-Vs/Leq*cos(lambdao-h2)) /((omega^2)*Leq/Rs+Rs/Leq);
C=(Vs/Leq*sin(lambdao)-B*omega)*Leq/Rs;
C2right=(Vs/Leq*sin(lambdao+h2)-B2right*omega)*Leq/Rs;
C21eft =(Vs/Leq*sin(lambdao-h2)-B21eft *omega)*Leq/Rs;
E=sqrt(BA2+CA2);
E2right=sqrt(B2right^2+C2rightA2);
E21eft=sqrt(B21eftA2+C21eftA2);
x=atan(B/C);
x2right=atan(B2right/C2right);
x2left=atan(B21eft/C21eft);

fol =(l/pi*Vs*(cos(uo-lambdao)+cos(lambdao)) -2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-uo)/pi) *(1+exp(-
Rs/Leq*uo/omega))-(C+D)*exp(-Rs/Leq*uo/omega)+E*cos(uo-x)+D;
fol1right=(1/pi*Vs*(cos((uo+hl)-lambdao)+cos(lambdao))-2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-
(uo+hl)/pi))*(l+exp(-Rs/Leq*(uo+hl)/omega))-(C+D)*exp(-
Rs/Leq*(uo+hl)/omega)+E*cos((uo+hl)-x)+D;
foilleft =(l/pi*Vs*(cos((uo-hl)-lambdao)+cos(lambdao))-2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-(uo-
hi))/pi)*(1+exp(-Rs/Leq*(uo-hl)/omega))-(C+D)*exp(-Rs/Leq*(uo-hl)/omega)+E*cos((uo-hl)-
x)+D;
fol2right=(l/pi*Vs*(cos(uo-(lambdao+h2))+cos(lambdao+h2))-2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-
uo)/pi)*(l+exp(-Rs/Leq*uo/omega))-(C2right+D)*exp(-Rs/Leq*uo/omega)+E2right*cos(uo-x)+D;
fol2left =(1/pi*Vs*(cos(uo-(lambdao-h2))+cos(lambdao-h2))-2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-
uo)/pi)*(1+exp(-Rs/Leq*uo/omega))-(C21eft+D)*exp(-Rs/Leq*uo/omega)+E21eft*cos(uo-x)+D;
fo2 =Vs*sin(lambdao) -2*Vd-Rs* (l/pi*Vs* (cos(uo-lambdao)+cos(lambdao) ) -
2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-uo)/pi);
fo2lright=Vs*sin(lambdao) -2*Vd-Rs* (l/pi*Vs* (cos ( (uo+hl) -lambdao) +cos (lambdao) ) -
2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-(uo+hl))/pi);
fo2lleft =Vs*sin(lambdao)-2*Vd-Rs*(1/pi*Vs*(cos((uo-h1)-lambdao)+cos(lambdao))-
2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-(uo-hl))/pi);
fo22right=Vs*sin(lambdao+h2)-2*Vd-Rs*(1/pi*Vs*(cos(uo-(lambdao+h2))+cos(lambdao+h2))-
2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-uo)/pi);
fo22left =Vs*sin(lambdao-h2)-2*Vd-Rs*(l/pi*Vs*(cos(uo-(lambdao-h2))+cos(lambdao-h2))-
2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-uo)/pi);
derivfoll=(fol1right-folleft)/(2*hl);
derivfol2=(fol2right-fol2left)/(2*h2);
derivfo2l=(fo2lright-fo2lleft)/(2*hl);
derivfo22=(fo22right-fo22left)/(2*h2);
jac=[derivfoll derivfol2;derivfo2l derivfo22l;
xx=inv(jac)*(-fol;-fo2];
deltau=xx(l);
deltalambda=xx(2);
uo=uo+deltau;
lambdao=lambdao+deltalambda;
if norm([fol,fo2])<ftol & norm([deltau,deltalambda])<deltatol

break
end

end %of while
Ifield=(1/pi*Vs*(cos(uo-lambdao)+cos(lambdao))-2*Vd)/(Rfield+Rs*(pi-uo)/pi);
VRfield=Ifield*Rfield;
if Ifield<O

VRfield=O;
Ifield=O;
end

else
Ifield=O;
VRfield=O;
end %of Vs>2*Vd
end %of if accuracy
VRfieldarray(count)=VRfield;
Ifieldarray(count)=Ifield;
end
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F.2.5 PCB Transformer Parameter Calculator

%pcbparamcalc.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%calculates pcb transformer parameters
approx=1;
same=1; %if primary inductance equals secondary inductance
routmax=(O.02878+2*0.0145) /2;
innerrad=0.02878/2;
onemil=25.4e-6;
intom=0.0254;
muO=4*pi*le-7;
epsilonO=8.854e-12;
sigma=4.45e7;
D=0.2;
%4 ounce copper tracks derived from 2 ounce copper 4:2
wp=0.2/2*intom;
sp=wp+15*onemil;
hp=0.0027*2*intom; %h2
rip=0.02878/2+.0016;
ws=2* (0.2/2*intom)+1* (15*onemil);
ss=ws+15*onemil;
hs=0.0027*2*intom; %hl
ris=0.02878/2+.0016;
z=25*onemil;
Np=floor((routmax-rip)/sp); %number of turns on primary winding
Ns=floor((routmax-ris)/ss); %number of turns on secondary winding
end
routp=rip+Np*sp- (sp-wp);
routs=ris+Ns*sp-(ss-ws);
doutp=routp*2;
douts=routs*2;
zorg=z;
Mps=mutualindcalc(Np,rip,sp,wp,hp,Ns,ris,ss,ws,hs,z,approx);
Lp=selfindcalc(Np,rip,sp,wp,hp,approx);
if same==1

Lsec=Lp;
else

Lsec=selfindcalc(Ns,ris,ss,ws,hs,approx);
end
n=Np/Ns;
Mpsprime=n*Mps;
Llkp=Lp-n*Mps;
Llks=Lsec- (1/n) *Mps;
C12=epsilon0*pi* (min(rip+ (Np-i) *sp+wp, ris+ (Ns-1) *ss+ws) ) ̂2/zorg;

rsump=0;
rsums=0;
for icount=1:Np

rl=rip+ (icount-1) *sp;
r2=rip+ (icount-1) *sp+wp;
r=sqrt(rl*r2);
rsump=rsump+r;

end
lenp=2*pi*rsump;
for jcount=1:Ns

al=ris+(jcount-1)*ss;
a2=ris+ (jcount-1) *ss+ws;
a=sqrt(a1*a2);

rsums=rsums+a;
end

lens=2*pi*rsums;
Rp=lenp/ (sigma*wp*hp);
Rs=lens/ (sigma*ws*hs);

%selfindcalc .m%

function Lp=selfindcalc (Np, rip, sp,wp,hp, approx)
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k=linspace(le-6,1e5,100
0 001); %9+8*integer

muO=4*pi*1e-7;
Lp=O;
hs=hp;
for icount=1:Np

rl=rip+(icount-1)*sp;
r2=rip+(icount-1)*sp+wp;
for jcount=1:Np

al=rip+(jcount-1)*sp;
a2=rip+(jcount-1)*sp+wp;

%Mps=Mps+muO*pi/(hs*log(r2/rl)*hp*log(a2/al))*int((besselj(0,k*r2)-
besselj(0,k*rl))*(besselj(O,k*a2)-besselj(0,k*al))/(k^2)*(2/(k^2)*(cosh(k*(hs+hp)/2)-
cosh(k*(hs-hp)/2)))*exp(-k*abs(z)),k,0,inf);

if approx==1
r=sqrt(rl*r2);
a=sqrt(al*a2);
rfl=r*(1+(hp^2)/(24*r^2))-sqrt(((wp"2)-(hp"2))/12);
rf2=r*(1+(hpA2)/(24*r^2))+sqrt(((WpA2)-(hpA

2
))/1

2
);

afl=a*(1+(hp^2)/(24*aA2))-sqrt ((wp^2)-(hp^2))/12);
af2=a*(1+(hp^2)/(24*a^2))+sqrt( ((wp^2)-(hp"2))/12);

if icount==jcount
z=0.2235*(hp+wp);
f=sqrt(4*a*r/(zA2+(a+r)^2));

[K,E]=ellipke(f);
Lpinc=muo*sqrt(a*r)*2/f*((1-(f^2)/2)*K-E);

else
z=O;
f=sqrt(4*afl*rfl/ (z^2+(afl+rfl)"2));
[K,E)=ellipke(f);
Mrflafl=muo*sqrt(afl*rfl)*2/f*((1-(f"2)/2)*K-E);
f=sqrt(4*af2*rfl/ (z^2+(af2+rfl)^ 2));

[K,E]=ellipke(f);
Mrflaf2=mu0*sqrt(af2*rf1)*2/f*((1-(f^2)/2)*K-E);

f=sqrt(4*afl*rf2/ (z^2+(afl+rf2)^ 2));
[K,E]=ellipke(f);

Mrf2afl=muo*sqrt(afl*rf2)*2/f*((1-(f^2)/2)*K-E);
f=sqrt(4*af2*rf2/ (z^2+(af2+rf2)^ 2));

[K,E]=ellipke(f);
Mrf2af2=muO*sqrt(af2*rf2)*2/f*((1-(f^2)/2)*K-E);

Lpinc=(Mrflafl+Mrflaf2+Mrf2afl+Mrf2af2)/4;
end
Lp=Lp+Lpinc;

else
zself=0;

integrand=muO*pi/(hs*log(r2/rl)*hp*log(a2/al))*(besselj(0,k*r2)-
besselj(O,k*rl)).*(besselj(0,k*a2)-besselj(0,k*al))./(k.A2).*(2./(k.A2).*(cosh(k*hp)-
1)).*exp(-k*abs(zself));

Lp=Lp+integratec(integrand,k);
end

end
end

%mutualindcalc.m%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%calculates mutual inductance between two windings
function Mps=mutualindcalc(Np,rip,sp,wp,hp,Nsris,ss,ws,hs,z,approx)
k=linspace(le-6,1e5,10000

0 1);
mu0=4*pi*1e-7;
Mps=0;
for icount=1:Np

rl=rip+(icount-l)*sp;
r2=rip+(icount-1)*sp+wp;
for jcount=l:Ns

al=ris+(jcount-l)*ss;
a2=ris+(jcount-l)*ss+ws;
if approx==1
r=sqrt(rl*r2);
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a=sqrt(al*a2);
f=sqrt(4*a*r/(z^2+(a+r)A2));
[K,E]=ellipke(f);
Mps=Mps+muO*sqrt(a*r)*2/f*((l-(fA2)/2)*K-E);
else

integrand=muO*pi/(hs*log(r2/rl)*hp*log(a2/al))*(besselj(O,k*r2)-
besselj(O,k*rl)).*(besselj(O,k*a2)-
besselj(0,k*a1))./(k.^2).*(2./(k.^2).*(cosh(k*(hs+hp)/2)-cosh(k*(hs-hp)/2))).*exp(-
k*abs(z));

Mps=Mps+integratec(integrand,k);
end
end

end

%integratec.m%

%integrator
function (integral]=integratec(u,k)
gridsize=k(2)-k(1);
%integrand=muO*pi/(hs*log(r2/ri) *hp*log(a2/al))*(besselj(0,k*r2)-
besselj(O,k*ri))*(besselj(O,k*a2)-besselj(0,k*a1))/(k^2)*(2/(kA2)*(cosh(k*(hs+hp)/2)-
cosh(k*(hs-hp)/2-)))*exp(-k*abs(z))
integral=0;
accuracy=4;
if accuracy==1

%k = number of pts=3+2*integer
for count=i:(floor((size(k,2))/2))
index=2*count;
integral=integral+gridsize/3*(u(index+l)+4*u(index)+u(index-l));

end
elseif accuracy==2

%k must have number of pts=5+4*integer
for count=i:(floor((size(k,2))/4))

index=3+4*(count-1);
integral=integral+2*gridsize/45*(7*u(index+2)+32*u(index+i)+12*u(index)+32*u(index-

1)+7*u(index-2));
end
elseif accuracy==3

%k must have number of pts=7+6*integer
for count=l:floor((size(k,2))/6)
index=4+6*(count-1);

integral=integral+gridsize/140*(41*u(index+3)+216*u(index+2)+27*u(index+1)+272*u(index)+2
7*u(index-l)+216*u(index-2)+41*u(index-3));
end
elseif accuracy==4

%k must have number of pts=9+8*k
for count=1:floor((size(k,2))/8)

index=5+8*(count-1);
integral=integral+4*gridsize/14175*(989*u(index+4)+5888*u(index+3)-

928*u(index+2)+10496*u(index+1)-4540*u(index)+10496*u(index-i)-928*u(index-
2)+5888*u(index-3)+989*u(index-4));
end
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